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The May Auctions

Michael Jesen
Auction Director

Spring is finally in full swing in New York and we are delighted to bring you an incredible three
days of auction (one evening and two day sessions to be exact!). In the two catalogs that make up
our May New York sales, we present a staggering total of 2445 lots of the world’s finest and rarest
wines with a total low/high estimate of nearly $5 million to $7.5 million. On May 14th, we revisit
our special evening sale format with an incredible, select offering of nearly 200 lots of some of
the most prized and highly sought after bottlings from the best collections around the world. Our
more traditional day sale on the 15th and 16th is highlighted by an extensive array of wine from
all regions and a broad span of vintages. There is even a little Cognac, thanks to a change in the
auction laws of New York.
The May auctions are marked by significant offerings from prominent and important cellars, several
of which are have selections featured in both the evening sale and the day sessions. Of note is An
Extensive Collection Of Pristine Rarities From A Meticulous European Collector Featuring An
Offering Of Exciting 2005 Burgundy Bottlings (lots 9 through 71), a collection from a dear friend
and one of the great collections of well stored wines of the world. Featured later in the evening
is A Fabulous Offering Of European Wines From A Highly Important North American Cellar (95
through 132), which represents an astonishing assortment of rarities. An additionally deep and
important offering of wines from this cellar is also featured in the May 16th session at lots 1618
through 2245. The evening sale is then rounded out by Spectacular Burgundies And Magnums
Of Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1945 And Chateau Petrus 1982 From One Of America’s Greatest
Collections (lots 143 through 170), a selection we are very privileged to be featuring from one of
the wine world’s most knowledgeable and respected connoisseurs. A further offering from this vast
collection is found at lots 796 through 947. The final lots of the evening sale represent the first
offering we have had – and perhaps the auction market has seen – of Domaine de la Romanee Conti
wines from the already mythic 2005 vintage. Bidding is sure to be furious and a new precedent in
the pricing of blue chip Burgundy is likely to be set.
Featured in the day session are several mouth watering collections. Kicking off on the 15th
is A Selection From The Cellar Of Lee Finley (lots 199 through 450), an amazing depth of
case lot Bordeaux, predominately in original wood. Later in the day we are thrilled to bring A
Comprehensive Collection Of Superlative Wines From An Astute American Connoisseur (lots 550
through 757), a cellar from a longtime, extremely knowledgeable American collector with a very
broad taste in wine. In addition to these fine offerings are many, many wonderful consignments
providing opportunities for wine enjoyers of all kinds to stock their cellars.
We look forward to seeing you at restaurant Daniel May 14th through 16th. As always, please do not
hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do for you.
Cheers!
Michael Jessen
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Auction Highlights
Lots 392-396, 398 & 399

Krug 1985, Krug Clos de Mesnil 1989
& Dom Perignon 1990

Lots 796, 797 & 810

Lots 1791-1794

Chapelle Chambertin Leroy 1937, Romanee St Vivant
Marey-Monge 1953 & Chambertin Rousseau 1978

Bonnes Mares Roumier 1985, Musigny Roumier 1985
& Bonnes Mares Roumier 1988 in bottles & magnums

Day 1 Highlights

Day 2 Highlights

• Original wood cases of all 1996 First Growths
(Lots 210-214, 218-221, 227-229, 238-240, and 252-256)

• Chateau Cheval Blanc 2000 in original wood case (Lot 1317)

• Five cases of Krug 1985 (Lots 392-396)

• Chateau Haut Brion 1989 (Lot 1406)

• Montrachet Comtes Lafon 1996 & 2004 (Lots 548 & 549)

• Romanee Conti Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2004 (Lot 1457)

• Chateau Trotanoy 1961 in magnum (Lot 566)

• Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogue 1978 (Lot 1548)

• A magnum of Krug Collection 1947 (Lot 617)

• Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1986 in original wood case (Lot 1557)

• Quinta do Noval 1931 and Quinta do Noval Nacional 1963
(Lots 656, 657, 665 & 666)

• Chateau d’Yquem 1893 (Lot 1568)

• Inglenook Cabernet Sauvignon “Estate” 1941 (Lot 678)
• Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 1974
in bottles and magnum (Lots 681 & 682)
• Chambertin Clos de Beze Perrot Minot 2005 (Lot 834)

• Chateau Lafleur 1975 (Lot 1692)
• La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti, Berry Bros & Rudd
Bottling 1923 (Lot 1757)
• Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogue 1961 (Lot 1851)

• Meursault Perrieres Guy Roulot 2000 (Lot 879)

• Chevalier Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 1992 in bottles and
magnums (Lots 1991 & 1992)

• Chateau Haut Brion 1989 in original wood (Lot 1010)

• Hermitage La Chapelle Jaboulet 1961 (Lot 2164)

• Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese Wehlener Sonnenuhr JJ Prum 1972
(Lot 1093)

• Cote Rotie La Mouline Guigal 1978 (Lot 2170)

• A jeroboam (3L) of Chateauneuf du Pape
Hommage a Jacques Perrin Beaucastel 1998 (Lot 1203)
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• Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1996 in original wood case (Lot 1360)

• Hermitage JL Chave 1978 (Lot 2171)

Auction Team and Contacts
Don Zacharia
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Zachys Wine Auctions at DANIEL
Thursday, May 15 and Friday, May 16, 2008
11:30 am to 2:30 pm
During Zachys Wine Auctions we welcome you to savor a splendid
buffet luncheon at DANIEL. Chef Daniel Boulud will offer an informal yet sumptuous luncheon to complement your wine auction
experience and sommeliers will be on hand to suggest wines from
his award winning cellars.
Please join us to enjoy this spread of seasonal French signature
cuisine prepared by one of New York’s most renowned four star
chefs. You will find the menu has been designed for you to enjoy
at your leisure - or on the go - as the auction progresses.
Chef Daniel Boulud

The wine auction buffet is $60 per person and is available only to registered auction bidders. Advance reservations are required and should
be made at your earliest convenience by calling 212.288.0033.
We look forward to welcoming you.

Lunch Reservations Required
$60 per person, plus beverages and tax.
Registered auction bidders only.
Reservations 212.288.0033

DANIEL 60 East 65th Street, New York, NY 10021
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The Spring Auction
Including A Fabulous Offering Of European Wines
From A Highly Important North American Cellar
Thursday, May 15, 2008
9:30 am
Lots 199-1315

Lots 846-848

A SELECTION FROM THE CELLAR OF LEE FINLEY
This offering from avid collector Lee Finley features multiple case quantities of classic Bordeaux, Champagne, and California
Cabernet. All wines were purchased on release or through mailing lists, and almost all remain in their original packaging.
I have had the great opportunity to work on this consignment from the moment the list was received. Lee Finley is a fascinating
individual, and it has been a pleasure to talk to him about his many interests: classic cars, good food, and, of course, fine wine.
Lee Finley’s four decade career in the utility truck industry has led him from western Canada to Spokane, Washington and finally to
Fort Worth, Texas, where he lives with his wife, Susie, and owns a commercial utility truck equipment manufacturer. During the fifteen years he spent in Spokane, this native of Vancouver, British Columbia ventured into unknown territory (for him) and opened a
restaurant with some business associates. The restaurant eventually failed, but the experience introduced him to the world of wine
and wine collecting.
By 1976, Lee Finley had caught the collecting bug and began to assemble collections centered around his two main interests:
Corvettes and red Bordeaux. His personal preferences have always driven his acquisitions, and while his taste in cars has remained
constant – his first love is still old Corvettes – his drinking preferences have changed over the years. For the first ten to twelve
years of collecting, Mr. Finley focused on French wines, primarily Bordeaux. In the early 1990s his attention began to shift towards
California, and he became enamored with the beautiful vineyards and wineries of Napa as well as the cult Californians that were
emerging in notoriety and quality.
Perhaps most notable about Lee Finley’s collection are the large quantities of red Bordeaux and Champagne that he amassed in the
1980s and 1990s. Once, when attending a wine association dinner in Dallas, he entered into conversation with Remy Krug, who
playfully remarked that Finley owned more 1985 Krug than he did!
Mr. Finley’s collection has long since outstripped the capacity of his 3,000-bottle home cellar, and the bulk of it is now stored in
temperature controlled storage. He jokes that he has gotten a little carried away over the years and now has decided to sell some
of his wine in order to maintain the currency and identity of his collection as a more personal “drinking cellar.”
Melissa Mizwa

Chateau Haut Brion 1990

BORDEAUX

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
1.5cm or better, original wood case
Parcel: lots 202-203
“...a decadently ripe wine with much more evolution to its
fragrant cassis, mineral, smoked-herb, hot rocks, tobacco,
sweet, toasty nose. Fat, rich, and medium to full-bodied...
superbly-concentrated, forward, awesomely-endowed...96.”
WA 2/97.

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1990
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
bottom neck or better
“...the explosive nose of black fruits and cassis intermixed
with coffee, menthol and leather is followed by an opulent,
splendidly concentrated wine that is sheer nectar...This is
spectacular stuff!...100.” RP 2005.

199

12 bottles

per lot $9000-13,000

202
203

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $5000-8000
per lot $5000-8000

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1995
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
original wood case
Parcel: lots 200-201
“A beautiful Cheval-Blanc. Compacted and extremely fruity
with gorgeous ripe fruit character. Highly perfumed with
berry and floral aromas. Full-bodied, with velvety tannins
and a lovely, fruity aftertaste...94.” WS 1/98.

200
201

12 bottles
12 bottles

Chateau Haut Brion 1994
Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 204-206
“With coaxing, some truffle-like, sweet, black fruit aromas,
as well as those of mineral/stones come forward...It is
superbly crafted, beautifully balanced, and as pure as a wine
can be. The integration of new oak, acidity, and tannin is
commendable...93.” WA 2/97.

per lot $2000-3000
per lot $2000-3000
204
205
206
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12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800
per lot $1200-1800
per lot $1200-1800
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207
208
209

Chateau Haut Brion 1995

Chateau Haut Brion 1996

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 207-209
“This wine has been brilliant on every occasion I have
tasted it...beautiful, knock-out set of aromatics, consisting of black fruits, vanillin, spice, and wood-fire smoke.
Multidimensional and rich, with layers of ripe fruit, and
beautifully integrated tannin and acidity, this medium to
full-bodied wine is a graceful, seamless, exceptional HautBrion...96.” WA 2/98.

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 210-214
“...very rich, with gobs of smoky, cherry, tobacco-tinged
fruit, medium body, exceptional purity and equilibrium...95-96.” WA 2/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $2800-4200
per lot $2800-4200
per lot $2800-4200

210
211
212
213
214

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200

Lots 210-214, 218-221, 227-229, 238-240 & 252-256

Zachys Wine Auctions tel 914 448 3026 • fax 914 206 4544 • auction@zachys.com • Bid Online at Zachys.com
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215
216
217

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1995

Chateau Latour 1996

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 215-217
“...a polished Bordeaux, extremely sophisticated and harmonious, with blackberry, dark chocolate and olive aromas.
Full-bodied and very silky, with a lovely fruity chocolate
aftertaste...97.” WS 1/98.

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 227-229
“A spectacular Latour...phenomenally sweet, pure aromas of
cassis infused with subtle minerals. This massive offering
possesses unreal levels of extract, full body, intensely ripe,
but abundant tannin, and a finish that lasts for nearly a
minute...99.” WA 6/00.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $4000-6000
per lot $4000-6000
per lot $4000-6000

227
228
229

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1996

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $7000-10,000
per lot $7000-10,000
per lot $7000-10,000
per lot $7000-10,000

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
nine bottom neck or better, three very top shoulder, four scuffed
labels
“...the quintessential example of this chateau. In addition
to being profoundly concentrated, its ethereal bouquet of
sweet black fruits, cedar, spices, flowers, smoke, and vanilla
is remarkably well-formed and intense...super-concentrated,
soft, silky-textured, and opulent...100.” WA 11/96.

230

222
223

12 bottles
12 bottles

231
232
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12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $4800-7000
per lot $4800-7000
per lot $4800-7000

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1600-2400
per lot $1600-2400

Chateau Margaux 1995
Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
lots 234-237: original wood case
Parcel: lots 234-237
“Wine of the vintage and the greatest Chateau Margaux
ever produced...essence of raspberry, violet and berry, with
hints of vanilla and toasted oak. Full-bodied and thick,
yet racy, with masses of tannins and a harmonious structure...100.” WS 1/98.

Chateau Latour 1995

224
225
226

per lot $8000-12,000

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 231-232
“The wine has turned out to be a classic, long-lived
Margaux. The opaque purple color is followed by this estate’s
tell-tale aromas of flowers, blackcurrants, licorice, and
smoky oak. This dense, powerful, closed wine is a true vin
de gard...92.” WA 2/97.

per lot $1700-2400
per lot $1700-2400

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 224-226
“Exceptionally full-bodied, with exhilarating levels of glycerin, richness, and personality, this wine, despite its low
acidity, possesses extremely high levels of tannin to go
along with its equally gargantuan proportions of fruit. It is
a fabulous Latour...96.” WA 6/00.

12 bottles
Chateau Margaux 1994

Chateau Latour 1994
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 222-223
“...a superbly rich, concentrated, full-bodied Latour with
remarkable intensity…exhibits fabulous intensity, excellent
richness, a sweet inner-core of fruit, and a powerful, tannic but brilliantly well-defined, long finish…this wine will
shock many tasters who have not given the 1994 vintage
much consideration…95.” WA 4/96.

per lot $6000-9000
per lot $6000-9000
per lot $6000-9000

Chateau Margaux 1990

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 218-221
“This massive wine may be the biggest, largest-scaled Lafite
I have ever tasted...extremely powerful and full-bodied,
with remarkable complexity for such a young wine...oozing
with extract and richness, yet has managed to preserve its
quintessentially elegant personality...100.” WA 4/99.

218
219
220
221

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

233
234
235
236
237

6 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $2000-3200
per lot $4200-6500
per lot $4200-6500
per lot $4200-6500
per lot $4200-6500
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238
239
240

241

Chateau Margaux 1996

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1995

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case, banded prior to inspection
Parcel: lots 238-240
“...undoubtedly one of the great classics produced under
the Mentzelopoulos regime...the quintessential Chateau
Margaux, as well as the paradigm for this estate, combining measured power, extraordinary elegance, and admirable
complexity...exceptionally sweet and pure...99.” WA 4/99.

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 247-251
“...masses of berry, violet, mint, mineral and cherry character, and full in body, with tons of velvety tannins and a
moderate finish...96.” WS 1/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $6000-9000
per lot $6000-9000
per lot $6000-9000

247
248
249
250
251

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1996

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
“…there is admirable richness, excellent ripeness…plenty of
finesse, suppleness, and character…90.” WA 4/00.

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 252-256
“Gorgeous aromas of spices, berries, chocolate and raspberries introduce this pedigreed bottling. A glorious young
wine that gets better and better as you taste it, it’s fullbodied and incredibly silky, with super-integrated tannins
and a long, long aftertaste...94.” WS 1/99.

12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“...defines class and concentration, with thick, chewy cassis,
mint and berry flavors, full, silky tannins and great harmony...99.” WS 5/92.

12 bottles

per lot $2600-3800

252
253
254
255
256

per lot $2200-3200

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1994

244
245
246

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 244-246
“The wine exhibits a dense, saturated purple color, followed
by a classic Mouton nose of sweet black fruits intermingled
with smoke, pain grille, spice, and cedar. Medium to fullbodied, with outstanding concentration, a layered feel,
plenty of tannin, and rich, concentrated fruit, this wine is
similar to the fine 1988...91.” WA 2/97.

257
258

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

259

per lot $1300-1900
per lot $1300-1900
per lot $1300-1900

per lot $2600-3800
per lot $2600-3800
per lot $2600-3800
per lot $2600-3800
per lot $2600-3800

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
Parcel: lots 257-258
“This super-concentrated wine possesses a roasted herb,
sweet, jammy black fruit-scented nose, with noteworthy
opulence and succulence. Pure and full-bodied, this concentrated wine conceals more tannin than it is presently
revealing. The wine is open, flattering, and impossible to
resist...95.” WA 11/96.

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“Black red. Coffee, cigar box and chocolate aromas. Fullbodied, yet harmonious, with a lovely, silky texture. A
caressing and rich wine...97.” WS 6/01.

12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1990

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1990

243

per lot $3000-4800
per lot $3000-4800
per lot $3000-4800
per lot $3000-4800
per lot $3000-4800

Chateau Margaux 1997

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1989

242

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1800-2600
per lot $1800-2600

Chateau Rauzan Segla 1990
Margaux, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“...large quantities of sweet, earthy, cassis fruit, full body,
and a leathery toughness. The wine is pure, with huge flavor
extraction, as well as mouthsearing tannin...93.” WA 2/97.

12 bottles

per lot $800-1200

Zachys Wine Auctions tel 914 448 3026 • fax 914 206 4544 • auction@zachys.com • Bid Online at Zachys.com
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260
261
262

Chateau Angelus 1994

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1994

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
original wood case
Parcel: lots 260-262
“...offers up heavenly scents of smoked meats, barbeque
spices, hickory wood, and plenty of cassis and kirsch liqueur.
The fruit’s phenomenal purity and denseness, as well as its
overall balance is admirable in view of the massive, muscular personality of this huge, full-bodied wine oozing with
extract...93.” WA 1/97.

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 271-273
“This outstanding example of La Mission is surprisingly forward and velvety-textured...fragrant, smoky, tobacco, leathery, roasted herb, and cassis-scented nose is a real turn on.
Voluptuous, round, medium to full-bodied, and loaded with
fruit, glycerin, complexity, and charm...91.” WA 2/97.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $700-1000
per lot $700-1000
per lot $700-1000

271
272
273

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 263-265
“...one of the top wines of the vintage...a fabulously sweet
nose...full bodied, with sweet, opulent fruit that reveals
none of the vintage’s tough tannin, this remarkably rich,
well-balanced, classic wine will prove to be uncommonly
long-lived...91.” WA 2/97.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $550-800
per lot $550-800
per lot $550-800

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 274-276
“Layers of pure black-cherry and cassis fruit are intermixed
with stony, mineral-like scents, as well as high quality
toasty oak. Medium to full-bodied, with a sweet, rich entry,
this wine possesses plenty of tannin, yet fabulous extract
and length...93.” WA 2/97.

274
275
276

per lot $400-600
per lot $400-600
per lot $400-600

Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste 1994

277
278
279

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 269-270
“...reveals even more flesh than it did prior to bottling, as
well as the high tannin that marks many of this vintage’s
wines...the nose offers up a gorgeously pure blast of sweet
cassis fruit. Medium to full-bodied, with layers of extract...”
WA 2/97.

269
270

12 bottles
12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $300-450
per lot $300-450
per lot $300-450

Chateau Pichon Longueville Comtesse de
Lalande 1994
Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 280-282
“One of the stars of the vintage, this opaque purple-colored
wine possesses a gorgeously perfumed, exotic, smoky, blackcurrant, Asian spice, and sweet vanillin-scented bouquet. It is
followed by thick, rich, moderately tannic flavors that exhibit medium to full body, good structure, outstanding purity,
and a classically layered, long, pure finish...91.” WA 2/97.

per lot $380-550
per lot $380-550
280
281
282

12

per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900

St Emilion
original wood case
Parcel: lots 277-279
“...recent vintages have produced the finest wines I have ever
tasted from this estate...Opaque purple-colored, with a tight
but promising nose of cherry jam, blackcurrants, smoked
herbs, and grilled meats, this dense, chewy, medium to fullbodied wine exhibits the vintage’s tough tannin. However,
this 1994 possesses enough fruit, glycerin, and extract to
counterbalance the wine’s structure...90.” WA 2/97.

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 266-268
“...a textbook, cassis, mineral, licorice, and floral-scented
nose, medium body, outstanding extract and purity, moderate tannin, and a persuasively rich, sweet, spicy finish...This
should prove to be a classic St.-Julien.” WA 2/97.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
Chateau Monbousquet 1994

Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou 1994

266
267
268

per lot $700-1000
per lot $700-1000
per lot $700-1000

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1994

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1994

263
264
265

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900
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283
284
285

Chateau Pontet Canet 1994

Chateau Angelus 1995

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 283-285
“One of the finest as well as longest-lived wines of the
vintage...This rich, impressive, full-bodied wine represents
the finest Pontet-Canet produced since the 1961. This fullbodied, purely made wine is crammed with black currant
fruit...93.” WA 1/97.

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
original wood case
Parcel: lots 289-291
“...aromatics include scents of Provencal olives, jammy black
cherries, blackberries, truffles, and toast. A very full-bodied
wine, it is layered, thick, and pure...95.” WA 2/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $420-600
per lot $420-600
per lot $420-600

289
290
291

286
287
288

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $400-600
per lot $400-600
per lot $400-600

per lot $1200-1800
per lot $1200-1800
per lot $1200-1800

Chateau Branaire Ducru 1995
St Julien, Quatrieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 292-294
“A beauty in the elegant, restrained, finesse school of
winemaking...exhibits a floral, cranberry, cherry, and black
currant-scented nose intermixed with high quality toasty
new oak. Medium-bodied, with excellent definition, supple
tannin, and an attractive, alluring personality...90.” WA 2/98.

Chateau Troplong Mondot 1994
St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 286-288
“...tight but promising nose of toasty new oak, black fruits,
licorice, and spice...built for the long haul. The wine possesses high tannin levels, as well as outstanding concentration and ripeness...” WA 2/97.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

292
293
294

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $450-650
per lot $450-650
per lot $450-650

Lots 289-291, 300-304, 316, 335-337, 350 & 351
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295
296
297
298

Chateau Calon Segur 1995

Chateau Ferrand Lartigue 1995

St Estephe, Troisieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 295-298
“Greatest Calon-Segur ever made. An absolutely amazing
red, this third-growth Bordeaux is remarkable for its layers
of berry, violets and perfume. It’s full-bodied and very velvety on the palate, with masses of character and an ultralong finish…96.” WS 1/98.

St Emilion
original wood case
Parcel: lots 305-307
“A sexy, open-knit wine...exhibits a dark ruby/purple color, a
jammy, candied fruit and toasty-scented nose, ripe, velvetytextured, complex, generous black cherry and cassis flavors,
and low acidity...A sleeper of the vintage...” WA 2/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $900-1300
per lot $900-1300
per lot $900-1300
per lot $900-1300

305
306
307

299

12 bottles

per lot $500-750

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 308-310
“Both powerful and elegant, this wine exhibits layers of
richness, nicely integrated acidity and tannins, and an
impressive full-bodied, long finish...90.” WA 2/98.

308
309
310

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 300-301
“A wine of extraordinary intensity and accessibility...
Opulent, with forward aromatics...this terrific Cos possesses
remarkable intensity, full body, and layers of jammy fruit
nicely framed by the wine’s new oak...95.” WA 2/98.

302
303
304

14

12 bottles
12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $350-500
per lot $350-500
per lot $350-500

Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste 1995

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1995

300
301

per lot $350-500
per lot $350-500
per lot $350-500

Chateau Grand Mayne 1995

Chateau Clerc Milon 1995
Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
original wood case
“Like smelling a delicious raspberry sauce with hints of coffee and smoke, and the wine that follows is wonderfully
structured, muscular and well toned. Full-bodied, with sleek
and racy tannins and a long, characterful aftertaste. One of
the top buys of the vintage from Bordeaux…95.” WS 1/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1000-1500
per lot $1000-1500

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 311-313
“Another unbelievably rich, multidimensional, broadshouldered wine...this gorgeously proportioned, medium to
full-bodied, fabulously ripe, rich, cassis-scented and flavored
Grand-Puy-Lacoste is a beauty...95.” WA 2/98.

311
312
313

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $750-1100
per lot $750-1100
per lot $750-1100

Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou 1995

Chateau La Fleur De Gay 1995

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 302-304
“The greatest Ducru produced this century. Breathtaking
aromas of berries, violets, vanilla and blackberries set the
stage for a wine that’s full-bodied and tannic, yet very
fine and long in the mouth. This has fabulous structure for
aging...97.” WS 1/98.

Pomerol
original wood case
Parcel: lots 314-315
“...The color is a healthy dense ruby/purple. The nose displays aromas of minerals, pain grille, a touch of prunes, and
gobs of black cherries and cassis intertwined with vanillin
from new oak casks. This medium-bodied wine exhibits
fennel-like black currant flavors, high tannin, and impressive
purity, depth, and length...90.” WA 2/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800
per lot $1200-1800
per lot $1200-1800

314
315

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $500-750
per lot $500-750
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Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1995

Chateau Monbousquet 1995

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
original wood case
“...more powerful, richer, riper, sweeter fruit...glycerinendowed, fuller-bodied personality. The dark saturated purple
color is followed by aromas of sweet, earthy fruit...With
low acidity and chewy, full-bodied flavors, this intense 1995
appears to be a top-class La Mission-Haut-Brion...92.” RP 1998.

St Emilion
original wood case
Parcel: lots 326-328
“...opaque purple color, and a glorious nose of new oak,
spice, and abundant black fruits. This full-bodied, superextracted, multi-layered wine must be tasted to be
believed...92.” WA 2/98.

12 bottles

per lot $1100-1600

Chateau L’Arrosee 1995
St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 317-319
“...complex, kirsch, pain grille, smoky, deliciously complex
and fruity nose, this fragrant wine offers a wealth of raspberry, currant, and cherry-like fruit. It is not a blockbuster,
but rather, an elegant, multi-dimensional, round, velvetytextured wine with a lushness and sweetness of fruit that
makes it irresistible...90.” WA 2/98.

317
318
319

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $450-650
per lot $450-650
per lot $450-650

326
327
328

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 329-331
“An explosively rich, exotic, fruity Montrose, powerful yet
surprisingly accessible...93.” WA 2/98.

329
330
331

per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900

332
333
334

per lot $1000-1500
per lot $1000-1500
per lot $1000-1500

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $700-1000
per lot $700-1000
per lot $700-1000

Chateau Pichon Longueville Comtesse de
Lalande 1995

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 323-325
“Complex aromas of currants, berries and mint. Full-bodied,
very tannic, but velvety and caressing. Getting better all the
time...94.” WS 1/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $800-1200
per lot $800-1200
per lot $800-1200

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 332-334
“...sweet, toasty, chocolatey, black currant aromas are followed by a wine with outstanding richness, an impressive,
fleshy, medium to full-bodied personality, and fine length...
this is a beautifully made, outstanding wine that recalls the
1988 in its weight and texture...91.” WA 1/97.

Chateau Lynch Bages 1995

323
324
325

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

Chateau Pichon Longueville Baron 1995

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 320-322
“Tantalizing red, with violet, berry and blackberry aromas
and hints of earth. Full-bodied and chewy, with lots of fruit
and flavors. Long, velvety finish...93.” WS 1/98.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $500-750
per lot $500-750
per lot $500-750

Chateau Montrose 1995

Chateau Leoville Barton 1995

320
321
322

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 335-337
“...exquisite on the palate, this full-bodied, layered, multidimensional wine should prove to be one of the vintage’s
most extraordinary success stories...96.” WA 2/98.

335
336
337

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1400-2000
per lot $1400-2000
per lot $1400-2000
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338
339
340

341

Chateau Rauzan Segla 1995

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1996

Margaux, Deuxieme Cru Classe
lots 339-340: original wood case
Parcel: lots 339-340
“...sweet cassis fruit intertwined with scents of cedar, licorice, and toasty oak. Dense and full-bodied, with an explosive finish, this is a glass-staining, intensely-concentrated,
large-scaled, full-bodied Rauzan-Segla that may be one of
the longest-lived Margauxs of this vintage...90.” RP 1998.

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 350-351
“...the wine has retained its intrinsic classicism, symmetry,
and profound potential for complexity and elegance...a
spectacular nose of cassis, cherry liqueur, pain grille, and
minerals. It is powerful and rich on the attack, with beautifully integrated tannin, massive concentration, yet no hint
of heaviness or disjointedness...98.” WA 4/99.

10 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $420-650
per lot $500-750
per lot $500-750

Chateau Montrose 1996
St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 352-353
“A classic St.-Estephe with all the exotic character you
expect from this appellation, along with a harmony, finesse
and subtlety…full-bodied, with layers of well-integrated,
polished tannins and an intense spicy, fruity aftertaste. One
of the best of the modern-day wines from Montrose...95.”
WS 1/99.

12 bottles

per lot $380-550

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 345-349
“Dark-colored, with plenty of currant and spice aromas, the
wine is full-bodied, with very velvety tannins and allspice,
berry and currant flavors. Long, long finish. One of the
wines of the vintage...95.” WS 1/99.

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

352
353

per lot $1100-1600
per lot $1100-1600
per lot $1100-1600
per lot $1100-1600
per lot $1100-1600

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $850-1200
per lot $850-1200

Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande 1996
Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 354-355
“...just as awesome from bottle as it was from multiple cask
tastings...deep and full-bodied, with fabulous concentration
and a sweet, opulent texture...possesses plenty of tannin,
but the wine’s overwhelming fruit richness dominates its
personality...96.” WA 4/99.

per lot $500-750
per lot $500-750
per lot $500-750

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1996

16

per lot $2400-3500
per lot $2400-3500

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
original wood case
“...scents of roasted herbs intermixed with sweet black currant fruit, truffles, vanillin, and minerals. Lush, with ripe
cassis fruit on the attack, outstanding balance, medium body,
and layers of intensity, this is an elegant, graceful, smoothly
textured, beautifully made Bordeaux...90.” WA 2/98.

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 342-344
“...exhibits a reticent but intriguing nose of underbrush,
jammy black fruits, minerals, and vanillin. Deep, rich, and
medium to full-bodied, with outstanding extract and purity,
the wine possesses a seamless personality...92.” WA 2/98.

345
346
347
348
349

12 bottles
12 bottles

Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte 1995

Chateau Troplong Mondot 1995

342
343
344

350
351

354
355

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1600-2400
per lot $1600-2400

La Mondotte 1997
St Emilion
two 6-pack original wood cases
“...this is a fabulous claret. Expansive and full-bodied,
with exhilarating levels of extract, an opulent, unctuouslytextured feel, extremely low acidity, and a 40+ second finish, this is a prodigious effort...this medium to full-bodied,
showy, unbelievably dense and rich wine is another tour de
force in winemaking...94.” WA 4/98.

356

12 bottles

per lot $1000-1500
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Chateau De Fieuzal Blanc 1994

Chateau d’Yquem 1988

Graves
two twelve-pack original wood cases

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
original wood case
lot 365: bottom neck or better
lot 366: eight bottom neck or better, four very top shoulder
“...built along the lines of the extraordinary 1975. With a
honeyed, smoky, orange/coconut/pineapple-scented nose,
this powerful wine possesses full body, layers of highly
concentrated, extracted flavors, considerable botrytis, and a
sensational finish...99.” WA 12/97.

24 bottles

per lot $600-900

Domaine de Chevalier Blanc 1994
Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
original wood case
Parcel: lots 358-359
“This could turn out to be the finest Domaine de Chevalier
since the 1983 and 1985. Displaying less oak than normal,
the big, honeyed, cherry, smoky, and melon-scented nose
is followed by a full-bodied, powerful, dense, highly concentrated wine that lingers on the palate for nearly 45 seconds. This should be one of the bigger, more concentrated
and powerful Domaine de Chevaliers made in the last 20
years...91.” RP 1998.

358
359

12 bottles
12 bottles

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
original wood case

12 bottles

367
368

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $3500-5500
per lot $3500-5500

363
364

15 half-bottles (375ml)
12 bottles

per lot $3500-5500
per lot $3000-4500

Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
Parcel: lots 369-370
“...Full-bodied and powerful, extremely rich and dense, it
may be the least evolved 1988. The nose offers enticing
coconut, orange, vanilla, and honeyed scents. The flavors are
highly extracted...93.” RP 1998.

369
370

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $650-950
per lot $650-950

Chateau Rieussec 1989
Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“...the wine displays an intense perfume of creme brulee
custard, baked apple pie, and sweet, ripe pineapples and
pears. Full-bodied, rich, alcoholic, and fat, with low acidity
and considerable sweetness, this is a luxuriously rich, unctuously-textured, heavyweight Sauternes...92.” RP 1998

Chateau d’Yquem 1986
Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
lot 363: three bottom neck or better, twelve very top shoulder,
bin-soiled labels, two with signs of old seepage
lot 364: bottom neck or better, original wood case
“Its enthralling bouquet of pineapples, sauteed hazelnuts,
vanillin, and ripe apricots is breathtaking. Compellingly concentrated, the breadth as well as depth of flavor seemingly
know no limits...98.” RP 1998.

24 half-bottles (375ml)
12 bottles
Chateau Rieussec 1988

Chateau d’Yquem 1983

361
362

per lot $4500-6500
per lot $3200-5000

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
into neck, original wood case
“...a large-scaled, massively rich, unctuously-textured wine
that should evolve effortlessly for a half century or more...
huge nose of smoky, honey-covered coconuts and overripe
pineapples and apricots...the richest Yquem made in the
eighties…97.” RP 1998.

per lot $200-300

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
bottom neck or better, original wood case
Parcel: lots 361-362
“...an attractive orange-gold, its bouquet emitting the usual
scents, but with great intensity, apricots, honeyed botrytis,
creme brulee; a sweet, creamy wine masking considerable
power and assertiveness...★★★★★.” MB 11/00.

24 half-bottles (375ml)
12 bottles
Chateau d’Yquem 1989

per lot $450-650
per lot $450-650

Chateau Latour Martillac Blanc 1994

360

365
366

371

12 bottles

per lot $600-900

per lot $2800-4200
per lot $3000-4500
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Domaine Dujac
There are Burgundy domaines which are long established and long renowned, having estate-bottled for fifty years or more. There
are others which have only recently become stars, because it is only in the last decade that they have themselves bottled a significant portion of their produce, though they might have been producing wine for generations. And there is a third category:
domaines which have been created from scratch. Of these, none has had such a meteoric rise to super-stardom as the Domaine
Dujac in Morey-Saint-Denis.
Jacques Seysses was born in 1941. His father, Louis, was head of Biscuits Belin, since sold to Nabisco, and, importantly, president
of the Club des Cent, a club of wealthy continental oenophiles and gastronomes dedicated to the art of good living. Three-star restaurants and five-star domaines were the happy hunting grounds of these ladies and gentlemen, and from an early age Jacques was
party to the entertainment. He remembers being taken to La Tour d’Argent at the age of seven; and visiting Pere Ramonet and the
Domaine de la Romanee Conti when his father went down to re-stock his cellar. “Thanks to my father I drank the great 1929’s and
1934’s in their prime. He gave me a marvelous introduction to all the best domaines and chateaux in Burgundy and Bordeaux. My
yardsticks were implanted from an early age.”
What I like about the Dujac wines is their purity. These are wines of lightish color but intense fruit, and great elegance and definition. Other domaines’ and negociants’ wines naturally have their own particular character. But sometimes this thumbprint imposes
too much, obliterating the terroir. Not so at the Domaine Dujac. The explanation, I believe, is this modest, hands-off approach. “We
have a tendency to think that the miracle is in the sophistication of the equipment,” says Jacques Seysses. “In reality the miracle
comes from the matiere premiere, from the grape. I rely more and more on tasting to decide what to do. These days the scientists
and oenologues have given us the courage to rely on our palates and not merely on analysis.” Jacques Seysses produces wines which
reflect his own taste and personality. Thirty years’ experience has proved that this is a style which is enthusiastically appreciated
throughout the world. A deserved success. A very fine domaine.
Clive Coates, “Cote d’Or”

Clos St Denis Dujac 1996

BURGUNDY

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Extremely well-balanced, this wine is oily-textured, rich,
medium-to-full-bodied, and offers a gorgeous mouthful of
sweet cherries, earth, and metallic flavors that linger on the
finish amidst traces of lightly charred oak...90-92.” WA 8/98.

Charmes Chambertin Dujac 1996
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Very distinctive. Once you adapt to the truffle, sousbois (wet forest floor), mature Pinot aromas and focus on
the lovely, pure, ripe red berry flavors, there’s plenty to
enjoy in this medium-bodied, rather racy, traditional red
Burgundy...91.” WS 7/99.

372

7 bottles

374

per lot $850-1300

373

18

4 bottles

per lot $700-1200

per lot $1000-1500

Echezeaux Dujac 1996
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Elegant, spicy, sexy and altogether gorgeous aromatics followed by sappy black fruit flavors of solid depth and length.
This is most impressive in its harmony, density and classy
delivery...92.” Burghound 11/99.

Clos de la Roche Dujac 1996
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
three with signs of old seepage
“Spicy fruit and floral aromas of impressive complexity are
framed by gentle oak that continues onto the round yet
focused flavors offering excellent depth and length. This
has everything it needs to be great and should age effortlessly...92.” Burghound 5/06.

8 bottles

375

4 bottles

per lot $500-750

Clos de la Roche Domaine Ponsot 1997
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

376
377
378

23 half-bottles (375ml)
12 bottles
4 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $950-1400
per lot $1000-1500
per lot $650-1000
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Hermitage La Sizeranne Chapoutier 1995

RHONE

Rhone
Parcel: lots 385-386
“The 1995 Hermitage La Sizeranne is performing even better
out of bottle than it did immediately prior to bottling. It is
a full-bodied, dense ruby/purple-colored wine with a sweet,
smoky, chocolate, cassis, and tar-scented nose, great fruit
intensity, full body, a layered texture, sweet tannin, and
good grip...92.” WA 10/97.

Hermitage La Chapelle Jaboulet 1989
Rhone
six 2cm or better, six 2.5cm
“...huge bouquet of coffee, hickory wood, jammy cassis,
minerals, and spices are the stuff of legends...layer upon
layer of unctuous, highly extracted, and superripe fruit. The
finish offers an extraordinary explosion of fruit, glycerin,
and strong but ripe tannin...97.” RP 1997.

379

12 bottles

per lot $1800-2600

385
386

Chateauneuf du Pape Barbe Rac Chapoutier 1993

12 bottles

per lot $350-500

Rhone
original wood case
“It is a rich, dense, opulently styled wine with copious
quantities of honeyed fruit, considerable power, and a rose
petal/honeyed richness with a touch of toast and spice...
long, delicious, thick Beaucastel...92.” WA 6/96.

387

Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier 1993

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $950-1400
per lot $950-1400
per lot $950-1400

384

6 bottles

per lot $300-450

Rhone
original wood case
Parcel: lots 388-390
“Very youthful, with a ripe core of red currant and raspberry
fruit and licorice flavor surrounded by creamy tannins.
Plenty of smoke, mineral and tobacco notes chiming in on
the finish, but this still has a ways to go, with plenty of
grip...95.” WS 12/05.

388
389
390

Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier 1994
Rhone
original wood case
“...wonderfully sweet, pure nose of cassis and other black
fruits intertwined with minerals, are followed by a wine
of profound richness, great complexity, and full body. It is
almost the essence of blackberries and cassis...Made from a
parcel of vines...some of which predate the phylloxera epidemic...96.” RP 1997.

12 bottles

Chateauneuf du Pape Chateau Beaucastel 1995

Rhone
original wood case
Parcel: lots 381-383
“The 1993 Le Pavilion is the Hermitage of the Vintage. More
austere than when I tasted it prior to bottling, it is one of
the few 1993s with a sweet inner core of fruit, as well as
a dense ruby/purple color, outstanding concentration and
extract, and huge tannin in the finish...93.” WA 6/96.

381
382
383

per lot $350-500
per lot $350-500

Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc
Chateau Beaucastel 1995

Rhone
original wood case
“A sleeper vintage, the dense ruby/purple-colored, extremely
concentrated 1993 offers a gloriously heady concoction of
melted licorice, seaweed, black cherry liqueur, and smoke. It
is a candidate for the ‘wine of the vintage’ in Chateauneuf
du Pape...94.” WA 1/03.

380

12 bottles
12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900

Chateauneuf du Pape Reserve
Chateau Rayas 1995
Rhone
“...spectacular...bringing to mind a hypothetical blend of
the great 1989 and 1978. Deeply-colored and still young,
with black currant/creme de cassis-like characteristics, huge
body, yet great structure and delineation...96.” WA 1/03.

391

12 bottles

per lot $3500-5500

per lot $500-750
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392
393
394
395
396

CHAMPAGNE

PROVENCE

Krug 1985

Domaine de Trevallon 1988

Champagne
two 6-pack original cartons
Parcel: lots 392-396
“A seductive, fully mature, spicy-flavored Champagne that’s
rich in texture, full in body, still quite firm in balance and
long on the finish. What a satisfying taste experience!...94.”
WS 12/96.

Provence
lot 403: bottom neck or better
lot 404: six bottom neck or better, six very top shoulder, original carton

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $3500-5500
per lot $3500-5500
per lot $3500-5500
per lot $3500-5500
per lot $3500-5500

403
404

10 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $320-500
per lot $400-600

Domaine de Trevallon 1989
Provence
bottom neck or better, original wood case
Parcel: lots 405-406

405
406

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $550-800
per lot $550-800

Krug 1989
Champagne
two 6-pack original cartons
“A most voluptuous, honey-saturated Krug. Already richly
evolved. Butterscotchy, with a long aftertaste...96.” RJ 10/05.

397

12 bottles

ITALY

Barbaresco Camp Gros Martinenga
Marchese di Gresy 1990

per lot $2400-3800

Piedmont
six bottom neck or better, six very top shoulder

407

Krug Clos du Mesnil 1989
Champagne
individual original wood cases, original gift cartons
“Is there a better wine in this world than Clos de Mesnil?
I doubt it. The ‘89 is one of the richest and most delicious
vintages ever. At the same time, the vineyard’s elegant
expression shines through clearly...97.” RJ 3/03.

398

9 bottles

399

12 bottles

Piedmont
bottom neck or better
“... reveals a superb nose of roasted herbs and black-cherries, medium to full body, wonderfully ripe flavors, and a
long, expansive, concentrated finish that exhibits no hard
edges...92.” WA 4/94.

408

Champagne
original carton, original gift cartons
“Very youthful and elegant with typical Dom Pérignon
finesse. It will be a pleasure to follow the internal development of the ‘88 and ‘90. A great debut for Richard
Geoffroy!...94.” RJ 8/06.

per lot $2200-3200

409

20

per lot $750-1200

Piedmont
three bottom neck or better, three very top shoulder, original
wood case, banded prior to inspection
“The bouquet of the awesomely concentrated, compelling
1990 Barolo Bricco Rocche soars from the glass, offering
aromas of melted road tar, sweet, jammy, cherry fruit,
tobacco, and fruitcake. Massive yet graceful flavors cascade
over the palate, revealing considerable viscosity, glycerin,
and extraction of flavor. The wine is deep, expansive, and
chewy. The finish is something to behold...94-95.” WA 4/94.

per lot $2200-3200
per lot $4500-6500

Champagne
original gift cartons

6 bottles

5 magnums (1.5L)

Barolo Bricco Rocche Ceretto 1990

Taittinger Artists Collection 1992

402

per lot $650-1000

Piedmont
two bottom neck or better, three very top shoulder, four with
signs of old seepage

Champagne
6-pack original cartons
“A classic of power and finesse, richness and delicacy, it may
be the greatest Cristal I have ever tasted!…97.” WA 10/98.

6 bottles
12 bottles

4 magnums (1.5L)

Barbaresco Il Bricco Riserva Pio Cesare 1990

Louis Roederer Cristal 1990

400
401

per lot $850-1200

Barbaresco Faset Bricco Asili Ceretto 1990

per lot $3500-6000

Dom Perignon 1990

12 bottles

per lot $350-500

410

6 bottles

per lot $750-1100
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Lots 392-396 & 398-399

411
412

Barolo Bricco Rocche Prapo Ceretto 1990

Opus One 1994

Piedmont
original wood case
lot 411: six bottom neck or better, six very top shoulder
lot 412: 1.5cm or better

Napa Valley
“...a wonderful sense of harmony and finesse to this graceful,
elegant wine. Lots of complex flavors, with tiers of spicy currant and black cherry. Long, intricate aftertaste...97.” WS 2/00.

12 bottles
6 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $500-800
per lot $500-800

419

5 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Arrowood Merlot 1995
Barolo Pio Cesare 1990
Piedmont
two bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder, two with
signs of old seepage

413

4 magnums (1.5L)

Sonoma
four 6-pack original cartons

420

per lot $500-750

414

20 bottles

Napa Valley
each lot: two 6-pack original cartons
Parcel: lots 421-422

421
422

per lot $600-900

per lot $300-450
423

CALIFORNIA

Beringer Vineyards Private Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1993
Napa Valley
original carton
“The 1993 possesses extraordinary aromas and flavors, as
well as a saturated black/purple color, a huge, rich nose
of spring flowers, black fruits, and spicy oak, followed by
fabulously rich, multidimensional flavors presented in a fullbodied style. Additionally, this wine offers sweet fruit and
spectacular length and intensity...95-98.” WA 4/95.

416

12 bottles

9 bottles

Rutherford
two 6-pack original cartons
“...impressive balance and finesse. Firm and tightly wound,
with a sharply focused, deeply concentrated core of currant,
black cherry, cedar, toast and spice flavors, this is a muscular yet polished wine...92.” WS 5/98.

418

22

12 bottles

10 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $500-750
per lot $600-900

Opus One 1995
Napa Valley
original wood case
“A shade more elegant and refined than the ‘94, yet sharing
the delicious range of flavors, with bright black cherry, plum
and floral notes. Turns smooth and polished…95.” WS 2/00.

426

6 bottles

per lot $800-1200

Quintessa Rutherford 1995
Napa Valley
each lot: two 6-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 427-430
“An elegant, polished red, with a complex and neatly
focused beam of currant, black cherry, spice and light,
toasty oak, ending in a long, rich finish...92.” WS 1/99.

per lot $500-750

Niebaum-Coppola Estate Winery Rubicon 1994

per lot $400-600

Napa Valley

424
425

Napa Valley
“Combines ripe, rich, complex Cabernet flavor with a sense
of elegance and harmony, as its spicy currant, cherry, anise
and light oak flavors fold together to give depth and fine
balance...91.” WS 2/97.

417

6 bottles

Far Niente Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

per lot $500-750

Far Niente Napa Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

per lot $400-600
per lot $400-600

Napa Valley
original wood case
“...a ripe, plummy, supple, expansively-flavored wine with
copious quantities of black currant fruit. Full-bodied and
low in acidity, it possesses exceptional concentration and
purity...93.” WA 12/97.

Sicily
into neck, two 6-pack original wood cases

12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles
Dominus Estate 1995

Duca di Salaparuta Duca Enrico 1990

415

per lot $600-900

Beringer Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

Chianti Classico Riserva Ducale Gold
Ruffino 1990
Tuscany
eleven bottom neck or better, nine very top shoulder, one
12-pack original wood case missing lid

24 bottles

427
428
429
430

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $750-1100
per lot $750-1100
per lot $750-1100
per lot $750-1100

per lot $600-900
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Robert Mondavi Winery Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

Joseph Phelps Vineyards Insignia 1997
Napa Valley
original carton
Parcel: lots 441-442
“Superrich and seductive version of this prestigious red, its
layers of currant, black cherry, chocolate and ginger turning
smooth and polished, with a long, intricate aftertaste...96.”
WS 9/00.

Napa Valley
two 6-pack original cartons
“Ripe, dark, dense and earthy, with a rich core of currant,
mineral and spice. Shows off pretty, toasty, spicy oak too,
all the while maintaining a tremendous sense of elegance
and finesse...94.” WS 5/98.

431

12 bottles

per lot $700-1000

441
442

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1600-2400
per lot $1600-2400

Dominus Estate 1996
Napa Valley
original wood case
“A super nose of roasted coffee, chocolate, dried herbs, black
fruits and kirsch is both intense and persuasive. The wine
displays terrific richness, medium to full body… a succulent, opulent texture, and superb purity… impressive...95.”
WA 12/98.

432

6 bottles

Robert Mondavi Winery Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1997
Napa Valley
two 6-pack original wood cases

443

Napa Valley
lot 445: original wood case
“...saturated ruby/purple color in addition to an expressive
bouquet of cassis, minerals, and smoke. This multi-textured,
round wine exhibits sweet, well-integrated tannin, a great
mid-palate and finish, as well as spectacular purity and palate presence...94.” WA 12/00.

Napa Valley
original wood case

12 bottles
two 6 liters (6L)

per lot $550-800
per lot $800-1200

Far Niente Napa Valley Chardonnay 1996

444
445

Napa Valley
two original wood cases

435

24 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1998

per lot $400-600

Far Niente Cabernet Sauvignon 1996

433
434

12 bottles

2 bottles
3 bottles

per lot $2200-3200
per lot $3200-4800

Mixed California
• Arrowood Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

per lot $480-700

(10)

Sonoma

• Robert Mondavi Winery Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

Quintessa Rutherford 1996
Napa Valley
two 6-pack original wood cases

436

12 bottles

per lot $600-900

• Beringer Vineyards Bancroft Ranch
Merlot 1996

(6)

Howell Mountain
original carton

Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1996

437
438
439
440

(6)

Napa Valley
original carton

Santa Cruz Mountains
lot 437: one 6-pack original wood case
lots 438-440: two 6-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 438-440
“A quite complex and dense Monte Bello, if a bit stern and
rustic up front, revealing rich and concentrated pepper and
wild berry flavors, turning earthy and cedary, with a long,
rich and tannic finish...93.” WS 9/00.

446

6 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

447
448
449

per lot $450-700
per lot $900-1400
per lot $900-1400
per lot $900-1400

above 22 bottles

per lot $900-1300

AUSTRALIA

Leeuwin Estate Artist Series
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992
Margaret River
Parcel: lots 447-449

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $280-420
per lot $280-420
per lot $280-420

Leeuwin Estate Artist Series Chardonnay 1994
Margaret River

450

12 bottles

per lot $380-550
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WINES FROM THE CELLAR OF A NEW YORK CITY
FINE WINE AND FOOD CONNOISSEUR

Chateau Margaux 1996
Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
two bin-soiled labels
“...undoubtedly one of the great classics produced under
the Mentzelopoulos regime...the quintessential Chateau
Margaux, as well as the paradigm for this estate, combining measured power, extraordinary elegance, and admirable
complexity...exceptionally sweet and pure...99.” WA 4/99.

All wines purchased on release and held in temperaturecontrolled professional and home storage.
The wines offered here come from a longtime personal
friend, a man who is truly a connoisseur of food and wine.
I have enjoyed many dinners with this incredibly kind and
generous host and enjoyed countless wines from his cellar,
and they have all been fabulous.
It’s been great to observe how his tastes, knowledge and
interests have broadened over the years. Now a very serious
wine lover, he spends much of his time traveling to wine
regions and enjoying the best food and wine each has to
offer. From Napa to Beaune he enjoys, and more importantly
understands, fine wines from all regions of the world.

454

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
“A big, concentrated offering, it exhibits a dense ruby/
purple color, and a classic nose of minerals, black currants,
leather, and vanilla. Long, ripe, and medium-bodied, with
high levels of sweet tannin, this surprisingly full, concentrated 1999...94.” WA 4/02.

455

456

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
“Exceptionally full-bodied, with exhilarating levels of glycerin, richness, and personality, this wine, despite its low
acidity, possesses extremely high levels of tannin to go
along with its equally gargantuan proportions of fruit. It is
a fabulous Latour...96.” WA 6/00.

457

458

24

6 bottles

per lot $1400-2000

Chateau Haut Brion 2002
Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
one nicked label
“Complex aromas of blackberries, tobacco and cedar follow
through to a full-bodied palate, with ripe velvety tannins
and long, caressing finish. Very Beautiful...93.” WS 3/05.

Chateau Latour 1996

6 bottles

per lot $900-1300

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
“Extremely attractive aromas of blackberries and currants,
with just a hint of mineral and oak. Full bodied, with silky
tannins and a long, long finish. Powerful and fast, as it was
from barrel. Serious stuff...95.” WS 1/04.

per lot $1400-2000

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
“A spectacular Latour...phenomenally sweet, pure aromas of
cassis infused with subtle minerals. This massive offering
possesses unreal levels of extract, full body, intensely ripe,
but abundant tannin, and a finish that lasts for nearly a
minute...99.” WA 6/00.

6 bottles
Chateau Latour 2001

per lot $1800-2600

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
one faded label
“This massive wine may be the biggest, largest-scaled Lafite
I have ever tasted...extremely powerful and full-bodied,
with remarkable complexity for such a young wine...oozing
with extract and richness, yet has managed to preserve its
quintessentially elegant personality...100.” WA 4/99.

453

per lot $2200-3200

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
“Intense aromas of violets, berries and spices follow through
to a full-bodied palate, with layers of supersilky tannins and
a long, long finish. Very classic in style. All in elegance and
length...95.” WS 3/04.

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1996

2 bottles

3 bottles
Chateau Haut Brion 2001

Chateau Latour 1995

452

per lot $1000-1500

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
“...extraordinarily promising nose of creme de cassis intermixed with white flowers, licorice, and hints of espresso
and toasty oak. There is great intensity, compelling purity,
a multi-layered, full-bodied palate, and a finish that goes on
for nearly 70+ seconds...100.” WA 4/03.

BORDEAUX

5 bottles

6 bottles
Chateau Margaux 2000

A selection from this lovely collection of wines is featured
in the evening session on Wednesday, May 14.

451

per lot $3000-4500

Chateau Latour 1999

Not only has everything offered here been purchased upon
release, but all the wines were kept in a professional wine
storage facility, or in custom-built wine fridges in his
apartment. Buyers can rest assured that all wines are in
pristine condition.

David Wainwright

6 bottles

459

6 bottles

per lot $700-1100

per lot $3000-4500
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460

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 2002

Chateau Leoville Las Cases

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
“Bubbling over with crushed berries, currants and spices,
with tobacco notes. Beautiful. Full-bodied, with gorgeously
velvety tannins and a long finish of pretty fruit. This is a
racy yet elegant Lafite. Classy...95.” WS 3/05.

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

• 2000

466

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 2004
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
“This beautiful, stunningly dense purple-colored effort...
offers up precise notes of graphite, black cherries, cassis,
scorched earth, and minerals. Medium to full-bodied with
fabulous fruit, impressive richness, refreshing acidity, and
sweet tannin...95.” WA 6/07.

461

6 bottles

per lot $1400-2200

Mixed Bordeaux
• Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1999

above 3 bottles

467
468

469
magnum (1)
(3)
(1)

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe

464

465

above 4 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

12 bottles

per lot $4000-6000

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe

463

per lot $1600-2400
per lot $450-650

Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe

• Chateau Haut Brion 2004

12 bottles
1 double magnum (3L)

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
“...unquestionably one of the most monumental wines
Bordeaux has ever produced...on the palate, it exhibits a
massive display of richness and extract, yet with pinpoint
delineation and vibrancy...the kind of phenomenal wine
that Perse’s critics were afraid he might produce - a nocompromise, immortal wonder that represents the essence
of one of Bordeaux’s greatest terroirs...100.” WA 4/03.

(2)

per lot $950-1500

• Chateau Margaux 2002

per lot $1400-2200

Chateau Pavie 2000

(1)

Mixed Bordeaux
• Chateau Latour 2001

magnum (1)

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
“Gorgeous aromas of plums, blackberries and licorice, with
hints of mineral. Full-bodied, with full and silky tannins and
a long, long finish. Big and solid. Fantastic...96.” WS 1/03.

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe

462

• 2000
above 4 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)
Chateau Lynch Bages 2000

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
one wine-stained label

• Chateau Haut Brion 2000

(4)

one scuffed label

470
per lot $1100-1700

• 2000
• 2000
above 3 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

(3)
magnum (1)

per lot $1000-1500

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1996

Reserve de la Comtesse 2000

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
“Dark-colored, with plenty of currant and spice aromas, the
wine is full-bodied, with very velvety tannins and allspice,
berry and currant flavors. Long, long finish. One of the
wines of the vintage...95.” WS 1/99.

Pauillac
original wood case
“Rather decadent, with berry, plum and tobacco character
and a hint of meat. Medium-bodied, with chewy tannins
and a medium finish...90.” WS 3/03.

6 bottles

per lot $550-800

471

12 bottles

per lot $350-500

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 2000

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 2001

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
“...super-intense and unctuously-textured, with a sumptuous mid-palate and finish, this is an explosively rich, layered
effort that possesses everything I could ever want from a
terroir that has given me as much hedonistic and intellectual pleasure as any other wine in the world...100.” WA 4/03.

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
“This is very floral and perfumed with lots of violets, roses
and berries. Full-bodied, with ultrafine tannins and a racy finish. Superfresh and long. Focused and clean...94.” WS 3/04.

6 bottles

472

12 bottles

per lot $800-1200

per lot $3200-4800
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473

Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande 2002

Chateau Clos de l’Oratoire

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
original wood case
“...Dense ruby/purple in color with a glorious nose of melted licorice, lavender, barbecue smoke, black currants, and
graphite, the wine is tannic, classically structured with an
opaque ruby/purple color, beautiful definition...deep, fullbodied, elegant yet powerful...94.” WA 4/05.

• 1998
• 2000
above 9 bottles

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe

12 bottles

479

(6)
(3)

per lot $450-650

Mixed Bordeaux
• Chateau Cos d´Estournel 2000

per lot $500-750

(2)

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Palmer 2002
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
“Its dense plum/puple color is accompanied by an extraordinary perfume of charcoal, crème de casis, melted licorice,
espresso roast, and blackberries...a hypothetical blend of
limestone liqueur intermixed with black and red fruits. With
massive depth, richness and body…98+.” WA 4/06.

474

6 bottles

• Chateau Angelus 2003

480

(6)
magnums (2)

above 6 bottles &
2 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $900-1400

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
into neck
“...massive on the palate, with layers of intensely ripe botrytis-tinged, exceptionally sweet fruit. Surprisingly well-integrated acidity, and a seamless, full-bodied power and richness
have created a wine of remarkable harmony and purity...one
of the richest Yquems I have ever tasted...99.” WA 4/99.

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe

• 2003

above 11 bottles
Chateau d’Yquem 1990

per lot $4800-7000

• 2003
one scuffed label

(3)

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)

Chateau Pontet Canet

475

(6)

Margaux, Troisieme Cru Classe

Chateau Pavie 2003

481

2 bottles

per lot $500-850

Chateau d’Yquem

per lot $500-800

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur

Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte 2003
Pessac Leognan
’’Loads of blackberry and licorice with hints of meat and
smoked oak. Full-bodied, with velvety tannins and lots of
very ripe and exotic fruit. Very exotic and wild. Rich finish…93.” WS 3/06.

476

12 bottles

482

• 1995
• 1998
• 2000
above 12 half-bottles (375ml)

half-bottles (3)
half-bottles (6)
half-bottles (3)

per lot $4800-7500

per lot $550-800

Chateau Sociando Mallet 2003
Haut Medoc
“…a spectacularly concentrated, inky blue/purple-colored
wine…the wine is powerful, extremely full bodied, quite
tannic, and seriously endowed. This is a stunning wine that
is rich, layered…94.” WA 4/06.

477

12 bottles
Bordeaux 1996
• Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou

per lot $500-800

(3)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Leoville Las Cases

(2)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande

(3)

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe

478
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above 8 bottles

per lot $900-1300
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BURGUNDY
La Tache
The style of La Tâche is one of the great individual wines of the entire Côte
d’Or. In the eighteenth century, during the seventeen years that the wine
of Romanée-Conti was not sold on the open market (1760-1776), being then
reserved for the private use of the Prince de Conti, La Tâche was widely considered the greatest wine of Burgundy. To this day there are many that will still
strenuously argue that this remains the case. There is no disputing that among
the wines of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, La Tâche is the only wine that
competes with, and at times perhaps even surpasses Romanée-Conti itself. La
Tâche is certainly the bigger and more powerful wine of the two, with an aromatic and flavor profile that few wines, if any, can surpass.
To my way of thinking, there are two distinct schools of La Tâche, depending on the relative ripeness of the given vintage. In hotter and riper years, La Tâche is a wine whose fruit component is comprised of stunningly pure and sweet dark berries and plums,
with notes of chocolate often found playing a supporting role. In the less torrid or higher acid vintages, La Tâche’s fruit runs more
to the classic “petits fruits rouges” of Vosne-Romanée, with the red fruit usually accompanied by a kaleidoscopic potpourri of spices. With age, these more red fruity vintages of La Tâche develop what Michael Broadbent has called “the celestial beetroot” of DRC
wines, which is most often prevalent in Romanée-Conti itself. In either guise, La Tâche will also deliver game notes of either duck
or venison, a very strong soil signature that I would not quite classify as “mineral” but is unmistakable, and spice tones most often
redolent of fresh nutmeg and clove. Like all the wines of Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, La Tâche is built for a long and graceful
evolution in the cellar, and it is really a crime in any of the great vintages to not give the wine at least twenty years of bottle age.
I speak from experience, having consumed all my 1985 La Tâche relatively early on, only to find the wine recently still on its way
up, and significantly more interesting today than it was when I could not keep my hands off of my bottles eight or nine years ago.
John Gilman, “View From the Cellar”

483

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1996

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1998

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Fantastically pure with the classic spice box, hoisin and
soy nose followed by big, rich, very structured flavors that
display notes of earth, leather and tea. The tannins are big,
ripe and are completely buffered by the sap with length
that is simply phenomenal...96.” Burghound 9/05.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Stunning nose of red and black fruits, oriental spices,
tea and leather notes. Intensely sappy flavor with wave
after wave of ever-changing flavors...A great effort...95.”
Burghound 1/01.

3 bottles

per lot $3800-5500

485

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...a gorgeous nose of rich plums, sweet black cherries, candied blueberries, and loads of spices. Medium to full-bodied
and opulent, this is a lush, deep, and fresh wine. Its velvetytextured flavor profile is crammed with blueberries, red cherries, and blackberries that seem to burst in the mouth, revealing their sweet, refreshing juices, in a way not dissimilar to
the finest 1996s. It also displays complex nuances of spices,
oak, and hints of orange zest.Bravo!...93-95.” WA 8/01.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Incredible harmony to this pedigreed red Burgundy...
it unfolds layers of elegant yet superripe fruit, wrapping
around the palate, coating every taste bud with the silky
flavors. Full-bodied and not powerful, it’s just lovely...98.”
WS 9/99.

1 bottle

per lot $4200-6000

per lot $2200-3200

Clos de Tart Mommessin 1999

Romanee Conti
Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1996

484

4 bottles

486

2 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $700-1100
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Leroy and Domaine d’Auvenay
How do you determine great? Is it size? Is it quality? Is it price? Is it ‘reputation’ (whatever that is)? However you compute it, the
greatest domains of Burgundy today must be those under the control of Lalou Bize: the Domaine Leroy and her own Domaine
d’Auvenay. The sheer concentration, depth and intensity Lalou Bize manages to squeeze into her bottles is breathtaking.
Much of the domaine, of course, is new, additional parcels having been joined to the initial 12 ha Charles Noellat estate acquired
in 1988. But this has only replaced an equally impressive negociant business based in Auxey-Duresses. Maison Leroy is as much of
a cachet on the label as Domaine Leroy, and it is because of the quality and vigour of these merchant wines that we can extrapolate into the future with confidence that we do when we today taste out of cask at the Domaine Leroy headquarters in VosneRomanee.
In many ways the Leroy wine-making methods are deeply traditional. Pruning is excessively strict. There is no destemming, a
severe triage, two pigeages a day - there are automatic plungers but they have now reverted to pigeage a pied and a long cuvaison
at temperatures up to 33 degrees Celsius. Each vat at Vosne-Romanee is equipped with an internal temperature-controlling stainless-steel coil. 100 percent new wood is used, there is no filtration, and not always a fining either.
Superficially, the above sounds very much like what they do at DRC. Yet curiously the results are quite different. In the DRC wines
you can occasionally taste the presence of all the stems during fermentation. Chez Lalou never. The DRC wines are well coloured
but not as full, almost densely thick, as at Leroy. Lalou’s are even more concentrated, even more tannic, even more long-tasting. Yet
never too solid and impenetrable. They are hugely intense, and from the outset manifest quite extraordinary depth of fruit. They
are great wines.
The problems of her abrupt sacking from her position as co-gerante of the Domaine de la Romanee Conti now largely behind her
- and she will admit the Noellat acquisition brought with it an inevitable conflict of interest which she was slow to acknowledge –
Lalou is now happy at the Domaine Leroy and on her own. ‘Look at my vines,’ she will say. ‘Look how healthy and comfortable they
are.’ Lalou’s wines are, according to her, always ‘extra’. The one-time cellar rat is now a master in her own right, which she never
really felt herself to be at the DRC, and the wines she produces, admittedly at very high prices (but if you produce 20 hl/ha rather
than 40 or 50 then they have to be) are triumphantly brilliant.
Clive Coates, “Cote d’Or”

Nuits St Georges Vignerondes
Domaine Leroy 1999

Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau 2000
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Aromatically reserved, revealing only hints of complex red
fruits and much more obviously structured flavors. One can
sense the volume but this remains quite reticent on the
palate. There is good detail here and fine persistence with
better volume than the Mazis.” Burghound 1/02.

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
“Wonderfully elegant fruit with extremely fine, minerally
flavors yet they are quite dense and concentrated. The sève
here is simply incredible...91-93.” Burghound 1/01.

487

6 bottles

per lot $750-1100

490

Vosne Romanee Cros Parantoux
Emmanuel Rouget 1999

3 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“There is an enthralling sappy richness to the floral and
blackberry-scented 2000 Musigny. Supremely elegant...
reveals outstanding depth, purity, and concentration. Lush,
stony red and black fruits are interspersed with violets
and tangy raspberries in its exceptionally long, expressive,
plump character...93.” WA 6/03.

per lot $900-1300

Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2000
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“The phenomenal aromatic complexity displayed by this
wine from cask is still present with relatively tight but
not hard frank, direct and robust flavors that have plenty
of buffering fat and superb length...it is packed, powerful and beautifully complex and is an outstanding wine...”
Burghound 11/05.

489

28

12 bottles

per lot $550-850

Musigny Vieilles Vignes
Comte Georges de Vogue 2000

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
“...round, sexy, seductive, earthy, nicely rich and detailed flavors of excellent intensity and fine length.” Burghound 4/02.

488

10 bottles

491

12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

per lot $2200-3500
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Lots 494, 495 & 498

492

Bonnes Mares Comte Georges de Vogue 2001

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2001

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one nicked label
“There is superb aromatic density here as aromas of blueberries, earth and animale notes blend perfectly with soaring
black pinot fruit and big, robust, intense, sturdy yet refined
flavors underpinned by firm but ripe structure...Structured
and rather dry at the moment but this just seems to ooze
freshly crushed black fruit sap everywhere and the tannins
are completely buried...93.” Burghound 10/05.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...simply incredible array of black fruits, earth, spice,
crushed herbs and notes of chocolate with flavors that are
supple, rich and even more powerful...I particularly like the
stupendously long and incredibly intense finish that offers
a surprising sensation of almost pungent minerality...94.”
Burghound 1/04.

6 bottles

497

per lot $800-1200

493

6 bottles

per lot $1800-2800

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one with signs of old seepage
“Sappy, mouth coating, big, robust and very powerful flavors with nary a trace of the rusticity and rough tannins
that young Richebourg often displays. This seems to ooze
cassis from start to finish and the persistence has to be
experienced to be believed...95.” Burghound 1/03.

498

494

6 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

499

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...a spectacular effort...nose of a fantastically complex
mix of blackberries, spice, cedar, soy, anise and dried herbs
followed by full-bodied, multi-layered flavors of amazing
length. Opulent and lavish yet all remains exquisitely balanced and this is astonishingly precise. A real stunner of a
wine...96.” Burghound 10/05.

496

6 bottles

500

6 bottles

per lot $3500-5500

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2002
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...La Tâche spice box nose, including anise, clove, plums,
high-toned black cherry, crushed red raspberry and more.
The broad, expansive and powerful flavors are quite strict
on the mid-palate with massive depth yet the finish is
round, generous, sappy and superbly complex with a finish
that lasts for minutes...96.” Burghound 1/05.

per lot $1800-2600
501

30

per lot $3200-5000

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case, banded prior to inspection
“This displays a positively classic nose of soaring Asian
spices, ripe plum and a gamut of ripe, pure and lacy red
and black fruits with the latter predominating all wrapped
together with a seductive kiss of sweetly scented, highly
perfumed violets; the nose is, in a word, intoxicating. All of
this aromatic intensity leads to remarkably powerful, linear,
borderline robust flavors that show simply unbelievable
complexity and stunning length...A dazzling effort...96.”
Burghound 1/05.

per lot $800-1300

Musigny Vieilles Vignes
Comte Georges de Vogue 2001

1 bottle

Romanee St Vivant
Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2001

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Explosively complex red and black fruit aromas of crystalline
pure and intensity lead to sweet, round, terrifically focused,
vibrant, super concentrated essence of pinot flavors and a
finish that seems to be cut from liquid rock...Reference standard in every respect and perhaps the greatest Latricières I
have ever experienced...97.” Burghound 1/03.

2 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Brooding...The purity and detail are flat out incredible
with nuanced, multilayered flavors wrapped in pinot sap
and culminating in an awe-inspiring finish. Silk, velvet and
mouth coating sap completely buffer the ripe structure and
this RC possesses what all of the great ones do – absolutely
perfect harmony; this is seamless and there are no edges. It
is as it were a perfect sphere with a haunting finish that I
could taste hours later...97.” Burghound 1/04.

Latricieres Chambertin Domaine Leroy 2001

495

3 bottles

Romanee Conti
Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2001

Clos de Vougeot Domaine Leroy 2001
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one chipped wax capsule
“...explosive aromas of subtle toast, dried herbs and obvious earth notes that combine with big, robust, fantastically
intense full-bodied flavors that deliver unbelievable concentration. This is thick and textured and comes across as
a very serious, indeed brooding effort and as impressive as
all of these attributes are, it is the length that defines this
wine more than any other. It’s as if it just won’t quit...94.”
Burghound 6/03.

per lot $1800-2600

Richebourg Domaine Leroy 2001

Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2001
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Stunning aromatic complexity with...superb extract and
the sheer depth and breadth of flavors is dazzling. As classic
Chambertin goes, this is not especially massive and more of
a muscular middle weight but it is incredibly long and the
intensity is simply breathtaking...91-94.” Burghound 1/03.

4 bottles

5 bottles

per lot $5000-8000
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Musigny Vieilles Vignes
Comte Georges de Vogue 2002

Echezeaux Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2004
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Deep ruby. A penetrating nose of moderately high-toned
spicy black fruit trimmed in violets and floral notes that
lead to supple but intense flavors that are rich and refined
with excellent finishing energy...I particularly like the fine
balance and there is a sense of opulence here due to the
heady spice notes...90.” Burghound 1/07.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...fantastic array of spices, flowers and fruit aromas leading to very serious, exuberantly fresh and impressively
deep flavors that also have a wonderfully tactile texture to
them...incredible combination of mind boggling complexity
coupled with perfect balance...96.” Burghound 1/05.

502

503

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $850-1300

508

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2004

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Silky-textured, deep, and holding much in reserve, this concentrated, elegant wine also displays an exceptionally long
finish...95.” WA 8/04.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“This too is sublime in its subtlety and grace with ineffably
pure aromas and it strikes a balance between the opulence
of the RSV and the restraint of the GE with an expressive
yet ultra fine nose of rose petals, violets and seductive spice
notes that introduce unbelievably refined flavors that seem
crafted from silk and lace, culminating in a linear, mouth
coating finish that detonates like a bomb and lasts and
lasts...95.” Burghound 1/07.

5 bottles

per lot $900-1300

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...this is a wine of finesse and purity and even though it’s
certainly ripe, it’s the most understated wine in the cellar
today. I believe this will ultimately be a great La Tâche and
whether it can rival such vintages as the ‘99, ‘90, ‘64,’62,
‘49, ‘45 and ‘37, time will tell but it might as there is a lot of
potential here...95-98.” Burghound 1/05.

1 bottle

509

7 bottles

510

6 bottles

per lot $900-1300

Chambertin Armand Rousseau
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

per lot $1700-2600

Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes
Domaine Ponsot

per lot $900-1300

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“The most refined and elegant wine here with surprisingly
forward and expressive red and black pinot fruit aromas and
textured, sweet, sappy and nicely concentrated full-bodied
flavors supported by a firm but not aggressive tannic spine
and excellent length...91.” Burghound 1/07.

per lot $1300-1900

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“A nose of violets, spicy red and black fruit plus a distinct
note of plum leads to dense, rich and very full-bodied flavors that explode in the mouth with a complex, pure and
wonderfully sappy character, all wrapped in a finish that
just doesn’t quit. Class in a glass...92.” Burghound 1/06.

1 bottle

Richebourg Gros Frere et Soeur 2004

Musigny J F Mugnier 2003

505

per lot $1400-2000

Richebourg Gros Frere et Soeur 2002

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2003

504

5 bottles

511

• 1996
• Clos de Beze 2000
• 2002
• Clos de Beze 2002
above 6 bottles

(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)

per lot $2200-3500

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

506

• 2004
• 2004
above 6 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

(6)
magnum (1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Elegant, pure and high-toned crushed red berry fruit aromas enlivened by a subtle hint of menthol and framed by
a touch of wood spice highlights round, rich and slightly
more intense medium full flavors supported by dusty tannins and the youthful austerity of Clos de Vougeot...89-92.”
Burghound 1/06.

12 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
• 1996

per lot $1200-2000

Clos Vougeot Musigni Gros Frere et Soeur 2004

507

Clos de Vougeot Domaine Leroy

512

• 1999
• 2000
• 2002
above 7 bottles

(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)

per lot $1600-2400

Mixed Burgundy
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

•
•
•
•

per lot $550-850
513

Clos de Vougeot Georges Roumier 1996
(2)
Musigny J F Mugnier 1996
(1)
Bonnes Mares Roumier 2000
(3)
Charmes Chambertin Cuvee Tres
Vieilles Vignes Joseph Roty 2002
(3)
above 9 bottles
per lot $1700-2400
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Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1996

Mixed Burgundy
• Clos de Vougeot Meo-Camuzet 2001

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

514

• Echezeaux
• Grands Echezeaux
• Richebourg
• Romanee St Vivant
above 7 bottles

(2)
(1)
(1)
(3)

• Nuits St Georges Les St Georges
Frederic Magnien 2003

(6)

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru

per lot $3200-5000

Domaine Leroy
• Gevrey Chambertin Les Combottes 1996

(6)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one nicked vintage tag

• Pommard Clos des Epeneaux
Comte Armand 2003

(3)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
(3)

520

above 15 bottles

per lot $950-1400

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru

• Corton Renardes 2001

(2)

Jean Grivot 2001
• Clos Vougeot

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

• Nuits St Georges Aux Boudots 2001

(3)

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
one chipped wax capsule

515

above 8 bottles

• Vosne Romanee Les Beaux Monts

per lot $1000-1600

(1)

per lot $650-1000

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Bonnes Mares 2000

(5)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Chambolle Musigny Premier Cru 2003

(4)

Cote de Nuits

above 10 bottles

above 12 bottles
Domaine de la Romanee Conti

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
wine-stained and nicked label

516

(6)

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru

521

Comte Georges de Vogue
• Musigny Vieilles Vignes 1998

(6)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one nicked label

522

• Echezeaux 2001
• Grands Echezeaux 2001
• Grands Echezeaux 2002
above 6 bottles

(2)
(2)
(2)

per lot $2000-3000

per lot $1200-1900
Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
• 2003
two scuffed labels, one torn label

Romanee St Vivant Domaine de la Romanee Conti
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

517

• 1998
• 2001
• 2002
• 2003
• 2004
above 6 bottles

(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)

• 2003

518

• 2001
above 6 bottles

(6)

one nicked label
• 2005

523

per lot $2600-4200

Vosne Romanee Les Beaux Monts Domaine Leroy
Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
• 1998

half-bottles (6)

above 6 half-bottles (375ml),
6 bottles &
2 magnums (1.5L)

magnums (2)

per lot $900-1400

Mixed Burgundy
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

(3)
(3)

• Grands Echezeaux
Mongeard-Mugneret 2003
• Richebourg Anne Gros 2004

per lot $1000-1500

(3)
(3)

two nicked labels

• Grands Echezeaux
Gros Frere et Soeur 2005

Clos de la Roche
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

•
•
•
•

Vieilles Vignes Domaine Ponsot 1999
(1)
Hubert Lignier 2001
(3)
Dujac 2002
(3)
Vieilles Vignes
Domaine Ponsot 2002
magnum (1)

(3)

one scuffed label

524

above 9 bottles

per lot $900-1400

signs of old seepage

519

32

above 7 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $1300-2000
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Mixed Burgundy

RHONE

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

525

• Chambertin Clos de Beze Bouchard 2004 (3)
• Charmes Chambertin Vieilles Vignes
Bachelet 2004
(3)
• Chambertin Bouchard 2005
(2)
above 8 bottles
per lot $1000-1500

Cote Rotie Gentaz Dervieux 1991
Rhone
one torn vintage tag

531

526

1 bottle

Rhone
“The 1998 is unquestionably one of the great modern day
Beaucastels...96.” WA 1/03.

532

12 bottles

533

Chablis, Grand Cru
(12)

528

• Les Clos 2004
• Valmur 2004
above 24 bottles

534

(6)
(6)

529

per lot $900-1400

535
536

CHAMPAGNE

530

per lot $700-1100

Rhone
original wood case
Parcel: lots 535-536
“...profoundly sweet perfume of melted licorice, blackberries, and black cherries backed up by loads of glycerin, full
body, and moderately high but sweet, well-integrated tannin...94.” WA 2/03.

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
(2)
(6)

12 bottles

Chateauneuf du Pape Chateau Beaucastel 2000

per lot $1000-1500

Corton Charlemagne
• Bouchard 2004
• Henri Boillot 2005
above 8 bottles

per lot $700-1000

Rhone
“Nearly flawless blockbuster...a gem from start to finish.
Full-bodied, ultrathick, very silky, displaying a seductive
texture that is backed by black fruit, floral notes, smoke, tar
and grilled meat character. The ripe fruit strikes again on
the long, balanced finish...95.” WS 8/01.

Chablis Fevre
original wood case

12 bottles

Chateauneuf du Pape
Cuvee de la Reine des Bois Mordoree 1999

per lot $1000-1500

• Bougros Cote de Bouguerots 2000

per lot $800-1200

Rhone
original wood case
“...the wonderful balance is evident as this young Rhone red
reveals its mineral, wet earth, delicate plum, mocha, coffee
and blackberry character and subtle, ripe tannins. The wet
earth and mineral really shine through on the lingering finish...” WS 12/02.

Corton Charlemagne Bouchard 2002

527

12 bottles
Chateauneuf du Pape La Crau
Vieux Telegraphe 1998

per lot $1400-2000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“A strong note of brioche complements wonderfully fresh
and astonishingly intense, pure and focused green apple
fruit...unbelievably powerful, gorgeously detailed, big,
indeed huge flavors seemingly fashioned straight from
crystalline rock. This literally explodes in the mouth as it
completely stains the palate and the persistence is flat out
incredible...as good a 2002 Corton-Charlemagne as you will
find...96.” Burghound 7/04.

per lot $600-900

Chateauneuf du Pape Chateau Beaucastel 1998

Montrachet Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2001
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Wonderfully pure and ripe white flower fruit aromas are
framed by a deft touch of oak that merge seamlessly into
racy, intense, superbly dense flavors that display a good deal
more minerality than usual and the incredibly long finish
has the grip of a red...94.” Burghound 7/04.

6 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $600-900
per lot $600-900

Dom Perignon 1996

Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Reservee
Pegau 2000

Champagne
ten original gift cartons
“...reveals tremendous aromatic intensity, offering hints of
bread dough, Wheat Thins, tropical fruits, and roasted hazelnuts. Medium to full-bodied, with crisp acidity buttressing
the wines wealth of fruit and intensity, it comes across as
extraordinarly zesty, well-delineated, and incredibly long on
the palate...98.” WA 2/04.

Rhone
lot 537: original wood case
lot 538: original carton
“...sweet aromas of creme de cassis, kirsch liqueur, cedar,
licorice, and pepper. It smells like an open-air Provencal
market. Sweet, fat, opulent, and voluptuous, with fabulous
fruit concentration, sweet tannin, and a long, 45+ second
finish...95.” WA 2/03.

12 bottles

per lot $1800-2600

537
538

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $650-950
per lot $650-950
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Chateauneuf du Pape Mon Aieul
Pierre Usseglio 2000

LAFITE ROTHSCHILD 1982 FROM THE CELLAR OF A
NEW YORK COUPLE

Rhone
“...it boasts a dense purple color in addition to an exquisite
nose of violets, minerals, blueberries and blackberries. Pure
and concentrated, but atypically tannic, it requires considerable aging as it is one of the vintage’s more backward,
broodingly powerful efforts...95.” WA 2/03.

539

12 bottles

The following lot was removed from a temperature controlled home wine cellar.
BORDEAUX

per lot $800-1200

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1982
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, four top shoulder
“Spectacular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits
intertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood scents.
Powerful for a Lafite...extraordinary richness, purity, and overall symmetry in addition to stunning flavor depth and persistence. The finish lasts for nearly a minute...100.” WA 6/00.

Chateauneuf du Pape Chateau Beaucastel 2001
Rhone
original wood case
Parcel: lots 540-542
“This inky/ruby/purple-colored cuvee offers a classic
Beaucastel bouquet of new saddle leather, cigar smoke,
roasted herbs, black truffles, underbrush, and blackberry as
well as cherry fruit...96.” WA 2/04.

540
541
542

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

547

per lot $850-1300
per lot $850-1300
per lot $850-1300

Removed for sale from professional storage.
BURGUNDY

Rhone
lot 543: original wood case
“The dark plum/ruby/purple color is followed by a spectacular smorsasbord of aromas, including roasted meats, lavender, ground pepper, and thick, sweet blackberry and brandymascerated cherries. Full-bodied, dense and chewy, it has
high levels of tannin, a huge finish, and a monster upside...
looks to be potentially one of the longest-lived and finest
Cuvee Reservee since 1989 and 1990...95+” WA 2/04.

12 bottles
12 bottles

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 1996
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Amazing fruit and power. Ripe and thick, with lots of lemon
and toasted oak--a Chardonnay given the full Burgundian
treatment. There’s a chewy, chalky, buttery, intensely tropical
side to this full-bodied wine…98.” WS 5/99.

548

Rhone
original wood case
“...has long been one of the most profound wines of the
vintage...dense ruby/purple-tinged color and a wonderfully
sweet nose of framboise, blackberry, and kirsch liqueur
intermixed with Chinese black tea and licorice...once past
all the glycerin and beautiful, dense fruit of this full-bodied
wine, there is striking purity, elegance, finesse, and surprising freshness...97.” WA 2/06.

12 bottles

1 bottle

per lot $1200-1800

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 2004

per lot $800-1200
per lot $800-1200

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Sublimely complex aromas of white flowers and citrus
wrapped in a gentle hint of wood spice introduce sappy,
powerful, mouth coating and classy flavors of superb density and weight, all wrapped in a finish that delivers simply
huge length. This is a big wine yet everything remains perfectly balanced, impeccably focused and at present, the finish is linear, which is unusual for such an imposing effort.
In a word, extraordinary...93-96.” Burghound 7/06.

Chateauneuf du Pape Clos des Papes 2003

545

per lot $10,000-15,000

MONTRACHET COMTES LAFON 1996 & 2004

Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee
Reservee Pegau 2001

543
544

6 bottles

549

1 bottle

per lot $900-1300

per lot $650-950

ALSACE

Riesling Clos Ste Hune Trimbach 1999
Alsace

546

34

6 bottles

per lot $700-1000
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A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF SUPERLATIVE
WINES FROM AN ASTUTE AMERICAN
CONNOISSEUR
The following collection represents a sketch of a meticulous collector’s comprehensive appreciation for many
different styles of wine and regions of production, from
the classic vintages of the twentieth century through the
present day. Removed from his magnificent temperature
controlled home cellar for this auction are California
gems reaching back to 1940’s, highlighted by the famous
Inglenook Cabernet Sauvignon 1941, the most sought after
names from Australia, and great mature Ports, including
the legendary Quinta do Noval 1931. Other superlatives
include progressive and classically styled wines from Italy,
examples of profound German and Loire sweet wines from
the 1959 vintage, and a broad Bordeaux collection including several wines from the legendary 1947 and 1961 vintages. The highlights of the collection are many and wine
lovers of all types will find themselves drawn to some area
of this offering.

Chateau Latour 1982
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
lot 553: three bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder
lot 554: bottom neck or better
“Sweet, smoky, roasted aromas in the nose combine with
jammy levels of black currant, cherry, and prune-like fruit. It
possesses extraordinary concentration and unctuosity, with
a thick, fat texture oozing notes of cedar wood, tobacco,
coffee, and over-ripe fruit...The finish lasts forever. The only
Latour that remotely resembles the 1982 is the 1961, which
has a similar texture and succulence...100.” WA 6/00.

553
554

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“...an intense, sweet nose of truffles, cassis, smoke, flowers,
and toasty oak. Full bodied, with impressive levels of glycerin, extract, and tannin…offers a huge, massive mouthful
of thick, succulent wine...98+.” WA 9/95.

555

2 bottles

per lot $1300-2000

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1983

Chateau Haut Brion 1928
Graves, Premier Cru Classe
upper shoulder, short capsule reveals fully branded cork
“...it is the most concentrated, port-like wine I have ever
tasted from Haut-Brion. Its huge, meaty, tar, caramel, and
jammy black fruit character is unctuously-textured. The wine
oozes out of the glass and over the palate...97.” WA 10/94.

1 bottle

per lot $5000-7500
per lot $15,000-22,000

Chateau Margaux 1982

BORDEAUX

550

4 bottles
12 bottles

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
bottom neck or better
“The greatest Cheval-Blanc of the 80s...great richness and
harmony accompanied by masses of wonderfully complex
flavors, including lead pencil, tobacco and fruit. Full-bodied
and soft, with a very long finish...97.” WS 10/94.

556

7 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

per lot $900-1400
Chateau Petrus 1989

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1945
Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck, Reserve du Chateau
“...truly one of the immortal wines of the century. This
wine is easily identifiable because of its remarkably exotic,
over-ripe, sweet nose of black fruits, coffee, tobacco, mocha,
and Asian spices. An extraordinarily dense, opulent, and rich
wine, with layers of creamy fruit...The wine finishes with
a 60+ second display of ripe fruit, extract, and sweet tannin. This remarkably youthful wine (only light amber at the
edge) is mindboggling!...100.” WA 2/96.

551

1 bottle

Pomerol
into neck, one stained label
“...enormously jammy, rich, super-concentrated...a return
to the great Petrus of the pre-1976 era. The tannin is wellintegrated, but the enormous texture, thickness and impeccable balance are what make these wines so provocative...
phenomenally rich and well-endowed...100.” WA 2/97.

557

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
“...undoubtedly one of the great classics produced under
the Mentzelopoulos regime...the quintessential Chateau
Margaux, as well as the paradigm for this estate, combining measured power, extraordinary elegance, and admirable
complexity...exceptionally sweet and pure...99.” WA 4/99.

Chateau Haut Brion 1982

552

8 bottles

per lot $7000-11,000

Chateau Margaux 1996

per lot $5000-8000

Graves, Premier Cru Classe
one 2cm, five 2.5cm, two 3cm
“This is the best Haut-Brion since 1959 and perhaps one of
the best Bordeaux we have ever tasted. It has loads of character, packed to the brim with fruit and tannins...99.” WS 8/92.

3 bottles

558

3 bottles

per lot $1500-2200

per lot $4000-6000
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559

Chateau Haut Brion

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1947

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
1cm or better

Graves, Cru Classe
bottom neck, wine-stained label, rebouchee au chateau 1978,
ex-Nicolas
“ A huge, port-like bouquet of chocolatey, cedary, earthy,
plummy fruit demonstrates the extraordinary ripeness that
was achieved in the 1947 vintage. Very alcoholic, powerful and rich, but at the same time velvety and sweet...
It is an exceptional wine with great flavor dimension and
length...95.” WA 10/94.

• 1989
• 1990
above 2 bottles

(1)
(1)

per lot $1200-1900

Chateau Gruaud Larose 1919
St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
very top shoulder, scuffed label, cut capsule

560

1 magnum (1.5L)

562

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $5000-8000

per lot $1500-2600
Chateau Gruaud Larose 1961

Chateau Calon Segur 1947
St Estephe, Troisieme Cru Classe
top shoulder
“The most opulent, generous and decadent Calon-Segur I
have ever tasted is the 1947. It revealed considerable amber
and rust in its color, but the sweet, jammy nose of fruitcake, cedar, and colossal quantities of unctuously-textured
black fruits is the stuff of legend. Thick and rich, with more
glycerin, fruit, and alcohol than tannin, this is a juicy, fat
wine...96.” RP 1998.

561

1 magnum (1.5L)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
3cm, capsule cut, believed to be modern capsule
“...remains young, fresh, and vigorous, with a full decade of
life ahead...a wonderfully fragrant quality (plus, minerals,
tar, cedar, soy sauce, and licorice), a viscous texture, sensation depth of fruit, and a fabulous, albeit alcoholic finish.
This is claret at its most decadent...96.” WA 10/94.

563

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $1000-1500

per lot $2400-4000

Lots 560-563 & 565
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Lot 561

564

Chateau Lynch Bages 1961

Chateau Canon 1982

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
one top shoulder, one upper shoulder
“...still impressively deep; beautiful nose with characteristic
though toned down Lynch-Bages ‘cassis’, a touch of sweetness, nice weight, soft, rounded, harmonious, with well
assimilated tannins. A perfect drink...★★★★★.” MB 5/01.

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
eleven bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, three
damp-stained labels
“A fragant, sweet nose of minerals, cherry jam, smoke,
earth, cedar and vanilla is enticing. Medium to full-bodied,
with fabulously sweet fruit, a viscous texture, yet vibrant
underlying acidity as well as surprising tannin and length,
this is the greatest Canon produced over the last thirty
years...94.” WA 6/00.

2 bottles

per lot $500-750

Chateau Palmer 1961
Margaux, Troisieme Cru Classe
top shoulder
“...has long been considered to be a legend from this vintage, and its reputation is well-deserved...an extraordinary,
sweet, complex nose with aromas of flowers, cassis, toast,
and minerals. It is intensely concentrated, offering a cascade
of lavishly ripe, full-bodied, opulent fruit, soft tannins, and a
voluptuous finish...99.” WA 4/94.

565

1 bottle

1 magnum (1.5L)

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $1600-2400

Graves, Cru Classe
into neck

572

10 bottles

per lot $1300-1900

Chateau Lafleur 1985
Pomerol
very top shoulder
“...a very special bouquet suggesting ripe plums, minerals,
violets, and an intensity that comes only from old vines...
exceptional richness and depth of fruit, full body, and a
powerful, long finish, this wine ranks with the mammothsized vintages of Lafleur...96.” RP 1998.

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1975

567

9 bottles

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1985

per lot $5000-8000

Graves, Cru Classe
very top shoulder, bin-soiled label
“...An extraordinary La Mission-Haut-Brion, it comes closest in
style to resembling the 1945, with a hint of the sweet, ripe
1959...100.” WA 2/96.

per lot $1600-2400

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck
“...extraordinary aromatic complexity and finesse...dark
ruby color with a pink rim...gloriously complex aromatics
(blueberries, black currants, minerals, and underbrush)...terrific fruit intensity, excellent harmony, medium body, sweet
tannin, and a long finish...94.” WA 6/00.

571

Pomerol
bottom neck, bin-soiled label
“... unquestionably the greatest Trotanoy in the post World
War II era. The wine’s saturated, thick, inky, plummy color
reveals slight amber at the edge. The magnificent bouquet of
jammy black-raspberries, smoke, cloves, tar, and caramel is a
knock-out...98.” WA 10/94.

12 bottles

Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou 1982

per lot $1000-1600

Chateau Trotanoy 1961

566

570

573

1 bottle

per lot $500-800

per lot $1500-2200
Chateau Clinet 1989

Chateau La Tour Haut Brion 1978

Pomerol
into neck
“Full-bodied, with a seamless texture, fabulous concentration, a massive degree of richness, but no heaviness or
awkwardness, this remains one of the most profound young
wines I have ever tasted. Its sweetness of fruit and layers of
flavor, combined with its remarkable texture are the stuff of
legends...100.” WA 2/97.

Graves, Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“...An explosive nose offers up aromas of roasted meats and
herbs, truffles, licorice, Asian spices, and sweet black currant
fruit. It is powerful, muscular, and full-bodied, with considerable tannin. This profoundly rich wine...95.” RP 1998.

568

2 double magnums (3L)

per lot $1000-1600

574

Chateau Lafleur 1979
Pomerol
into neck, glue-stained label
“...extraction of flavor and complexity...phenomenally concentrated and thick, as well as massively full-bodied and tannic...
bouquet of minerals, damp earth (truffles?), and super-sweet,
rich black-berries and plums. One has to taste it to believe
that in this vintage such awesome flavor, body, and lavish
quantities of glycerin could be obtained...98.’’ WA 10/94.

569

38

1 bottle

2 bottles

per lot $700-1000

Chateau Angelus 1990
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
into neck
“...exceptionally endowed, backward, rich, full-bodied, and
crammed with fruit...big, beefy, thick, super-rich wine
offering that tell-tale L’Angelus nose of smoky vanillin oak,
olives, jammy cassis, and spice...96.” WA 2/97.

575

6 bottles

per lot $1400-2200

per lot $1000-1500
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Chateau Pavie Decesse 1999

Bordeaux 1998
• Chateau Gracia

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe

576

11 bottles

per lot $450-700

(5)

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe

• Chateau Monbousquet
Chateau Pavie 2000
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
“...unquestionably one of the most monumental wines
Bordeaux has ever produced...on the palate, it exhibits a
massive display of richness and extract, yet with pinpoint
delineation and vibrancy...the kind of phenomenal wine
that Perse’s critics were afraid he might produce - a nocompromise, immortal wonder that represents the essence
of one of Bordeaux’s greatest terroirs...100.” WA 4/03.

577

11 bottles

• Chateau Quinault L´Enclos

581

(2)

• Chateau De Sales 1982

582

Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
very top shoulder, short capsule reveals fully branded cork

(2)

Pomerol

583

• Chateau Clinet 1988

Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, stained labels

(2)

Cote De Bourg

per lot $380-550

584

5 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

Chateau d’Yquem 1967

Bordeaux 1982

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
top shoulder
“...stands up to all the hype--unforgettable for its purity, elegance, harmony, its ‘total’ everything. Powerful, yet it seems
weightless on the palate, almost defying gravity as it tangos
around with its vanilla, peach and apricot flavors. Seamless,
nearly endless finish. Easy to understand its reputation as
the greatest Yquem of the last 35 years...100.” WS 5/99.

into neck unless noted

• Chateau Cos d’Estournel

(1)

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Gruaud Larose

(2)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
one top shoulder

• Chateau Leoville Las Cases

(1)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

per lot $1000-1500

585

1 bottle

per lot $1000-1500

Chateau Suduiraut 1967

Mixed Bordeaux

Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
three bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, one
stained label, one missing label, one capsule cut to reveal
fully branded cork
“...’celestial marmalade’ (oh dear), minty barley sugar,
creamy apricot, creme caramel--well, perfect honeyed
botrytis; and on the palate, consistently sweet, rich, powerful yet not remotely too heavy or cloying...★★★★★.” MB.

bottom neck or better

• Chateau Lynch Bages 1989

(1)

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe

• Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1990

(1)

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
(1)

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande 1990

per lot $350-550

Chateau Suduiraut 1959

• Chateau Roc de Cambes 1989

• Chateau Montrose 1990

1 bottle

(1)

Pomerol
signs of old seepage

above 4 bottles

per lot $2000-3200

Chateau Suduiraut 1947

• Chateau Le Gay 1982

579

1 bottle

(1)

Pomerol
very top shoulder, nicked label

above 8 bottles

per lot $800-1200

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
upper shoulder, wine-stained label, short capsule reveals fully
branded cork
“A refined Yquem blending wonderful finesse and terrific
power. From a very good and famous vintage, this ‘47 is
rich, ripe and sweet, yet more elegant than the ‘45. Offers
caramel and tropical notes, racy botrytis-spiked acidity and
a long, clean finish...97.” WS 5/99.

bottom neck or better unless noted
St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

above 16 bottles
Chateau d’Yquem 1947

per lot $3500-5500

• Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou 1981

(5)

St Emilion

Mixed Bordeaux

578

(6)

St Emilion

586

4 bottles

per lot $600-950

(3)

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Haut Brion 1993

(2)

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe

580

above 8 bottles

per lot $1100-1700
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587

Chateau d’Yquem 1975

Chateau Laville Haut Brion

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
top shoulder, one bin-soiled label, one with signs of old seepage
“...it is awesomely concentrated, has perfect balance, and
displays the telltale Yquem aromas of vanillin oak, tropical
fruit, pineapples, honeyed peaches, and grilled almonds.
There is exceptionally crisp acidity that pulls all of the massive extract into precise focus. This is a wine of astonishing
power and finesse, with a finish that must be tasted to be
believed. It is a monumental effort that may well justify a
perfect score in another decade...99.” RP 1998.

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
into neck unless noted

2 bottles

• 1984

592

5 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
1cm or better, one damp-stained label, one nicked label
“...tight-fisted nose and flavors of black fruits, underbrush,
minerals, smoke, and new oak...This loaded effort should
prove to be one of the longest-lived red Burgundies made in
the last twenty years...96.” WA 2/02.

593

5 bottles

594

• Chateau Raymond Lafon 1990

595

above 4 half-bottles (375ml) &
4 bottles

per lot $900-1400

Mixed Burgundy
• Batard Montrachet Sauzet 1992

half-bottles (4)

(1)

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
nicked label

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur

590

1 bottle

(2)

Sauternes
bottom neck or better

• Chateau d’Yquem 2003

per lot $950-1400

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“A blockbuster with the finesse to seduce the most demanding aficionados of top white Burgundy. Voluptuous, supple
and intense as can be, this opulent crowd-pleaser delivers
plenty of toasted oak, apple, citrus and mineral character.
Brilliant winemaking at work here…99.” WS 5/96.

(2)

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
very top shoulder

3 bottles

Corton Charlemagne Coche-Dury 1993

per lot $2400-3800

Mixed Sauternes
• Chateau d’Yquem 1986

per lot $2000-3000

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
1cm or better
“...it does offer authoritative and persistent aromas of black
fuits, herbs, underbrush, and sweet oak. While it displays
exceptional concentration of flavor in the mouth, it is supported by higher levels of tannin and is a more structured,
denser, richer wine than the Les Brulees...98.” WA 10/92.

Chateau Haut Brion Blanc 1989

589

5 bottles

Vosne Romanee Les Beauxmonts
Domaine Leroy 1990

per lot $1300-2000

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
2cm or better
“...there is no doubt that this is the most immense and
large-scaled Haut-Brion Blanc I have ever tasted. Jean
Delmas, administrator of the Dillon properties, felt the 1989
fully replicated the fleshy, chewy texture of a great Grand
Cru white Burgundy...It is amazingly full and long in the
mouth, with a very distinctive mineral, honeyed character...98.” RP 1998.

(1)

per lot $400-600

Musigny Vieilles Vignes
Comte Georges de Vogue 1990

Chateau d’Yquem 1988

588

• 1989
above 4 bottles
BURGUNDY

per lot $1000-1500

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
bottom neck or better
“...built along the lines of the extraordinary 1975. With a
honeyed, smoky, orange/coconut/pineapple-scented nose,
this powerful wine possesses full body, layers of highly
concentrated, extracted flavors, considerable botrytis, and a
sensational finish...99.” WA 12/97.

(3)

one top shoulder

• Chablis Blanchots Reserve de l’Obedience
Laroche 1996
(9)

per lot $950-1400

Chablis, Grand Cru

Chateau Laville Haut Brion

• Chablis Montee de Tonnerre
Raveneau 1996

Graves, Cru Classe
short capsules reveal fully branded corks

• 1948

• Chablis Vaudesir Verget 1996

(1)

591

40

above 3 bottles

(1)

Chablis, Grand Cru

just below top shoulder, bin-soiled label
• 1959
top shoulder
• 1961
just below top shoulder

(1)

Chablis, Premier Cru

• Chassagne Montrachet Les Vergers
Michel Niellon 1996

(1)
(1)

(2)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

596

above 14 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

per lot $950-1600
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Lot 617

Hermitage La Chapelle Jaboulet 1990

RHONE

Rhone
2cm or better
“Spectacular aromatics offer up aromas of incense, smoke,
blackberry fruit, cassis, barbecue spice, coffee, and a touch of
chocolate. As it sits in the glass, additional nuances of pepper and grilled steak emerge...abundant tannin, an amazing
60-second finish, and a level of glycerin and thick, fleshy texture that have to be tasted to be believed...100.” WA 6/00.

Chateauneuf du Pape Chateau Beaucastel 1989
Rhone
two 2cm or better, one 2.5cm

597

3 bottles

per lot $380-550

Hermitage La Chapelle Jaboulet 1989
Rhone
2cm or better
“...huge bouquet of coffee, hickory wood, jammy cassis,
minerals, and spices are the stuff of legends...layer upon
layer of unctuous, highly extracted, and superripe fruit. The
finish offers an extraordinary explosion of fruit, glycerin,
and strong but ripe tannin...97.” RP 1997.

598

8 bottles

Rhone
1cm
“...this exceptionally full-bodied Chateauneuf du Pape boasts
layers of concentration, glycerin, and alcohol...The massive
alcohol is well-concealed by the wine’s spectacular extract
and density. Low in acidity and unbelievably sumptuous...
The quintessential Rayas, it is one of the most hedonistic
and compelling wines ever made...100.” WA 6/00.

1 bottle

Rhone
1cm or better
“A dense purple/ruby color accompanies extraordinary
aromatics of balsam wood, dried Provencal herbs, pepper,
roasting juices, and over-ripe prune, cherry, and blackberry
liqueur. Enormous on the palate (note the taste of aged
beef and blood), it is every bit as big as any of its predecessors, but with more glycerin, alcohol, and a hedonistic,
thick, jammy richness. Sumptuous, full-bodied, and massively concentrated, this is one of the Rhone Valley’s legendary wines. It should provide remarkable levels of pleasure,
excitement, and hedonism...100.” WA 6/00.

600

2 bottles

per lot $3200-5000

Rhone
original wood case
“The color is a dense, thick-looking, ruby/garnet/purple. The
aromas begin slowly, but then roar from the glass like an outof-control locomotive, offering up a smorgasbord of candied
black fruits, pepper, garrigue, earth, and truffles. Enormously
thick and rich, but, amazingly, not heavy...100.” WA 12/01.

603

6 bottles

per lot $1700-2600

Cote Rotie La Landonne Guigal 1998
Rhone
“...a perfect wine...its saturated black/purple color is
accompanied by an extraordinary nose of smoke, incense,
tapenade, creosote, blackberry, and currant aromas.
Densely packed with blackberry, truffle, chocolate, and
leather-like flavors, it possesses high tannin, but perfect
harmony, impeccable balance, and gorgeous integration
of acidity, alcohol, and tannin. It is a tour de force in
winemaking...100.” WA 4/02.

per lot $800-1200

Chateauneuf du Pape Reserve des Celestins
Henri Bonneau 1990

10 bottles

Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee da Capo Pegau 1998

per lot $1200-1800

Chateauneuf du Pape Reserve
Chateau Rayas 1990

599

602

604

5 bottles

per lot $1300-2000

Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee de la Reine des
Bois Mordoree 2000
Rhone
“The 2000 boasts an inky purple color in addition to a ravishing perfume of wood smoke, creme de cassis, blueberries,
plums, figs, and a hint of graphite. Full-bodied, with sweet
tannin, a layered richness, staggering ripeness, and a finish
that lasts for nearly 50 seconds...97.” WA 2/03.

605

4 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $700-1100

per lot $1600-2400
Chateauneuf du Pape Reserve Chateau Rayas
Rhone

Cote Rotie La Landonne Guigal 1990
Rhone
0.5cm
“The 1990 La Landonne is a perfect wine!...It possesses
an opaque black color, and a huge, truffle, licorice, cassis,
and peppery-scented nose. While it is one of the most
concentrated wines I have ever poured across my palate,
it is perfectly balanced, with adequate underlying acidity,
huge extraction of ripe fruit and tannin, and a phenomenal
70-second or longer finish...100.” RP 1997.

601

42

1 bottle

• 1988

(1)

1.5cm, nicked label

• 1995

(1)

torn label

• 1996
• 1998

(4)
(6)

one bin-soiled label

606

above 12 bottles

per lot $1400-2000

per lot $500-750
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Chateauneuf du Pape Reserve des Celestins
Henri Bonneau
Rhone
• 1989
1.5cm

607

Ermitage Cuvee Cathelin JL Chave
Rhone
(1)

• 1995
• 1998
above 4 bottles

(1)
(2)

612

Rhone

613

1.5cm

608

• Chateauneuf du Pape Pignan Rayas 1996
(1)
• Cotes du Rhone Chateau de Fonsalette
Syrah Rayas 1996
(1)
• Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Generations
La Gardine 1998
(2)
• Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Prestige
Roger Sabon 1998
(4)
• Chateauneuf du Pape Reservee
Roger Sabon 1998
(6)
• Chateauneuf du Pape
Vieux Telegraphe 1998
(7)
• Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Vieille Vignes
Janasse 2000
(2)
• Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes
Domaine de la Vieille Julienne 2000
(2)
above 26 bottles
per lot $1100-1600

• Cuvee de la Reine des Bois Mordoree 1998 (3)
• Les Cailloux Centenaire Brunel 1998
(1)
• Reserve Clos du Caillou 2000
(2)
above 6 bottles
per lot $850-1300
Chateauneuf du Pape Pierre Usseglio
Rhone

• Mon Aieul 1998

(3)

one nicked label

614

• Deux Freres 2000
• Deux Freres 2001
• Mon Aieul 2001
above 10 bottles

(3)
(1)
(3)

per lot $800-1200

Rhone 1999
Rhone

• Cote Rotie Cote Blonde Rene Rostaing
• Cote Rotie Tardieu-Laurent
• Hermitage Tardieu-Laurent

(2)
(2)
(2)

scuffed labels

615

Mixed Rhone

above 6 bottles

per lot $600-950

Cote Rotie Guigal 1999

Rhone

• Hermitage JL Chave 1991
• Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier 1996
• Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier 1997

Rhone

(3)
(2)
(2)

one scuffed label

609

per lot $1700-2800

Rhone

Mixed Rhone
(1)

(1)
(2)

Chateauneuf du Pape

per lot $1400-2200

• Chateauneuf du Pape
Domaine de Marcoux 1990

• 1995
• 1998
above 3 bottles

• Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier 1998
(2)
above 9 bottles
per lot $1200-1800

616

• La Landonne
• La Mouline
• La Turque
above 12 bottles

(4)
(4)
(4)

per lot $4800-7000

CHAMPAGNE

Chapoutier

Krug Collection 1947

Rhone

610

• Hermitage Blanc Chante Alouette 1992
(1)
• Ermitage Blanc Cuvee de L´Oree 1994
(2)
• Ermitage L´Ermite Blanc 1999
(2)
above 5 bottles
per lot $650-1000

Champagne

617

Champagne
“A seductive, fully mature, spicy-flavored Champagne that’s
rich in texture, full in body, still quite firm in balance and
long on the finish. What a satisfying taste experience!...94.”
WS 12/96.

Rhone
(2)
(2)

per lot $6000-10,000

Krug 1985

Cote Rotie Guigal 1995
• La Landonne
• La Mouline

1 magnum (1.5L)

618

11 bottles

per lot $3200-5000

one bin-soiled label

611

• La Turque
above 6 bottles

(2)

per lot $1500-2400
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619

Krug Clos Du Mesnil 1986

Zind-Humbrecht 1994

Champagne
individual original wood cases
“Stops you in your tracks. Fascinating, from the barrelfermented coconut, vanilla, pineapple and marmalade bouquet to the incredible richness and concentration, this is an
original. The peach, vanilla, honey and tangerine flavors ride
a crest of bracing acidity, dry and forceful, to a lingering
aftertaste of spring blossoms and hazelnut…98.” WS 11/00.

Alsace

2 bottles

• Gewurztraminer
Clos Windsbuhl
half-bottles (4)
• Gewurztraminer Clos Windsbuhl
(3)
• Gewurztraminer Clos Windsbuhl magnums (2)
one chipped wax capsule, one with signs of old seepage

• Pinot Gris Rotenberg Vendange Tardive

(6)
one scuffed label, one damp-stained label, one wine-stained
label

per lot $600-900

ALSACE

Zind-Humbrecht
Alsace

• Riesling Brand Vendange Tardive 1983

(5)

623

one 2.5cm, one 3cm, three 3.5cm, torn and taped labels

• Gewurztraminer Clos Windsbuhl 1989

(6)

LOIRE

2cm or better

620

above 11 bottles

• Pinot Gris Heimbourg
Selection des Grains Nobles
half-bottle (1)
• Riesling Brand
(2)
• Riesling Clos Windsbuhl
(1)
above 5 half-bottles (375ml) &
12 bottles, 2 magnums (1.5L)
per lot $850-1300

per lot $700-1100

Vouvray
Loire

Gewurztraminer Vendange Tardive
Zind-Humbrecht 1989

• Moelleux Clos Bourg Huet 1959

Alsace

• Goldert

(10)

1cm or better, two scuffed labels

• Heimbourg

(3)

2cm or better

621

above 13 bottles

624

per lot $700-1100

Loire

Alsace

44

• Tokay Pinot Gris Clos Jebsal
Selection des Grains Nobles
Zind-Humbrecht 1991
half-bottles (3)
• Tokay Pinot Gris Clos St Urbain
Rangen de Thann Selection des Grains
Nobles Zind-Humbrecht 1991
half-bottles (1)
• Tokay Pinot Gris Heimbourg
Selection des Grains Nobles
Zind-Humbrecht 1991
half-bottles (3)
• Riesling Clos des Capucins Cuvee
Ste Catherine Selection des graines
Nobles Weinbach 1993
(1)
• Riesling Rangen de Thann Clos
St Theobald Schoffit 1995
(3)
• Tokay Pinot Gris Altenberg de Bergheim
Gustave Lorentz 1995
(1)
• Gewurztraminer Heimbourg
Zind-Humbrecht 1997
(5)
• Gewurztraminer Hengst
Zind-Humbrecht 1997
(1)
• Riesling Brand Zind-Humbrecht 2001
(9)
above 7 half-bottles (375ml) &
20 bottles
per lot $1000-1600

• Moulleux Clos Baudoin 1996
(1)
• Cuvee Constance Huet 1997
500ml (3)
• Moelleux Le Mont Huet 1997
(1)
above three 500ml bottles &
3 bottles
per lot $450-700
Mixed Loire

Mixed Alsace

622

(1)

2.5cm, heavily scuffed label

625

• Coteaux du Layon St Lambert Ambroisie
Jo Pithon 1995
500ml (2)
• Coteaux du Layon St Aubin Clos de Bois
Jo Pithon 1996
500ml (2)
• Pur Sang Didier Dagueneau 1996
(8)
• Bonnezeaux
Cuvee Zenith Renou 1997
500ml (1)
• Coteaux du Layon
Cuvee Anthologie Delesvaux 1997 500ml (2)
• Coteaux du Layon St Lambert Ambroisie
Jo Pithon 1997
500ml (1)
• Quarts de Chaume Baumard 1997
(7)
above eight 500ml bottles &
15 bottles
per lot $1000-1600
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GERMANY

HUNGARY

Riesling Beerenauslese Cabinet Claus
Johannisberg Sichel Sohne 1934

Tokaji Aszu Essencia Tarcal 1947
Hungary
1cm, original wood case

Germany
6cm, stained label

626

1 bottle

per lot $700-1100

632

Hungary
individual original wood cases
“One of the world’s finest dessert wines. Sensational, ultrasweet Tokay, yet with a lovely citrus underpinning that
keeps it from being heavy. Like melted honey, with lime and
pineapple, this is one of those marvelous gems that makes
you swoon in delight. Tempting now into the 21st century.
A collector’s item to drink in small portions, by itself, to celebrate life...99.” WS 12/97.

Mosel-Saar-Ruwer
2cm or better, one stained label, one torn label, one depressed
cork

2 bottles

per lot $1000-1600

Riesling Edelbeerenauslese Trierer
Kreuzberg Staatsweingut Weinbaulehranstalt
Trier 1959

633

Mosel-Saar-Ruwer
2cm

628

1 bottle

Piedmont
1.5cm

634

(1)

1cm

635

• Norheimer Dellchen Donnhoff 2001
(2)
above 3 bottles
per lot $180-260

per lot $350-550

Tuscany
into neck
“...beginning to develop secondary aromas of cedar and
truffles to go along with its intense cassis, black-raspberry,
blackberry, tarry, toasty personality. Exceptionally dense,
concentrated, and full-bodied, this wine possesses layers
of concentrated fruit that are beautifully balanced by the
wine’s sweet tannin and well-integrated acidity...one of the
greatest wines made this century...100.” WA 2/97.

Trockenbeerenauslese Kracher
Austria

• Grand Cuvee No. 12 1995
half-bottles (2)
• Scheurebe Zwischen den Seen
No. 6 1995
half-bottles (1)
• Welschriesling No. 9
Nouvelle Vague 1996
half-bottles (2)
above 5 half-bottles (375ml)
per lot $220-350

7 bottles
Sassicaia 1985

AUSTRIA

631

per lot $240-400

Tuscany
six bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, one bin-soiled
label, two scuffed labels, two torn labels
“A big, juicy and voluptuous red with lots of everything.
Intense aromas of berry, currant and chocolate follow
through to the full-bodied palate. Loads of concentrated
fruit and velvety tannins. Long, long finish...93.” WS 12/98.

Mosel

630

1 bottle

Sammarco Castello dei Rampolla 1995

per lot $400-700

Riesling Auslese
• Wehlener Sonnenuhr
Christoffel Prum 1971

per lot $480-800

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1982

Rheingau
1cm

1 bottle

two 500ml bottles
ITALY

per lot $500-800

Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese
Johannisberger Klaus Landgraflich
Hessisches 1959

629

per lot $600-1000

Tokaji Esszencia Chateau Pajzos 1993

Riesling Edelbeerenauslese Naturrein Trierer
Kreuzberg Landes-Weinbaulehranstalt 1959

627

one 500ml bottle

636

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $2600-4000
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637

Tignanello Antinori 1985

Terre Di Lavoro Galardi 2000

Tuscany
bottom neck or better, four bin-soiled labels, seven nicked labels
“...Medium to full-bodied, with lovely black fruit flavors
wrapped gently in oak, this fleshy, supple, deliciously constituted wine is a treat to drink...92.” WA 12/92.

Campania
two scuffed labels, one bin-soiled label, one nicked label
“...gorgeous bouquet of scorched earth, balsamic vinegar,
blackberries, blueberries, tobacco, and sweet new saddle
leather. It is full-bodied, with huge amounts of spice, a
voluptuous texture, and a silky, 50 second finish...98.” WA
12/02.

8 bottles

per lot $1200-1600

Amarone Dal Forno Romano 1990

643

Veneto
into neck
“Dry and massively proportioned, with a dark plum color,
this wine offers up copious quantities of chocolate, smoke,
tar, and sweet pruny fruit, with intriguing nuances. Fullbodied, powerful, and rich, with no hard edges, this is a
heady, sensationally-endowed wine...95.” WA 8/97.

638

2 bottles

per lot $700-1100

639

3 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

Piedmont
“This is a beautiful, seductive wine with power yet great
finesse. It’s full-bodied, with a massive silky mouthfeel and
lovely raspberry and strawberry character. It’s very, very
long. All in harmony...97.” WS 10/05.

644

645

• Amarone Tommasi 1983
• Amarone Tommasi 1985

(2)
Veneto
2cm or better, bin-soiled labels, one lightly corroded capsule

per lot $350-550

• Chianti Classico Riserva
Berardenga Felsina 1988

46

(1)

Tuscany

• Chianti Classico Reserva
Castesllo dei Rampolla 1990

(1)

Tuscany

• Chianti Classico Riserva
II Poggio Monsanto 1990

per lot $700-1100

(4)

Tuscany
into neck, two nicked labels, worn labels

• Flaccianello Della Pieve Fontodi 1994

Tuscany
“The prodigious, unfined/unfiltered, inky/purple-colored...
extraordinary distinction and intensity. It boasts a fabulous
perfume of melted licorice mixed with high quality espresso
roast, black cherry and currant liqueur, white flowers, and
toast. Boasting great intensity, glorious ripeness, formidable
purity, and a finish that lasts nearly a minute, this is the
stuff of dreams!...100.” WA 12/02.

5 bottles

(2)

Veneto
2.5cm, lightly bin-soiled labels

Redigaffi Tua Rita 2000

642

per lot $380-550

bottom neck or better, unless noted

Piedmont
“A virtually perfect effortrepresents the essence of truffles,
earth, and black cherries in its striking aromatics and multidimensional, opulent, full-bodied palate...99.” WA 6/01.

4 bottles

1 bottle
Mixed Italy

Sperss Gaja 1997

641

per lot $700-1100

Tuscany
“Wonderful aromas of blackberries, raspberries and fresh
tobacco, with a hint of exotic fruit. Full-bodied, with loads
of velvety tannins and a long, long finish. Very silky indeed.
A gorgeous, seductive, classy red. A monument to Tuscany.
Layers and layers of fruit and tannins. Perhaps the greatest
Tuscan red ever...100.” WS 10/04.

Tuscany
“Complex aromas of grilled meat and cherry with hints of
cedar and tobacco that turn to plums and flowers. Fullbodied and extremely well-structured, with well-integrated
tannins and ripe, concentrated fruit...98.” WS 6/02.

4 bottles

4 bottles
Masseto 2001

Brunello di Montalcino Montosoli
Altesino 1997

640

per lot $600-900

Barolo Rocche Falletto di Serralunga Riserva
Bruno Giacosa 2001

Amarone Dal Forno Romano 1996
Veneto
two nicked labels
“...undoubtedly the finest Amarone I have ever tasted...
extraordinarily pure, graphite-infused, blackberry, plum,
mineral, licorice, and espresso flavors...this is the reference
point for prodigious Valpolicella and Amarone. It possesses
off the chart levels of complexity, richness, aging potential,
and reveals a style totally unlike anything else produced in
the region...99.” WA 10/01.

6 bottles

(1)

Tuscany

• Syrah Podere Il Bosco Manzano 1997

(3)

Tuscany

• Giusto Di Notri Tua Rita 2000

(4)

Tuscany

646

above 18 bottles

per lot $700-1100

per lot $1200-1900
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Vigna D´Alceo Castello dei Rampolla

PORT

Tuscany

• 1997
• 1999

Cockburn 1908

(1)
(3)

Douro
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, UK bottled
“Deep garnet-red, with aromas of cherry and earth, lightbodied, with a lovely balance of delicate, soft cherry flavors
and an elegant finish.” WS 1989.

one nicked label

647

above 4 bottles

per lot $550-800

Mixed Italy
• Le Pergole Torte Monte Vertine 1997

653

Unknown Port 1908
Douro
one bottom neck, one upper shoulder, no labels, embossed wax
capsules, bottled by W. Hickling & Son Nottingham, England

(3)

Campania

• Montiano Falesco 1997

(2)

Umbria

• Solengo Argiano 1997

654

(1)

above 15 bottles

per lot $1100-1700

Mixed Italy

655

Piedmont

649

• Barolo Bric del Fiasc Scavino 1993
(1)
• Barolo Pajana Clerico 1993
(2)
• Barbera Dalba Riserva Pozzo Dellannunciata
Roberto Voerzio 1997
magnum (1)
• Barolo La Serra Roberto Voerzio 2000
(4)
above 7 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)
per lot $650-1000

650

per lot $1300-1900

656
657

per lot $4500-7500
per lot $4500-7500

Douro
one into neck, two very top shoulder, no labels, embossed wax
capsules

Madeira Malmsey Blandys 1880
Madeira
bottom neck, embossed capsule

1 bottle

3 bottles
3 bottles
Sandeman 1931

MADEIRA

651

per lot $3000-5000

Douro
lot 656: into neck, one scuffed label, one missing label, one
partially missing label, one believed to be Quinta do Noval
1931, one UK bottled
lot 657: one bottom neck, one top shoulder, one upper shoulder, one stained label, one deteriorated label, chipped wax capsules, UK bottled
“It has an impressive balance of fruit and tannins, with
plenty of fresh, youthful fruit flavors. Deep ruby, with ripe
chocolate, berry and cherry aromas, full-bodied, with very
round, sweet fruit flavors and silky tannins...99.” WS 1989.

Piedmont
(3)
(3)
(2)

5 bottles
Quinta do Noval 1931

Gaja 2000
• Costa Russi
• Sori San Lorenzo
• Sori Tildin
above 8 bottles

per lot $400-600

Douro
three into neck, two very top shoulder, one recorked by
Whitwhams July 24, 1985
“...beautiful when first opened, rich, spicy, developing a
strawberry-like nose five hours later...rich, incredible depth
and power; very sweet, mouthfilling, rounded...★★★★★.” MB.

(1)

Tuscany

648

2 bottles
Taylor Fladgate 1927

Tuscany

• Redigaffi Tua Rita 1999

per lot $1200-2000

(8)

Tuscany
one lightly bin-soiled label, seven nicked labels

• Montevetrano 1997

2 bottles

per lot $240-400

658

3 bottles

per lot $900-1500

Madeira Malmsey Cossart Gordon 1920
Madeira
bottom neck or better, embossed capsule, Berry Bros. & Rudd

652

2 bottles

per lot $700-1100
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659
660

Taylor Fladgate 1945

Quinta do Noval Nacional 1963

Douro
lot 659: two into neck, one upper-mid shoulder, two bin-soiled
labels, one nicked label, chipped wax capsules, one with signs of
seepage
lot 660: into neck, two bin-soiled labels, chipped wax capsules
“The 1945 Taylor is a lovely and broad-shouldered vintage of
this wine...The bouquet is a mélange of black cherries, brown
butter, tobacco, tar, licorice and cedar...93.” JBG 10/06.

Douro
bottom neck or better
lot 665: nicked label
lot 667: two torn labels
“This wine is so incredibly youthful, it is hard to believe it
isn’t a ‘85. Still inky black in color, with fresh grapy, earthy
aromas, extremely full-bodied, with thick, tough, intense
grapy flavors, full tannins and a tight finish...100.” WS 1989.

3 bottles
6 bottles

per lot $1800-3000
per lot $3500-6000

665
666
667

1 bottle
3 bottles
3 bottles

per lot $1400-2000
per lot $4200-6000
per lot $4200-6000

Taylor Fladgate 1948
Taylor Fladgate 1963

Douro
three into neck, one very top shoulder, one deteriorated label,
one torn label, one partially missing label, three bottled &
shipped by Christopher & Co. of London
“...offers up a flawless blend of sweet plum and black cherry
fruit, mint, woodsmoke, bass notes of black pepper, fennel,
a bit of paraffin, fine minerality and a pungent topnote of
violet. On the palate the wine is deep, huge and profound,
with haunting focus and balance, and underlying youthful
and pure fruit tones magically synthesized to floral and
herb-spice tones, and great expression of soil. The finish is
endless and perfectly balanced, with great intensity and
rapier-like grip...100.” JBG 10/06.

661

662

4 bottles

per lot $1600-2800

Douro
two bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder, one deteriorated label, one heavily deteriorated label, three chipped wax
capsules
“The bouquet is deep and still very youthful, as it offers
up a lovely blend of black cherries, plums, tobacco, herb
tones, mint, a touch of tariness, cedar and a snapshot of
the intense old Taylor spice garden that will come if given
appropriate bottle age. On the palate the wine is full-bodied, deep and powerfully built, with the iron backbone of
this house, great acids, moderate tannins, and outstanding
length and grip on the complex finish...95+.” JBG 10/06.

668

Taylor Fladgate 1977

Douro
six bottom neck or better, four very top shoulder, three chipped
wax capsules, one exposed cork
“Has great elegance and harmony, and should continue to
improve for many years. Medium ruby-red, with very fresh
plum aromas, medium-bodied, with very delicate fresh fruit
flavors, lively acidity and a delicate finish...91.” WS 1989.

Douro
bottom neck or better, one nicked label, scuffed and bin-soiled
labels
“There is an explosion of fruit and tannins in the mouth but
at the same time this wine is in total harmony. Deep dark
ruby, with blackberries and violets on the nose, full-bodied,
with masses of blackberry flavors, full, hard tannins and a
very long finish...98.” WS 1989.

10 bottles

per lot $1100-1700

Douro
each lot: bottom neck or better, two chipped wax capsules, two
with signs of old seepage
“A grand slam. Deep ruby with a slightly red edge, intense
black cherry and raspberry nose, full-bodied, with masses of
fruit, full tannins and an extremely long finish. This can age
indefinitely...98.” WS 1989.

48

per lot $700-1100

Croft 1963

669

Fonseca 1963

663
664

4 bottles

4 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $900-1300
per lot $2800-4200

12 bottles

per lot $1100-1600

Fonseca
Douro

• 1934

(1)

into neck

• 1948

(1)

just below top shoulder

670

above 2 bottles

per lot $850-1300
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Graham 1963

Mixed Spain
• Marques de Murrieta Castillo Ygay
Gran Reserva Especial 1978

Douro
five bottom neck or better, one damp-stained label, three missing labels, three embossed capsules, three Corney & Barrow
bottled

671

5 bottles

(1)

Rioja
very top shoulder

per lot $1500-2400

• Pesquera Janus 1994

(1)

Ribera del Duero

• Pesquera Reserva Especial 1994

Mixed Port
Douro

• Graham 1970

• Artadi Grandes Anadas Reserva 1998

(2)
(4)

• Pingus 2000

opaque bottles

• Graham 1977

above 8 bottles

(2)

per lot $1500-2400

• Mas Doix Costers de Vinas Viejas 2004

675

half-bottles (9)
(1)

per lot $550-850

Massandra Pink Muscat 1940
Crimea
into neck

676

1 bottle

per lot $150-260

CALIFORNIA

Vega Sicilia Unico 1994

Louis Martini Special Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1940

3 bottles

Napa Valley
upper shoulder, bin-soiled label, missing capsule

677

Priorat
“The color is purple/black and the super-expressive nose
offers toast, minerals, kirsch, and blackberry. The wine is
full-bodied and seamless with complex flavors and the tannin totally concealed. The finish is very long and pure in
this powerful yet elegant offering...98.” WA 2/07.

4 bottles

1 bottle

per lot $350-550

Inglenook Cabernet Sauvignon “Estate” 1941

per lot $850-1400

Napa Valley
upper shoulder, bin-soiled and nicked label
“Remarkable elegance, finesse, depth and grace, with layers of black cherry, currant, anise, cedar, sage and earth
notes...97.” WS 10/91.

L’Ermita Palacios 2004

674

per lot $950-1400

SPAIN
Ribera del Duero
“This bodega has produced many profound wines, but the
1994 Unico Reserva may be the greatest vintage released
since their legendary 1970 and 1968. A truly prodigious
effort… it should be a wine for the history books...98+.”
WA 6/05.

673

above 12 bottles
CRIMEA

Douro

672

(4)

Priorat

Mixed Port
• Taylor Fladgate 1992
• Quinta do Noval 1997
9 half-bottles (375ml) &
above 1 bottle

(1)

Ribera del Duero

opaque bottles, one bin-soiled label

671

(4)

Rioja
two bin-soiled labels

into neck, missing labels, embossed capsules

• Fonseca 1977

(1)

Ribera del Duero

678

1 bottle

per lot $4000-7000

Beaulieu Vineyards Private Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1958

per lot $800-1200

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better
“Dark garnet in color, with some amber at the edge...a
sensationally fragrant nose of mint, Oreo cookies, cedar,
and sweet, jammy fruit...earthy, full-bodied richness, a gorgeous, chewy, succulent texture, and a sweet, full-bodied,
heady finish...93.” WA 4/92.

679

2 bottles

per lot $750-1200
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680

Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1968

Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1974

Napa Valley
one bottom neck, three very top shoulder, bin-soiled labels, one
with writing on label
“Deep ruby color with moderate bricking on the rim. Rich
notes of chocolate, coffee, classic Martha’s Vineyard eucalyptus, berry fruit, and mineral notes dominate the nose
and palate. Surprisingly rich and dense given the age and
almost youthful actually. Very impressive today and equally
well stored bottles will certainly continue to evolve. A wine
from a bygone but not forgotten era, the 1968 lived up to
its reputation and proved itself as one of California’s classic
bottlings. Tasted October 2005 in Los Angeles.” MJ.

Napa Valley
lot 681: two bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder, one
top shoulder, one lightly bin-soiled label
lot 682: bottom neck
“...the spectacular, huge, Mouton-Rothschild-like nose of
mint, cassis, lead pencil, and toast is remarkably youthful.
Staggeringly concentrated, this full-bodied, super-rich wine
possesses moderate tannin, fresh, lively acidity, and a blockbuster, rich, fleshy finish. This is a monumental effort!...98.”
WA 8/94.

4 bottles

per lot $1800-2800

681
682

5 bottles
1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $3500-5000
per lot $2600-4000

Lots 678, 680, 682, 683, 691 & 694

50
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683

Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1974

Caymus Vineyards Special Selection
Cabernet Sauvignon 1985

Santa Cruz Mountains
bottom neck or better, five very top shoulder, five nicked labels,
four bin-soiled labels
“...a saturated purple color and a wonderfully rich, pure
nose of cassis, minerals, licorice, and wood. It is completely
unevolved aromatically. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, with spectacular concentration, layers of jammy, admirably extracted fruit, good underlying acidity, and plenty of
tannin in the long finish...92.” WA 8/94.

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better
lot 690: nicked label
“Has wonderful herb, tea, currant, black cherry and plum aromas, with rich, complex, tightly knit Cabernet flavors wrapped
in ginger, chocolate, vanilla and spice. While the flavors are
showy now, they’re still years away from reaching full maturity. The tannins are smooth and polished...99.” WS 4/90.

9 bottles

per lot $1800-2800

689
690

Joseph Phelps Vineyards Eisele Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1975

7 bottles

Napa Valley
into neck, bin-soiled label, slightly depressed cork
“...it has always revealed a sweet, expansive, black-cherry
and vanillin-scented, complex nose, as well as lavishly rich,
full-bodied flavors that coat the palate with extraordinarily
pure fruit, ripeness, power, and extraction. Its inner-core of
sweetness and magnificent length put this wine into the
category of celestial, legendary efforts. While unbelievably
rich, the wine never comes across as heavy...98.” WA 4/95.

per lot $2000-3200

Joseph Phelps Vineyards Eisele Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1978
Napa Valley
two very top shoulder, four top shoulder, three just below top
shoulder, one upper shoulder, three depressed corks
“...blossoming bouquet of minerals, cassis, flowers, and oak.
In the mouth, it is phenomenally concentrated, amazingly
youthful...96.” WS 4/92.

685

10 bottles

691

692

9 bottles

12 bottles

per lot $1800-2600

693

per lot $900-1400

• 1985

(4)
two bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, one top
shoulder
• 1985
magnums (3)
bottom neck or better

(2)
magnum (1)

scuffed and torn label

above 2 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

9 bottles

Napa Valley

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

688

per lot $2200-3500

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Cask 23

Diamond Creek Vineyards Lake
Cabernet Sauvignon
• 1984
• 1984

(9)
magnum (1)

Santa Cruz Mountains
eight bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, one corroded
capsule
“The beautiful ruby/purple color exhibits no signs of age.
The sweet nose of cassis fruit, lead pencil, flowers, and
minerals is followed by a full-bodied, opulent wine with a
boatload of tannin. This huge, massive yet well-delineated
and focused wine should prove to be uncommonly longlived...94.” WA 4/95.

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Cask 23 1978

687

• 1985
• 1985
above 9 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)
Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1985

per lot $900-1400

Stag’s Leap District
bottom neck or better, three torn labels
“A huge nose of jammy, berry fruit, oriental spices, coffee,
mocha, and herbs is enticing. There are gorgeous extract
levels, a supple, velvety texture, medium to full body, and a
smooth-as-silk, rich finish...93.” WA 12/92.

per lot $600-1000

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

Santa Cruz Mountains
bottom neck or better
“...a big, dense, chewy wine with formidable tannin and a
youthful color...92.” WA 10/02.

686

1 magnum (1.5L)

Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon

per lot $1600-2600

Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1978

per lot $1200-1800
per lot $800-1200

Groth Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 1985

Napa Valley
six bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, one lightly
bin-soiled label

684

9 bottles
1 double magnum (3L)

694
per lot $900-1400

above 4 bottles &
3 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $2800-4200
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695

Caymus Vineyards Special Selection
Cabernet Sauvignon

Bryant Family Vineyards
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

Napa Valley
into neck

Napa Valley
four wine-stained labels
“A potentially perfect wine...boasts a fabulous nose of
cassis, cream, blueberries, violets, minerals, and spice...No
component part is out of place in this formidably endowed,
remarkably well-balanced wine. The purity, richness, sweetness and depth of fruit suggest that the wine’s potential is
limitless...98.” WA 12/96.

• 1990
• 1990
above 10 bottles &
2 magnums (1.5L)

(10)
magnums (2)

per lot $2000-3000

Caymus Vineyards Special Selection
Cabernet Sauvignon 1991

701

Napa Valley
two nicked labels
“Bold, rich and massive, with tiers of plum, blackberry,
vanilla bean, spice and tobacco flavors that unfold to reveal
a wine of uncommon depth, complexity, finesse and, yes,
even grace...99.” WS 4/95.

696

9 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

697

1 double magnum (3L)

Napa Valley

702

7 bottles
12 bottles

703

52

1 bottle

5 bottles

per lot $3200-5000

Napa Valley
one nicked label
“...unquestionably opulent, sexy, flamboyant, explosively rich,
concentrated, and a thrill to drink...The color is a healthy
saturated dark purple...The spicy nose offers aromas of black
currants, allspice, pain grille, and soy...96.” WA 12/98.

704

8 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

Shafer Vineyards Hillside Select
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994
Stag’s Leap District
lot 705: one nicked label, one corroded capsule
lot 706: signed by John Shafer
“...Medoc-like, lead pencil aromas intermixed with cassis,
cedar, minerals, and spice. I wrote the word “great” four
different times in my most recent tasting note, which mirrored every other tasting note I have. It is full-bodied and
seamless, with a silky texture, voluptuous richness, and
fabulous purity...99.” WA 12/98.

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1993

700

per lot $2000-3000

Joseph Phelps Vineyards Insignia 1994

per lot $550-850
per lot $1000-1500

Napa Valley
“...rich, jammy, pure nose of blackcurrant/cassis fruit
intertwined with scents of minerals and high quality, spicy
oak. The wine offers a cascade of lavishly rich, opulently
textured, super-extracted fruit that is beautifully buttressed
by oak and sweet tannin. Remarkably long, pure, and rich...
Perfectly balanced, marvelously concentrated, and exciting...97.” WA 12/96.

(4)
magnums (5)

Napa Valley
three bin-soiled labels
“What can I say about the 1994? I have tasted the wine for
three consecutive years, and each time it satisfied all of my
requirements for perfection...comes close to immortality in
the glass...100.” WA 12/97.

Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1991

698
699

• 1994
• 1994
above 4 bottles &
5 magnums (1.5L)
Harlan Estate 1994

per lot $900-1400

Santa Cruz Mountains
“...exhibits the classic austerity found in Bordeaux, with
a reserved but highly complex bouquet of licorice, cassis,
and lead pencil. It is a rich, almost measured wine in its
restraint, but there is considerable intensity, and the wine
offers outstanding extraction of flavor, full body, and gobs
of tannin...92.” WA 10/94.

per lot $2200-3500

Caymus Vineyards Special Selection
Cabernet Sauvignon

Dominus Estate 1991
Napa Valley
“The wine is incredibly expansive, rich, complex, fragrant,
concentrated, and compelling in all respects. The opaque
ruby/purple color is followed by huge quantities of sweet
jammy fruit nicely touched by tar, licorice, and earthy
scents reminiscent of the aroma of fresh black truffles.
The wine is extremely concentrated, opulently-textured,
and voluptuous, with huge reserves of juicy fruit. It is a
marvelous Pomerol-like wine of exceptional purity and harmony...98.” WA 2/97.

5 bottles

705
706

5 bottles
1 double magnum (3L)

per lot $1300-1900
per lot $1500-2200

per lot $2000-3000
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Silver Oak Cellars Napa Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

Sine Qua Non Impostor Mccoy Syrah 1997

Napa Valley
three scratched labels
“Dark, plush and concentrated, with a decided coconut and
oak accent mixed with complex plum and berry flavors.
Finishes with a rich, focused, generous aftertaste, with fine
length. Deftly balanced.” WS 11/04.

707

10 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Santa Barbara
“A thick, juicy, massive Syrah, it gushes copious quantities
of licorice-infused blackberry fruit offering smoke, coffee,
and meaty notes. The wine is mouth-filling, teeth-staining,
and loaded...glycerin level, and low acidity make it easy to
drink...96.” WA 2/00.

713

Napa Valley
one nicked label
“...cassis, fruitcake, cedar, herbs, coffee, and black fruits
intermixed with smoke...a wine of extraordinary extraction,
full body, and marvelously pure fruit...97.” WA 12/98.

12 bottles

Sonoma Coast
one lightly bin-soiled label
“...a cascade of aromas and flavors suggesting a liqueur
made from crushed seashells, candied citrus, honeysuckle,
and lemon butter. It is rich and full-bodied, with an unctuous texture, good acidity that provides a significant
framework for the wine’s intensity and concentration,
and an extraordinary finish. This is a virtually perfect
Chardonnay...99.” WA 8/02.

per lot $1600-2400

Sine Qua Non The Other Hand Syrah 1995
California
“...this blockbuster, opaque purple-colored wine offers glorious notes of black fruits (primarily blackberry and cassis),
subtle smoke, toast, and licorice, and a whiff of plant material and spice. Full-bodied, yet gorgeously layered and nearly
seamless in its flamboyant display of fruit, glycerin, and
extract, this large-scaled, yet drinkable Syrah...” WA 12/97.

709

1 bottle

714

4 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $1000-1600

Sonoma Coast
“...similar to a hypothetical blend of a grand cru Musigny
and a grand cru such as Clos de la Roche. This is an extraordinary accomplishment. This firmly structured, precise offering exhibits notes of figs, plum liqueur, black cherries, wet
stones, smoked duck, and gorgeous red and black fruits. It
is a very Burgundian, gamy, earthy effort with incredibly
sweet fruit...98.” WA 8/02.

per lot $200-300

Napa Valley
“The saturated purple-colored...an attractive nose of black
fruits intermixed with toast, minerals, subtle tar, and wood
smoke. Full-bodied, with impressive purity, a multi-layered
mid-palate and finish, it is an expressive, pure, powerful,
and large-boned wine...94.” WA 6/00.

5 bottles

Marcassin Marcassin Vineyard Pinot Noir 1998

Araujo Estate Eisele Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1996

710

per lot $1100-1700

Marcassin Marcassin Vineyard
Chardonnay 1998

Joseph Phelps Vineyards Insignia 1995

708

5 bottles

715

4 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Beaulieu Vineyards Private Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon
Napa Valley
bottom neck or better, unless noted

per lot $1400-2200

• 1966

(6)
two very top shoulder, one top shoulder, one just below top
shoulder, one torn label
• 1969
(9)
one very top shoulder, one bin-soiled label, two bin-soiled
vintage tags
• 1970
(7)
one very top shoulder, one top shoulder

Groth Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
Napa Valley

• 1997

(9)

three wrinkled labels

• 1997

magnums (3)

one wrinkled label

711

above 9 bottles &
3 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $1500-2200

716

above 22 bottles

per lot $1700-2600

Harlan Estate 1997
Napa Valley
one stained label, one wine-stained label
“...one of the greatest Cabernet Sauvignon-based wines I
have ever tasted...this enormously-endowed, profoundly
rich wine must be tasted to be believed. The finish exceeds
one minute...100.” WA 12/00.

712

4 bottles

per lot $3500-5500
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Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon

Diamond Creek Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon
Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better unless noted

• Red Rock Terrace 1978

(4)
one bin-soiled label, two wine-stained labels, one with signs
of old seepage
• Volcanic Hill 1978
(1)
• Gravelly Meadow 1984
(5)
four bin-soiled labels, three nicked labels
• Red Rock Terrace 1984
(2)
• Volcanic Hill 1984
(3)
two bin-soiled labels, one torn label
• Gravelly Meadow 1985
(3)
two bin-soiled labels, scuffed labels
• Red Rock Terrace 1985
(2)
• Volcanic Hill 1985
(3)
bin-soiled and scuffed labels

• 1969
• 1970
• 1972
• 1973

(2)
(1)
(1)
(3)
two very top shoulder, one top shoulder, one nicked label, one
with signs of old seepage
• 1975
(1)
• 1976
(1)
• 1977
(1)
• 1978
(1)
• 1980
(1)
• 1981
(1)
• 1982
(1)

717

above 14 bottles

per lot $1800-2800

720

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

Napa Valley
into neck
magnum (1)

slightly depressed cork

718

• 1977
• 1978
• 1979
• 1980
• 1981
• 1982
• 1983
• 1986
• 1987
• 1988
above 11 magnums (1.5L)

magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)
magnum (1)

721

• 1984
• 1985
• 1987
• 1993
• 1994
• 1997
above 14 bottles

(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)
(3)
(4)

per lot $1300-2000

Mixed California
bottom neck or better

• Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1984

(1)

Santa Cruz Mountains
slightly depressed cork

per lot $2000-3200

• Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Cask 23 1984

Joseph Phelps Vineyards

(1)

Napa Valley

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

719

per lot $1900-2800

Chateau Montelena Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon

Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon
• 1976

above 23 bottles

• Beaulieu Vineyards Private Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1985

• Insignia 1976
(1)
• Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 1985 (4)
• Insignia 1985
(1)
• Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 1987 (5)
above 11 bottles
per lot $1100-1700

(7)

Napa Valley
two slightly depressed corks

• Silver Oak Cellars Bonnys Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1985
magnum (1)
Napa Valley
slightly depressed cork

• Spottswoode Cabernet Sauvignon 1986

(1)

Napa Valley

722

54

above 10 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $800-1200
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Mixed California

Robert Mondavi Winery Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon

bottom neck or better

• Beringer Vineyards Private Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1986

Napa Valley

• 1987

(3)

(8)
seven bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, one nicked
label
• 1993
(1)
• 1994
(3)
• 1996
(3)

Napa Valley

• Beringer Vineyards Private Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1987

(3)

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

• Hartwell Vineyards Stag’s Leap District
Cabernet Sauvignon 1991

(2)

726

Stag’s Leap District

• Beringer Vineyards Bancroft Ranch
Merlot 1993

Napa Valley

• Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon 1990

(1)

Stag’s Leap District

per lot $750-1200
727

Diamond Creek Vineyards
Cabernet Sauvignon 1986

Napa Valley

• Gravelly Meadow

• 1990

(2)
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, one with signs of old
seepage
• 1991
(3)
• 1991
magnum (1)
• 1996
(6)
one lightly stained label, four lightly scuffed labels

(9)

one very top shoulder, seven lightly bin-soiled labels

• Red Rock Terrace

(6)

bin-soiled labels

• Volcanic Hill

(7)

two bin-soiled labels, one torn label

above 22 bottles

• Bryant Family Vineyards
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992
(1)
• Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon 1994
(1)
• Dalla Valle Vineyards Maya 1994
(2)
above 5 bottles
per lot $1400-2200
Opus One

Diamond Mountain
bottom neck or better unless noted

724

(1)

into neck

• Hartwell Sunshine Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

above 15 bottles

per lot $1100-1700

Mixed California
(6)

Howell Mountain
one nicked label

723

above 15 bottles

per lot $1100-1700

728

above 11 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $1800-2600

Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon
Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

• 1987
• 1989
• 1990
• 1993
• 1994

Harlan Estate
(2)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)

Napa Valley

• 1991
• 1996

(1)
(2)

wine-stained labels

729

above 3 bottles

per lot $1200-2000

scuffed labels

725

above 9 bottles

per lot $800-1200
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Pinot Noir
• Williams Selyem Allen Vineyard
1992

Mixed USA
• Bacio Divino Napa Red 1993
(2)

Russian River Valley

• Williams Selyem Ferrington Vineyard
1992

• Robert Craig Mount Veeder
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994
(1)

• Staglin Family Vineyard Rutherford
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994
magnum (1)

• Williams Selyem Rochioli Vineyard
1992

• Philip Togni Napa
Cabernet Sauvignon 1995
(2)

• Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon 1999 (1)

• Williams Selyem Russian River Valley
1992
magnums (2)

Washington

• Ramey Jericho Canyon
Napa Valley Red 2002

Russian River Valley
signed by Ed Selyem
(4)

732

Russian River Valley

• Martinelli Vineyards Reserve
1999

above 12 bottles

per lot $650-1000

Turley Wine Cellars
• Hayne Vineyard Zinfandel 1993

(1)

(1)

Napa Valley
scuffed label

California
nicked label

• Hayne Vineyard Petite Syrah 1994

(2)

Napa Valley
one scuffed label

per lot $800-1200

• Aida Vineyard Petite Syrah 1995

Cabernet Sauvignon
• Groth Reserve 1992

(2)

Napa Valley

(6)
Napa Valley
four bin-soiled labels, two scuffed labels, one torn label, original wood case

• Dalla Valle Vineyards
1994

• Black Sears Vineyard Zinfandel 1995
• Hayne Vineyard Petite Syrah 1995

(1)

Napa Valley

(4)

• Hayne Vineyard Petite Syrah 1996

(2)

Napa Valley

• Diamond Creek Vineyards Red Rock Terrace
1995
(1)

• Aida Vineyard Petite Syrah 1997

(1)

Napa Valley
scuffed label

Diamond Mountain

• Diamond Creek Vineyards Red Rock Terrace
1995
magnum (1)

• Black Sears Vineyard
Zinfandel 1997

Diamond Mountain

• Diamond Creek Vineyards Volcanic Hill
1995

(1)

Howell Mountain
scuffed label

Napa Valley

magnum (1)

Howell Mountain

• Hayne Vineyard Petite Syrah 1997

(1)

per lot $1100-1700

(2)

Napa Valley
one scuffed label

Diamond Mountain

56

(3)

California

• Rochioli Estate Russian River Valley
1995

above 12 bottles &
1 magnums (1.5L)

(1)

Napa Valley
slightly depressed cork

Russian River Valley

731

(3)

Rutherford

Russian River Valley
signed by Ed Selyem

above 10 bottles &
3 magnums (1.5L)

(2)

Mount Veeder

Anderson Valley

• Williams Selyem Olivet Lane
1992

730

(2)

Napa Valley

733

above 12 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $1000-1500
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Araujo Estate Eisele Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon

Zinfandel
• Martinelli Vineyards Jackass Hill
1994

Napa Valley

734

• 1994
• 1995
above 4 bottles

• Martinelli Vineyards Jackass Hill
1995

per lot $750-1200

• Ridge Vineyards Geyserville
1995

half-bottles (5)

• Martinelli Vineyards Jackass Hill
1997

(1)

Sonoma

• Kongsgaard Chardonnay 1996

(1)

• Martinelli Vineyards
Giuseppe & Luisa Vineyard
1999

(1)

Sonoma
nicked label

(2)

Russian River Valley

Napa Valley

(1)

Russian River Valley

737

above 11 bottles

per lot $700-1000

Pahlmeyer Chardonnay

(1)

Napa Valley

Sonoma
nicked label

above 5 half-bottles &
4 bottles

(1)

Sonoma

• Peter Michael Mon Plaisir
Chardonnay 1995

735

(1)

Sonoma

Napa Valley

• Peter Michael Point Rouge
Chardonnay 1998

(2)

Russian River Valley

• Ridge Vineyards Sonoma Station 1995

Mixed California
• Far Niente Dolce
1994

• Peter Michael Point Rouge
Chardonnay 1997

(4)

Russian River Valley

(2)
(2)

• 1995
• 1996
• 1997

per lot $600-900

(4)
(9)
(6)

two nicked labels

738

Kistler Vineyards Chardonnay

above 19 bottles

per lot $700-1100

Sonoma

• Cuvee Cathleen 1994
• Cuvee Cathleen 1995
• Cuvee Cathleen 1996
• Cuvee Cathleen 1997
bin-soiled label

736

• Dutton Ranch 1998
• Hyde Vineyard 1998
• Kistler Vineyard 1998
• Vine Hill Vineyard 1998
above 18 bottles

Shafer Vineyards Hillside Select
Cabernet Sauvignon

(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(9)

Stag’s Leap District

739

• 1995
• 1996
above 2 magnums (1.5L)

magnum (1)
magnum (1)

per lot $1000-1500

per lot $1200-1800
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Kistler Vineyards Pinot Noir

Clarendon Hills Astralis 1997

Sonoma County

• Cuvee Catherine 1995

South Australia
“...tell-tale Syrah characteristics of pepper, melted asphalt as
well as a wealth of blackberry and creme de cassis fruit. The
new oak seems to have been sucked up completely...spectacular wine that has surreal levels of richness and potential
complexity...98.” WA 2/02.

(1)

bin-soiled label

740

• Cuvee Catherine 1996
(1)
• Kistler Vineyards Cuvee Catherine 1998 (1)
• Cuvee Catherine 1999
(2)
• Occidental Vineyard
Cuvee Elizabeth 1999
(1)
• Occidental Vineyard
Cuvee Elizabeth 2000
(1)
above 7 bottles
per lot $1100-1700

745

• Syrah 1997
• Old Vines Syrah 1998

(8)
(5)

South Australia
“...astonishing wine, utterly seamless, maybe the best
Grange yet. Powerful, aristocratic and impressive in the way
it gathers up its flavors and lets them hang on and on while
the finish lingers...99.” WS 5/03.

746

above 13 bottles
AUSTRALIA

Penfolds Grange Hermitage 1986

742

9 bottles

747

per lot $550-800

(1)

South Australia

per lot $3000-5000

• D’Arenberg Dead Arm Shiraz 1997
• Wild Duck Creek Duck Muck Red 1997
• Burge Draycott Reserve Shiraz 1998

58

(3)

Australia

748

above 6 bottles

per lot $1100-1700

per lot $1600-2600

South Australia
“Rich, chewy, spicy and full of currant and blackberry character, this is distinctive for the harmony that’s beneath the
hedonistic fanfare of flavors. A stunning wine with all the
Grange characteristics...95.” WS 1/97.

8 bottles

(1)

Victoria
lightly stained label

Penfolds Grange 1991

744

(1)

McLaren Vale
lightly stained label

South Australia
bottom neck or better, lightly scuffed labels
“Magnificent, exotic, a veritable cascade of opulent flavors-earthy currant, black cherry and licorice--on a grand frame
of incredible length, wrapped in finely grained tannins...98.”
WS 1/97.

8 bottles

12 bottles
Mixed Australia
• Penfolds Grange 1992

Penfolds Grange 1990

743

per lot $1000-1600

South Australia
“...reveals a broodingly deep plum/purple color. At first
reticent aromatically, it explodes with aeration to reveal a
pure, peppery, raspberry, and blackberry-scented bouquet
with hints of spice, underbrush, and incense in the background. Enormously concentrated yet not over the top or
too extracted, this beautifully pure, full-bodied Grenache
saturates/stains the palate with fruit, glycerin, and flavor.
In short, it’s a tour de force!...98.” WA 8/03.

per lot $800-1200

South Australia
six bottom neck or better, three very top shoulder, one binsoiled label, three torn labels
“...opaque black/purple color, followed by an extraordinary,
compelling, sweet bouquet of black-raspberries, cassis, minerals, smoky oak, and vanilla. This multi-dimensional wine’s
huge extraction of fruit, profound flavor concentration,
astonishing balance, and layers of fruit make it the greatest
of the modern day Granges...99.” WA 8/95.

4 bottles

Clarendon Hills Romas Old Vine Grenache 2001

two slightly depressed corks

741

per lot $1500-2200

Penfolds Grange 1998

Thackrey Orion
California

12 bottles

per lot $1300-2000
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Lots 758 & 760

Mixed Australia
• Ausvetia Red 1996

Fox Creek
McLaren Vale

(1)

South Australia

• Elderton Command Shiraz 1996

(2)

Australia

• Classic Mclaren La Testa Shiraz 1997

(4)

Australia

• Burge Olive Hill Shiraz 1998

753

Barossa

(1)

• Parker Estate Terra Rossa
First Growth 1998

• Hattrick Australian Domaine Wines 1998 (6)

• Parsons Flat Shiraz/ Cabernet 1998
(2)

• Hattrick Australian Domaine Wines 1999 (1)
McLaren Vale

• Yalumba Octavius Shiraz 1998

754

per lot $1000-1600

Clarendon Hills Old Vine Grenache 2001

per lot $900-1400

South Australia

Barossa Valley
(2)

one chipped wax capsule

755
(1)
(9)

one missing wax capsule

• Blewitt Springs
• Kangarilla
• Romas Vineyard
• Romas Vineyard
above 13 bottles &
2 magnums (1.5L)

(3)
(7)
(3)
magnums (2)

per lot $700-1100

Chambers

(2)
(4)

Victoria

two lightly bin-soiled labels

above 18 bottles

above 24 bottles

(3)

Torbreck

750

(2)

Barossa Valley

Padthaway

• The Factor Red 1999
• Juveniles Red 2000

(3)

Australia

Kangaroo Island

• The Descendant Red 1998
• The Steading Red 1998

(8)

Coonawarra

McLaren Vale

• Henrys Drive Reserve Shiraz 1999

(4)

McLaren Vale

Australia

• Cape D’estaing Kangaroo Island
Shiraz 1999

(7)

Australia

• Noon Eclipse Red 1998

• Dutschke St Jakobi Shiraz 1998

• Run Rig 1997

per lot $900-1400

Mixed Australia
• Lengs & Cooter Reserve Shiraz 1998

(3)

Kangaroo Island
one lightly marked label

above 25 bottles

(8)
(8)
magnum (1)

(2)

• Cape D’estaing Kangaroo Island
Shiraz 1998

749

• JSM Red 1998
• Reserve Shiraz 1998
• Reserve Shiraz 1998
above 16 bottles &
1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $800-1200
756

• Rare Tokay Liqueur NV
• Rosewood Vineyards
Rare Muscat NV
above 3 half-bottles (375ml)

half-bottle (1)
half-bottles (2)

per lot $150-220

Clarendon Hills Astralis
South Australia

751

• 1997
• 2001
above 7 bottles

FRANCE

(4)
(3)

Pierre de Segonzac Ancestrale Cognac NV

per lot $1000-1500

Clarendon Hills

Gascogne
original wood case

757

1 bottle

per lot $300-500

South Australia

752

60

• Brookman Vineyard Shiraz 1997
(1)
• Old Vine Clarendon Grenache 1997
(5)
• Piggott Range Shiraz 1997
(1)
• Piggot Range Syrah 2001
(10)
above 17 bottles
per lot $650-1000
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TOP BORDEAUX, BURGUNDY AND CALIFORNIA
WINES FROM THE COLLECTION OF A EAST COAST
GENTLEMAN

Chateau Haut Brion 1990
Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
2cm or better, original wood case
“...a decadently ripe wine with much more evolution to its fragrant cassis, mineral, smoked-herb, hot rocks, tobacco, sweet,
toasty nose. Fat, rich, and medium to full-bodied...superblyconcentrated, forward, awesomely-endowed...96.” WA 2/97.

ALL WINES PURCHASED UPON RELEASE
I have known this collector for many years and have spent
much time helping him manage his cellar, and the lots
which follow here are what every collector always dreams
of finding in an auction catalog. A member of the Bacchus
Society, he is a serious connoisseur of fine food, and his
intention has always been to enjoy his wines over dinner.
The collection is full of immaculate wines in their original
cartons and cases, stored professionally since purchase on
release. Most were opened for the first time by Zachys
Wine Auctions specialists.
From a few humble purchases in the 1980s, the collection grew to one of sizeable proportion. From the original
holdings of Bordeaux the collection soon expanded to
Burgundy, California, Champagne and beyond. However,
as any serious collector will tell you, there comes a time
when the realization hits that one simply has more wine
than one could ever hope to consume, and so a decision
has been taken to let some of these precious wines go for
others to enjoy.

761

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
ten bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder, two bin-soiled
labels, original wood case
“...youthful yet profoundly complex...the finest LeovilleLas-Cases ever made...massive proportions yet extraordinary
purity, elegance, and balance...The nose offers up blazingly
well-delineated, pure aromas of creme de cassis, cherry jam,
minerals, and toasty new oak...100.” WA 6/00.

762

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Incredibly vinous, pure, pretty and exquisite aromas of
dark fruit, spices, indeed positively kaleidoscopic in breadth
followed by tannic, sappy, intense, remarkably complex
flavors...Fresh, long and beautiful and this should age for
a very long time as the balance here is first rate...92.”
Burghound 10/03.

763

12 bottles

764

12 bottles

per lot $2000-3000

Chablis, Grand Cru
“...a stunning wine. Rich aromas of liquid minerals, white
flowers, red berries and sweet oak notes are followed by a
broad, full-bodied, and supremely complex character. Silkytextured, deep, and broad, this steely offering is filled with
flint, metals, minerals, and dried herbs. As with its older
brother, the 1995, this Valmur has an unbelievably long, precise, and pure finish...93-96.” WA 2/98.

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1986

760

3 bottles
Chablis Valmur Verget 1996

per lot $9000-13,000

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
nine bottom neck or better, three top shoulder, original wood
case
“An enormously concentrated, massive Mouton-Rothschild...
this impeccably made wine is still in its infancy...it has the
potential to last for 50-100 years!...100.” WA 8/96.

per lot $2200-3200

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Super-ripe fruits, white flowers, mulling spices and sweet
toast soar from the glass. This massive wine is a powerful,
broad-shouldered, expansive, and mouth-coating monster
that managed to retain extraordinary elegance and delineation - a rare combination to achieve. This full-bodied wine
offers of layers hazelnuts, roasted peaches, liquid minerals,
and candied pears as well as a seemingly unending finish. It
is a grand-slam home run!...99.” WA 2/98.

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1986

759

6 bottles

Batard Montrachet Michel Niellon 1996

per lot $2600-4000

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“...outstanding richness, a deep color, medium body, a
graceful, harmonious texture, and superb length...powerful,
dense, rich, and tannic, as well as medium to full-bodied,
with awesome extraction of fruit...100.” WA 10/94.

per lot $5000-7500

Chambertin Clos de Beze Armand Rousseau 1996

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
2cm or better, one nicked label, original wood case
“This wine is a remarkably concentrated, powerful HautBrion that should prove to be extremely long-lived...
Explosively rich, full-bodied, and with gobs of tannin, this
classic wine is one of the great stars of the vintage...93.”
WA 4/93.

12 bottles

12 bottles
BURGUNDY

BORDEAUX

758

per lot $5000-8000

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1982

A selection from this outstanding collection is featured in
the evening session on Wednesday, May 14. DW

Chateau Haut Brion 1986

12 bottles

765

12 bottles

per lot $850-1200

per lot $8000-12,000
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Bond Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 2000

CALIFORNIA

Napa Valley
4-pack original wood case

Araujo Estate Eisele Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1991
Napa Valley
original carton
’’...copious quantities of sweet, mineral, licorice, floralladen, blackcurrant fruit, full body, exceptional purity, good
underlying, well-integrated acidity and tannin, and a whoppingly long finish. Typical of many top California wines, it
combines magnificent richness and ripeness with a sense of
gracefulness and complexity...95.” WA 2/97.

766

12 bottles

768

12 bottles

769

per lot $2400-3500

per lot $450-700

Napa Valley
6-pack original wood case

Napa Valley
original carton
“...it exhibits an impressively saturated dark purple color.
This wine is intent on revealing its charms at a relatively
early age given its knock-out aromatics...a profoundly rich,
silky-textured wine with an uncanny balance between its
smooth tannin and layers of cassis and blackberry/mineraltinged fruit...95.” WA 12/97.

767

(2)
(2)

Bond Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 2002

per lot $2200-3200

Araujo Estate Eisele Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

• Melbury
• Vecina
above 4 bottles

• Melbury
• St Eden
• Vecina
above 6 bottles

(2)
(2)
(2)

per lot $850-1200

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 2001
Napa Valley
original wood case
“Beautifully defined ripe currant and black cherry fruit has a
seamless, elegant, polished texture. Finishes with a burst of
ripe fruit flavors that are kept in the forefront despite some
pretty mocha–vanilla bean toasted oak...94.” WS 8/04.

770

3 bottles

per lot $650-950

Lots 766 & 767
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Lots 770, 771 & 775

771

772

Colgin IX Estate Napa Valley Red 2003

Dalla Valle Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon 1998

Napa Valley
original wood case
“Beautiful scents of crushed rocks, spring flowers, licorice,
charcoal, blackberries, and cassis are stunningly pure and
complex...opulent, intense, well-balanced, compelling, fullbodied wine...” WA 12/06.

Napa Valley
original carton
“...a terrific wine with an opaque blue/purple color and
a gorgeously sweet nose of black fruits intermixed with
licorice, mineral, and spice. Full-bodied, opulently textured...94.” WA 12/00.

6 bottles

per lot $900-1300

777

Dominus Estate 1991

Napa Valley
original wood case
“Aromas of crushed berry, succulent wild berry, violets and
loads of white pepper character turn to a sweet ripeness,
folding together in a seamless presentation. The finish is
long and lingering, with hints of beef carpaccio, mocha
and espresso, and it just keeps getting better. A magnificent wine that makes a huge statement about Syrah in
Napa...98.” WS 12/05.

Napa Valley
two 6-pack original wood cases
“The wine is incredibly expansive, rich, complex, fragrant,
concentrated, and compelling in all respects. The opaque
ruby/purple color is followed by huge quantities of sweet
jammy fruit nicely touched by tar, licorice, and earthy
scents reminiscent of the aroma of fresh black truffles.
The wine is extremely concentrated, opulently-textured,
and voluptuous, with huge reserves of juicy fruit. It is a
marvelous Pomerol-like wine of exceptional purity and harmony...98.” WA 2/97.

3 bottles

per lot $450-700
778

Napa Valley

(6)

779

Napa Valley
original wood case
“With a dark ruby/purple color, silky tannin, and abundant
quantities of licorice, graphite, chocolate, espresso, black
currant, truffle, and earthy characteristics, it comes across
like a hypothetical blend of a top-notch Pauillac and Graves.
Superb texture, low acidity, and gorgeous purity as well as
richness...95.” WA 12/06.

per lot $1800-2600

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

780

Napa Valley
“...offers up restrained but gorgeously sweet earth, oak,
mineral, and black fruit aromas. Full-bodied, with substantial quantities of glycerin and extract, this wine’s largescaled tannin seems to be well-submerged beneath the
wine’s fabulous layers of fruit...99.” WA 12/97.

64

3 bottles

3 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Kongsgaard Syrah 2001

per lot $2000-3000

Napa Valley
“Aromas of white chocolate, ground pepper, blackberries,
cassis liqueur, and flowers (lilacs?) is followed by a wine of
great density, a certain exoticism, and powerful, thick, huge
flavors oozing with extract, glycerin, and personality...96.”
WA 12/03.

Dalla Valle Vineyards Maya 1994

776

per lot $2400-3500

Harlan Estate 2003

(3)

Napa Valley
four 3-pack original wood cases

775

12 bottles

(3)

Colgin Cariad Vineyard Red
• 2001
• 2002
• 2003
• 2004
above 12 bottles

per lot $1800-2600

Napa Valley
two 6-pack original wood cases
“...incredibly fragrant nose of jammy black fruits, spice,
smoke, and loamy, truffle-like scents. In the mouth, it is
full-bodied, with thrilling levels of extract and richness, but
no sense of heaviness or harshness. This seamless Dominus
possesses no hard edges...99.” WA 12/97.

Napa Valley

• Cariad Vineyard Red
• Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon
• Tychson Hill Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon
above 12 bottles

12 bottles
Dominus Estate 1994

• Cariad Vineyard Red
(3)
• Herb Lamb Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon (1)
above 4 bottles
per lot $550-850
Colgin 2000

774

per lot $400-600

Colgin IX Estate Napa Valley Syrah 2003

Colgin 1999

773

6 bottles

781

12 bottles

per lot $1100-1600

per lot $1200-1800
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Marcassin Marcassin Vineyard
Pinot Noir 1999

WHITE BURGUNDY AND 1990 ORNELLAIA FROM A
METICULOUS EUROPEAN COLLECTOR

Sonoma Coast
“It exhibits more animal, plum, raspberry, and earthy characteristics (meaty porcinis come to mind) in its broodingly
backward, mineral-dominated personality. Additionally, there
is great structure and purity, as well as layers of fruit and
intensity...95.” WA 8/02.

782

4 bottles

The following four lots come from a collector who takes
great pride in the conditions of his bottles and is uncompromising when it comes to the care of his beloved wines.
Wines were acquired on release and have rested in professional storage in the United Kingdom since purchase.

per lot $800-1200

BURGUNDY

Marcassin Blue Slide Ridge Vineyard
Pinot Noir 2002

Chablis Les Clos Dauvissat Camus 2004
Chablis, Grand Cru
original carton
“I was wowed by Vincent Dauvissat’s sea shell, earth, and
flint-scented 2004 Chablis Les Clos. This wine exhibits
immense power and depth in its expressive medium to fullbodied character. Its salty mineral-laced personality is satintextured, intense, and immensely long in the finish...94.”
WA 6/06.

Sonoma Coast
“It offers black raspberry, blueberry, violet, and subtle
damp forest floor notes, beautiful acidity that buttresses
its superb richness, intensity, and ripeness, medium to full
body, and a stunning finish...95.” WA 12/05.

783

7 bottles

per lot $1400-2200

Marcassin Bondi Home Ranch Vineyard
Pinot Noir 2002

788

Sonoma Coast

784

3 bottles

785

6 bottles

Chablis, Grand Cru
original carton

789

Sonoma Coast
“Tasting like a prodigious Chevalier-Montrachet or CortonCharlemagne, it exhibits wonderfully subtle notes of nectarine, hazelnut, crushed rock, white currants, and a touch of
smoke and earth. Full-bodied with great acidity, this glorious
effort may be the Chardonnay of the vintage...99.” WA 12/05.

per lot $1000-1500

Chablis Les Clos Dauvissat Camus 2005

per lot $550-800

Marcassin Marcassin Vineyard
Chardonnay 2002

12 bottles

12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Meursault Charmes Roulot 2005
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

790

2 bottles

per lot $240-350

ITALY

per lot $1200-1800

Ornellaia 1990
Tuscany
bottom neck or better, two 6-pack original cartons
“Fat, supple, and loaded with black-cherry and curranty
fruit, and a dash of vanillin from new oak barrels, this fullbodied, velvety-textured, opulent wine...92.” WA 10/94.

Marcassin Marcassin Vineyard
Pinot Noir 2002
Sonoma Coast
“Notes of fresh mushrooms, forest floor, plums, black cherries, raspberries, and hints of white chocolate and smoke
jump form the glass of this full-bodied wine. Its extraordinary nuances, amazingly complex, rich, broad palate, and
spectacular finish...98.” WA 12/05.

786

10 bottles

791

12 bottles

per lot $2000-3000

per lot $2400-3500

Marcassin Three Sisters Vineyard
Pinot Noir 2002
Sonoma Coast
“...fragrant nose of flowers interwoven with blueberries and
forest floor is reminiscent of a grand cru from the Cote de
Nuits. The wine has fabulous fruit on the attack, beautiful
structure, medium to full body, and a purity and almost
ethereal lightness of being despite significant richness and
intensity...96.” WA 12/05.

787

4 bottles

per lot $650-950
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CLOS DE VOUGEOT R BOYER 1929 AND MUSIGNY
VIEILLES VIGNES COMTE GEORGES DE VOGUE IN
MAGNUM

SPECTACULAR RED AND WHITE BURGUNDIES
FROM ONE OF AMERICA’S GREATEST COLLECTIONS
Carefully collected and stored in three custom-built refrigerated underground home cellars.

Property of a longstanding collector with superb taste.
Removed from temperature controlled storage.

The selection of wines offered below comes from the
extraordinary collection of one of America’s most knowledgeable and generous collectors. For truly rare French
wines, past and present, his collection is the mother lode.
I have tasted with the consignor on numerous occasions,
and visited his cellar, which contains many wines purchased from carefully cultivated sources in Europe—often
the domains themselves—the rarity and condition of
which will take your breath away. I have tasted nary a
clunker from this collection—except a slightly corked
bottle of Romanee-Conti 1959, which was quickly replaced
with another from the cellar! There have been many memorable occasions enjoying wine provided by the consignor—
Drouhin Musigny almost besting Vogue in a blind flight of
Musigny 1969s; managing to guess an 1893 Yquem blind
(well, my first guess was 1929), my first tasting note on
1847 Yquem (yes, awesome!!), 1978 Montrachet DRC besting Ramonet by a nose, and Volnay Clos des Chenes Lafarge
emerging on top of a group of big name red Burgundies
from the 1978 vintage—tasted blind, of course, otherwise
how could THAT have happened?

BURGUNDY

Clos de Vougeot R Boyer 1929
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 5cm, one 6cm, one 6.5cm, two 7cm, three nicked labels, two
glue-stained labels, one with signs of old seepage
Provenance: Christies June 4, 2004, “The Extraordinary
Private Cellar of Doris Duke.”
Michael Broadbent on the 1929 Burgundy vintage “This was
a glorious vintage, combining abundance and high quality.
Refined, ripe, elegant; wines of immediate appeal...★★★★★.”

792

5 bottles

per lot $2800-4200

Musigny Vieilles Vignes
Comte Georges de Vogue 1990
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
2cm
“A benchmark wine for Burgundy. Defines harmony and
class, with layer upon layer of ripe earth and raspberry flavors and a great deal of refined new oak. Has a deep, complex, velvety finish...100.” WS 12/92.

793

1 magnum (1.5L)

The range of Burgundies on offer here is staggering –
from mid-twentieth century Marey Monge bottlings to a
plethora of young whites and reds, all prime candidates to
lock away in the cellar. All of the top producers of white
Burgundy are represented, often in staggering quantities,
including a selection from the 2005 vintage.

per lot $1000-1500

Grands Echezeaux
Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1993
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“The Grands-Echezeaux is fuller, sweeter, and more concentrated than the Echezeaux. It reveals a healthy dark ruby
color, an attractive nose of red and black fruits and pain
grillee, followed by a medium-bodied, concentrated style
with a firm, well-delineated, focused personality, and moderate tannin in the finish.” WA 8/95.

794

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $700-1000

FH

Chapelle Chambertin Maison Leroy 1937
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 3cm, one 3.5cm

796

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...dark ruby color and an amazingly spicy, floral (roses)
and black fruit-filled nose, this stupendous Burgundy has a
thick, almost viscous, velvety texture, with copious quantities of fat, chewy, red berries...Complex, intensely deep and
buttressed...93-96.” WA 6/97.

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $2000-3000

Romanee St Vivant Marey-Monge 1953

Musigny Vieilles Vignes
Comte Georges de Vogue 1995

795

2 bottles

per lot $400-600

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 3.5cm, one 4.5cm, Avery’s bottling

797

2 bottles

per lot $2000-3000

Musigny Jean Hudelot 1961
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 3cm, one 4cm, bin-soiled labels, stained vintage tags

798

2 bottles

per lot $600-900

Musigny Villamont 1964
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
2.5cm, bin-soiled label

799

66

1 bottle

per lot $300-450
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Lots 796, 797 & 810

800

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1964

Romanee St Vivant Marey-Monge 1971

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 3.5cm, one 4cm, one 5cm
“...the breadth of nuance and perfume here is impossible
to describe and leads to still powerful, very rich and full,
indeed even muscular flavors of real depth and a velvety,
superbly long finish...94.” Burghound 5/03.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
.5cm

3 bottles

806

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 1.5cm, four 3cm, one 4cm, four scuffed labels

807

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 4cm, one 5cm
“An explosively spicy and opulent nose of exceptional purity
jumps from the glass to reveal silky, sweet and absolutely
delicious flavors of impressive depth and serious length that
coat and stain the palate...93.” Burghound 4/05.

801

2 bottles

1 bottle

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 3.5cm, one 4cm
“Gorgeously complex old burg nose of spice, hoisin, soy and
substantial earth notes...The rich, full bodied flavors coat
the mouth and though this is not a powerful wine, the
velvety, very persistent finish make for a memorable wine.
Really lovely...92.” Burghound 11/05.

803

2 bottles

808

1 bottle

per lot $600-900

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1972
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
3.5cm

809

1 bottle

per lot $420-650

Chambertin Armand Rousseau 1978

per lot $1700-2400

Romanee St Vivant Marey-Monge 1966

per lot $2200-3200

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
4.5cm
“Exuberant, gorgeously spicy, indeed even classic La Tâche
nose trimmed in hints of caramel lead to warm, rich,
full-bodied flavors of considerable depth and complexity
with structure that has fully resolved itself and stunning
length...the overall impression is a fully mature LT of considerable elegance...” Burghound 9/03.

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1966

802

6 bottles

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1972

per lot $1800-2600

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
4cm
“Glorious in 1992 and three notes since: superb, assertive,
‘vast and tannic’ at Prince Rupert Lowenstein’s in 1996, and
early the following year, within a day of each other in New
York, a slightly woody, tannic bottle brought to a restaurant
for lunch but not given enough time to open up. A fully
mature-looking hefty, spicy, sweet and powerful bottle from
Tawfiq Khoury’s cellar, with quite a bite and remarkable
acidity…★★★★★.” MB 2/97.

per lot $700-1100

Grands Echezeaux
Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1972

per lot $2600-4200

Romanee St Vivant Marey-Monge 1964

1 bottle

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
2cm

810

1 bottle

per lot $1500-2600

Charmes Chambertin Camus 1978
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
three 2cm or better, two 2.5cm, two nicked labels, two missing
vintage tags

811

5 bottles

per lot $350-500

per lot $1100-1800
Volnay Caillerets Marquis D’Angerville 1978
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
three 2cm or better, one 2.5cm, one 3.5cm

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1969
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
3cm
“...nose is now completely composed of secondary aromas emphasizing caramel and lots of sous bois followed
by flavors that are rich and nicely defined...beautifully
detailed and satisfying...the tannins are quite refined...91.”
Burghound 1/04.

804

1 bottle

per lot $700-1100

812

805

68

2 bottles

per lot $600-900

Gevrey Chambertin Les Corbeaux
Rossignol 1993
Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru

813

6 bottles

per lot $300-450

Echezeaux Henri Jayer for Georges Jayer 1997

Romanee St Vivant Marey-Monge 1969
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 3.5cm, one 4cm, scuffed labels, one corroded capsule, one
depressed cork

5 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

814

12 bottles

per lot $4800-7000

per lot $1000-1600
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815

Bonnes Mares Georges Roumier 1998

Bonnes Mares Georges Roumier 2001

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Massively dense in every respect with astonishing concentration of fruit and compelling flavors driving notes of
cassis, blueberries, black cherries, minerals and earth all the
way to the very end of the fantastically long finish...A complete Bonnes Mares...94.” Burghound 1/01.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Big, strapping, explosive aromas of black fruit, earth and
notes of blueberries all trimmed in a touch of wood toast
lead to sappy, full-bodied, rich, wonderfully intense, powerfully structured flavors that go on and on. Exceptionally
dense for the vintage with dusty structure and superb balance...93.” Burghound 1/04.

6 bottles

per lot $1300-1900

822

Charmes Chambertin Dugat-Py 1998
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...offers a hugely spicy, candied cherry-scented nose. Loads
of black fruits and sweet cherries, as well as asphalt and
oak, can be found in this broad, medium to full-bodied
wine. Sweet, almost jammy fruit coats the taster’s palate
throughout this offering’s well-ripened personality and long,
focused finish...93-95.” WA 6/00.

816

12 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
two 6-pack original wood cases

823

per lot $1800-2600

824

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

818

12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

825

Charmes Chambertin Bachelet 2000
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Knockout aromas of kirsch and red fruit frame medium
weight flavors brimming with sap and the finish is all silk
and lace. This is supremely elegant and worth a special
search to find if you love vibrant, super elegant Burgundy.
Absolutely brilliant for the vintage and while this will repay
limited aging, it is approachable now...91.” Burghound 1/03.

820

12 bottles

per lot $1500-2200

821

8 bottles

12 bottles

per lot $1700-2400

Clos de la Roche Dujac 2001
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Powerful and dense aromas of earth, black and red fruit
plus subtle notes of soy, coffee and hoisin explode from the
glass that merge seamlessly into bigger, richer, rounder and
more muscular flavors. Authoritative, gorgeously textured
and very stylish...93.” Burghound 1/04.

826

6 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Echezeaux Henri Jayer for Georges Jayer 2001

Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier 2000
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Beautiful fruit, rich, earthy flavors, sleek tannins and
intense goût de terroir all combine to create a powerful effect of both harmony and excellent length...92.”
Burghound 4/06.

per lot $1000-1500

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton
“As big as a Chambertin with the intensity and sheer flavor authority to match...there is a mind boggling amount
of mid-palate sap and punch and it completely coats the
mouth and the persistence is exemplary...Another great Roty
Charmes in a very long line of them...94.” Burghound 1/04.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...super dense, concentrated fruit and incredible array of
spice, depth, complexity and length. Simply a knock out
Chambertin, worthy of every accolade reserved for the very
best in Burgundy...93-95.” Burghound 1/01.

6 bottles

12 bottles

Charmes Chambertin Cuvee Tres Vieilles Vignes
Joseph Roty 2001

per lot $550-800

Chambertin Armand Rousseau 1999

819

per lot $1400-2000

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
original wood case
“Explosively spicy, high-pitched and impressively perfumed
black fruit nose introduces superbly complex, round and
gorgeously pure middle weight flavors of outstanding
length...90-93.” Burghound 4/03.

per lot $4000-6000

Latricieres Chambertin Domaine du Coeur 1998

12 bottles

Chambolle Musigny Les Amoureuses
Louis Jadot 2001

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

12 bottles

per lot $1700-2800

Chambertin Clos de Beze Louis Jadot 2001

Echezeaux Henri Jayer for Georges Jayer 1998

817

6 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
Parcel: lots 827-828

827
828

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $4000-6000
per lot $4000-6000

per lot $800-1200
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829

Gevrey Chambertin Aux Combottes Dujac 2001

Clos de Tart Mommessin

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
“Remarkably elegant Gevrey with wonderfully elegant, precise, mineral-laden fruit and finely detailed, fresh, indeed
lively flavors underpinned by moderate, ripe structure and
excellent length. Stylish, classy, precise and brilliantly refined
all highlighted by perfect balance...91.” Burghound 1/04.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

6 bottles

• 1996
• 1998

(6)
(6)

original wood case

• 2000
• 2001

per lot $400-600

(5)
(6)

original wood case

837

above 23 bottles

per lot $1800-2800

Musigny Dominique Laurent 2001
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

830

10 bottles

Mixed Burgundy

per lot $900-1300

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

Echezeaux Georges Jayer 2003

838

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

831

12 bottles

• Beaune Clos du Roi Tollot-Beaut 1998
(9)
• Pommard Rugiens Launay 2002
(2)
above 11 bottles
per lot $320-480

per lot $2800-4200
Mixed Burgundy

832

Bonnes Mares Georges Roumier 2004

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...noticeable wood spice with a potent mix of violet, red
and black fruits, earth aromas and hints of game that
give way to textured, sappy, firm and intense flavors that
are both serious and more obviously structured...91-94.”
Burghound 1/06.

• Chambertin Trapet 1998
(6)
• Latricieres Chambertin Launay 2002
(3)
above 9 bottles
per lot $420-650

6 bottles

839

Chevalier Montrachet Maison Leroy 1949
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
2cm or better, one slightly depressed cork

per lot $1100-1600

Charmes Chambertin Claude Dugat 2004

840

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

833

2 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“A supremely elegant and pure nose of red pinot fruit with
a potent mix of undertones including smoke, game, ironinfused earth and underbrush leads to sweet, round, suave
yet detailed big-bodied flavors that pack real punch as the
focus and intensity are remarkable...93-95.” Burghound 1/07.

834

6 bottles

per lot $2800-4200

Meursault Goutte d’Or Gaunoux 1959

per lot $420-650

Chambertin Clos de Beze Perrot-Minot 2005

2 bottles

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
1.5cm or better

841

5 bottles

per lot $750-1300

Batard Montrachet Gagnard-Delagrange 1978
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
two 1cm or better, two 4cm, two appear to be recent release

842

4 bottles

per lot $400-600

per lot $4200-7000
Montrachet Bouchard 1985

Romaneee St Vivant Moillard 2005
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

835

12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
2cm or better

843

3 bottles

per lot $900-1400

Mixed Burgundy
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

836

70

• Musigny Dominique Laurent 1995
(1)
• Richebourg Dominique Laurent 2000
(3)
• Chapelle Chambertin
Domaine Ponsot 2002
(4)
above 8 bottles
per lot $800-1200
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Lots 846-848

Lafon

Meursault Perrieres Comtes Lafon 1989

Jules Lafon is known not only for being a successful
lawyer but also enhancing the substantial vineyard holdings which his wife Marie Boch inherited with a lovely
parcel of Montrachet. Perhaps the greatest of Jules Lafon’s
achievements was the creation of the Paulée, the last and
infinitely the most enjoyable of the three gastronomic
festivities which surround the Hospices de Beaune auction. In 1923, being mayor of Meursault, he had the idea
of reviving the traditional end-of-harvest meal when the
owner celebrates the vintage with his workers. Lafon
invited thirty-five of his friends to a small feast. Today
some 600 manage to squeeze their way in, each bearing
an interesting old wine or three. It is the greatest bottle
party in the world.

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
2cm or better
“...exhibits exceptional flavor extraction, as well as the
tell-tale mineral, cold steel, gunflint-sort of nose that a textbook Perrieres possesses, sensational fruit extraction, and a
whoppingly long, crisp finish...97.” WA 2/92.

At the helm of this domaine currently is Dominique Lafon,
one of the most talented winemakers in all Burgundy. Lafon
vineyards tend tend to be harvested later than most. ‘If you
keep the yield low,’ he says,’ you don’t have to worry too
much about the acidity. And I’d rather wait for the extra
concentration.’ Lafon wines are made to last. The vinification
and élevage processes are not rushed, and the wine for the
most part left to develop in its own way. The white wines
are fermented in barrel (new oak for the Montrachet and
premiers crus), kept on their fine lees in the very cold deep
cellar, and racked only once after the post malolactic assemblage. They are fined but not filtered, and bottled twenty
to twenty-two months after the vintage. This is one of the
very few indisputably three-star (my top rating) white wine
estates in Burgundy. A great domaine.
Clive Coates, MW “Côte d’Or”

847

5 bottles

per lot $2000-3200

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 1989
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
1cm
“The steely, mineral aromas of its bouquet are reminiscent
of the Meursault-Perrieres. In the mouth, there is awesome
concentration, surprisingly high acidity for the vintage, and
exhilarating definition and length...it is an extraordinary
effort from the Comte Lafon…96.” WA 2/92.

848

1 bottle

per lot $1500-2600

Batard Montrachet Albert Morey 1996
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

849

6 bottles

per lot $600-900

Chablis Blanchot Raveneau 1996
Chablis, Grand Cru
“Liquid mineral, spice, and honeysuckle aromas are followed
by a mouth-coating, hugely powerful, broad-shouldered,
oily-textured, well-focused, and masculine wine. Layer upon
layer of intense minerals, flowers, butterscotch, alluvial, and
chalk flavors roll across the palate and are held in suspended
animation in the finish for at least forty seconds. It is an
awesome Chablis!...94-96.” WA 2/98.

850

6 bottles

per lot $600-900

Meursault Perrieres Comtes Lafon 1988
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
1.5cm or better

844

4 bottles

Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury 1996
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“Exquisite nose of hazelnut and ripe melon with flavors that
are not particularly dense but very fine, tight and beautifully detailed with plenty of minerality and outstanding
acid/fruit balance...91.” Burghound 10/01.

per lot $1000-1500

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 1988
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
1.5cm or better, wine-stained labels

845

3 bottles

851

12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

per lot $2000-3200
Meursault Perrieres Comtes Lafon 1996
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
two scuffed labels
“Meursault Perrières simply does not get much better...A
kaleidoscopic mix of aromas that include citrus, minerals
and green apples are followed by flavors of laser beam purity and focus that simply ooze class and breed with absolutely perfect balance. The finish is perfect with acidity that
exquisitely frames each nuance yet remains in the background as a supporting, rather than dominating, element.
This is a truly spellbinding wine...96.” Burghound 10/06.

Meursault Charmes Comtes Lafon 1989
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
1cm or better
“...one of the richest, most intense wines I have ever tasted
from Lafon...amazing amounts of glycerin, and an extraction level that is usually only found in the finest white
burgundy grands crus. The huge nose of super-ripe apples,
buttered toast, and nuts is followed by a wine of awesome
richness, phenomenal length and poise...98.” WA 2/92.

846

72

4 bottles

per lot $1600-2800

852

9 bottles

per lot $1900-3000
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Montrachet Bouchard 1996

Meursault Charmes Comtes Lafon 1999

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Simply gorgeous and pure fruit aromatics framed in citrus
and a distinct mineral component followed by strikingly
delineated, complex, chiseled flavors and a finishing intensity that must be experienced to be believed...94.” Burghound
4/03.

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“A massive nose that explodes from the glass offering warm
toast, peach and apricot notes and a very ripe flavor profile
that give way to rich, thick, relatively dense flavors with more
minerality and elegance than usual...93.” Burghound 7/02.

6 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

859

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“...superbly elegant fruit offering intense minerality,
honeysuckle and pain grillé aromas followed by flavors of
outstanding intensity simply with hints of wet rocks and
limestone, which continue on into a very intense and persistent finish. The fruit/acid balance here is both subtle
and fine and there is an elegant sense of harmony that is
most seductive. Text book Genevrières and highly recommended...91-93.” Burghound 7/06.

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...layers of exotic Oriental spices and toasted oak, with a
floral, violet and licorice character. Concentration is impressive in this full-bodied, very long wine...93.” WS 5/98.

6 bottles

per lot $850-1200

Montrachet Marquis de Laguiche
Joseph Drouhin 1996
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...there is no mistaking the greatness of this wine: Classic
white burg aromas of immense breadwith and depth with
white flower notes, minerals and knockout complexity.
This is a big, rich yet delineated wine that has near perfect
balance. In short, this is flat out superb with an intensity,
complexity, depth and stony minerality that is something
special to behold. The length lasts for minutes...96.”
Burghound 11/04.

855

4 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

860

861

12 bottles

862

4 bottles

per lot $500-750

per lot $1800-2600

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
lot 864: two 6-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 865-866
“Deeply pitched aromas of roasted grain, nut oil and clove.
Big, rich and mouthfilling, with harmonious ripe acidity
framing the peach and pear fruit flavors. Very dense and
very long; the dusty finish seems almost tannic but retains
lovely fruit and finesse...94.” IWC 9/02.

Chevalier Montrachet La Cabotte
Bouchard Pere et Fils 1999

858

10 bottles

Batard Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 2000

per lot $3200-5000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Rich and dramatic yet not at all overblown, this offers
gorgeously complex fruits, primarily citrus and white flowers, which beautifully complement the chiseled, exquisitely
muscular flavors and persistence that must be experienced
to be believed...94.” Burghound 6/05.

per lot $2000-3000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“The intensely spicy fruit is impressively rich and expressive with toasted oak notes followed by big, mineral laden
flavors and a finish that emphasize both green apples and
ripe orchard fruits. There is a lovely purity here with beautifully elegant buffering acidity and a pronounced leesy quality...93.” Burghound 4/06.

Chevalier Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 1999

857

10 bottles

Montrachet Marquis de Laguiche
Joseph Drouhin 1999

per lot $1200-1800

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Tight, reserved and impressively detailed nose of citrus and
wet stones followed by vivid, palate staining flavors of limestone, pear and spicy oak...curiously silky yet surprisingly
powerful and muscular palate impression and a racy intensity that just oozes class...Drop dead gorgeous and fans of
this wine will not want to miss it...94.” Burghound 12/05.

per lot $1400-2200

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...intense, powerful, brooding, thick, fantastically intense
flavors that are presently revealing little of their ultimate
potential. This is wonderfully textured and between the
ripe acidity and incredible intensity, it stains the palate so
completely that I could taste this 3 hours later...A flat out
wonderful Monty...95.” Burghound 10/02.

Chablis, Grand Cru
“A lemon verbena aroma segues into apple, honey and flint
in this rich, dense white...93.” WS 2002.

12 bottles

8 bottles
Montrachet Bouchard 1999

Chablis Valmur Raveneau 1999

856

per lot $1200-1800

Meursault Genevrieres Comtes Lafon 1999

Montrachet Fontaine-Gagnard 1996

854

8 bottles

863
864
865
866

6 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1300-1900
per lot $2600-3800
per lot $2600-3800
per lot $2600-3800
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867
868

Batard Montrachet Pernot 2000

Meursault Perrieres Coche-Dury 2000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
Parcel: lots 867-868
“...fresh and pure...quite powerful with broad, almost tannic flavors and a finish that goes on and on. A very solid
performance...92.” Burghound 12/05.

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“...reveals spices, cinnamon, and vanilla in its deep, concentrated character. Medium to full-bodied, it explodes
on the palate with pears, apples, butter, gravel, stones,
and minerals. It is velvety-textured, lush, exhibits massive
depth and an intensely pure, powerful, and deep character.
This is a Perrieres that will give Coche’s 1996 a run for its
money...95-97.” WA 12/01.

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1000-1500
per lot $1000-1500
876

Bienvenues Batard Montrachet
Domaine Leflaive 2000

12 bottles

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...vibrant, racy, intensely ripe acidity and this just slams
into the palate with breathtaking intensity and length that
must be experienced to be believed...A great wine...92-95.”
Burghound 1/02.

870

6 bottles

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
Parcel: lots 877-878
“Razor sharp aromas of wet rocks, earth and white fruits
meld into flavors that are crystalline in their precision, purity and transparency. Understated, discreet and fine yet this
is painfully intense with buckets of minerality...absolutely
brilliant...94.” Burghound 3/05.

per lot $2400-3500

Chevalier Montrachet La Cabotte
Bouchard Pere et Fils 2000

877
878

per lot $800-1200

per lot $550-800

Corton Charlemagne Domaine Leroy 2000
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

872
873

4 bottles
12 bottles

879

per lot $650-1000
per lot $2000-3000

874

12 bottles

12 bottles

per lot $3000-4500

Montrachet Bouchard 2000
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...intense, powerful, brooding, thick, fantastically intense
flavors...between the ripe acidity and incredible intensity, it
stains the palate so completely that I could taste this 3 hours
later...crystalline in its purity and seems cut from liquid rock.
A flat out wonderful Monty...93-95.” Burghound 7/02.

Meursault Charmes Comtes Lafon 2000
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“...offers drop dead gorgeous aromas of impeccably pure citrus, hazelnut, brown butter and a trace of toasty oak combined with dramatic, round, intense, powerful flavors that
display limestone, pear and impressive detail. This offers a
finish that is rich, penetrating, long and impeccably well
balanced. A really beautifully effort...92.” Burghound 7/03.

per lot $2400-3800
per lot $2400-3800

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“As the best examples of Perrières always do, this just oozes
class, minerality, sophistication and refinement. Powerful
and explosive aromas burst from the glass yet there is nothing heavy or forced and the flavors display awesome intensity as this just etches itself into the palate and stains it as
well. The length was so good that I could taste this the next
morning and the complexity is literally stunning. Another
genuinely great, incredibly pure Roulot Perrières...94.”
Burghound 10/04.

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

12 bottles

12 bottles
12 bottles

Meursault Perrieres Guy Roulot 2000

Corton Charlemagne Capitain-Gagnerot 2000

871

per lot $2400-3800

Meursault Perrieres Comtes Lafon 2000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...sports a sexy, tropical fruit-scented nose. This is an
extravagant wine with a broad, hugely intense flavor profile,
packed with spices, minerals, and toasted oak. It is exuberant, crammed with fruit, and long...92-93.” WA 12/01.

869

5 bottles

880

12 bottles

per lot $2200-3200

Montrachet Henri Boillot 2000

per lot $1400-2000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

881

8 bottles

per lot $1300-2000

Meursault Genevrieres Comtes Lafon 2000
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“Superbly spicy and exotic nose of spiced pears, anise,
cinnamon and obvious minerality merges seamlessly with
intense, chiseled, concentrated, almost muscular flavors that
have an almost chewy texture to them...This offers terrific
focus and while this is extremely impressive, the essentially character is one of subtly and understatement...93.”
Burghound 7/03.

875

74

12 bottles

per lot $1400-2000

Montrachet Marquis de Laguiche
Joseph Drouhin 2000
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...exquisite, heady perfume of white flowers, touch of
honey and crushed dried herbs followed by wonderfully
complex, intense and relatively fine flavors...92.” Burghound
7/02.

882

12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500
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Montrachet Sauzet 2000

Criots Batard Montrachet Blain Gagnard 2002

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“There is an indescribable purity of expression here, as
though this was derived from liquid rocks and this displays
a superb density and sappiness. Despite the power and
volume, this comes across as almost silky with stupendous
intensity and length that is borderline hard to believe...95.”
Burghound 7/02.

883

10 bottles

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

889

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“...exceptional. Its awesome aromatics display spiced oak,
peach, apricot, and yellow plum scents. Medium to full-bodied, decadent, and expansive, this intense, decadent wine
bursts on the palate with silky, powerful waves of spices
and yellow fruits. Even though it has massive richness and
a broad-shouldered, muscular character, this beauty also displays graceful elegance...94-95.” WA 2/04.

Puligny Montrachet Les Combettes
Domaine Leflaive 2000

884

10 bottles

890

12 bottles

891

9 bottles

892

10 bottles

893

per lot $2400-3800

888

12 bottles

3 bottles

per lot $600-900

Montrachet Sauzet 2002
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...concentrated, ripe apple and sweet peach aromas plus a
touch of anise that merge seamlessly into powerful and very
dense, massively scaled, sappy flavors that reveal layer after
layer of complexity and depth. The focus is incredible and
this both stains and completely coats the palate and the
persistent finish arrives in wave after wave...95.” Burghound
7/04.

Chevalier Montrachet Sauzet 2002
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...strong citrus, limestone and gorgeously elegant green
fruit aromas that beautifully complement pure, silky and
wonderfully focused medium full flavors that are so precise
that this cuts like a knife through hot butter. As intense
and mineral-driven as this is though, there are no hard
edges and while there is an impressive acid backbone, the
balance is absolutely above reproach...96.” Burghound, 7/04.

per lot $1500-2200

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“This is an exceptionally impressive effort by any standard with a pure, ripe and highly complex nose of fennel,
white flower, citrus and orchard fruit aromas trimmed in a
discreet touch of oak spice that can also be found on the
rich, powerful, concentrated and equally pure big-bodied
flavors that possess admirably vibrancy and outstanding
length...94.” Burghound 12/07.

Batard Montrachet Domaine Ramonet 2002

887

6 bottles
Montrachet Marc Morey 2002

per lot $900-1400

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Beautifully elegant and spicy aromas of obvious class introduce massive, sappy and notably concentrated flavors that
are sweet and pure with buckets of dry extract that cause
the palate impression to seem quite texturally dense, even
chewy...94.” Burghound 10/04.

per lot $1500-2600

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...bursts from the glass with resin-laced, spicy minerals and
anise. Thick, rich, lush, and medium to full-bodied, this is a
dense, oily-textured wine. Concentrated layers of creamed
minerals are intermingled with flowers, white peaches, and
pears in this gorgeously deep offering...95-97+.” WA 2/04.

Batard Montrachet Bernard Morey 2002

886

6 bottles

Montrachet Louis Latour 2002

per lot $1200-1800

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“A slightly tropical fruit nose of mango, apricot and pineapple plus noticeable wood spice leads to rich, intense, fullbodied and surprisingly precise flavors for such a big wine.
There is real volume and power here and this is remarkably
detailed...92.” Burghound 7/04.

per lot $1300-2000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
“...offers sublimely complex aromas of white flowers and
citrus wrapped in a gentle hint of wood spice followed by
sappy, powerful, mouth coating, pungent flavors of superb
density and weight...this is class in a glass and a knockout
effort...96.” Burghound 7/04.

Puligny Montrachet Les Pucelles
Domaine Leflaive 2000

885

9 bottles
Montrachet Louis Jadot 2002

per lot $800-1300

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“Sweet, oily aromas of peach, pear and spices, with a distinct suggestion of more exotic fruits. Steely, brisk and
pure, with lovely intensity and cut. This really dances on
the palate. Finishes vibrant, firm-edged and long. A superb
premier cru...93.” IWC 9/02.

per lot $650-950

Meursault Charmes Comtes Lafon 2002

per lot $2400-4000

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“...ultra elegant, incredibly precise fruit followed by fat,
powerful, intense flavors that are both classy and extremely
long. The additional weight is nicely buffered by more evident acidity...90-93.” Burghound 7/02.

9 bottles

894

12 bottles

per lot $3500-5500

per lot $2400-3500
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Batard Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 2004
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“The Bâtard-Montrachet is singing and seems to be one of
the strongest young vintages of this wine that I have tasted
in decades. The great, primary bouquet delivers scents of
apple, pear, candied lemon peel (à la young Raveneau), just
excellent, stony minerality for Bâtard, and a framing of
vanillin oak...The wine is rock solid at the core, flawlessly
focused and extremely long, with great acids and grip on
the very minerally finish...95.” JBG 1/06.

895

12 bottles

Batard Montrachet
Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey 2005
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“A muscular white, displaying plenty of apple, peach, lemon
cream and toasty oak notes against a rich texture. As this
lingers on the palate, a mineral element comes to the
fore...96.” Burghound 8/07.

902

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...tremendously elegant with white flower, spice and beautifully complex aromas that merge seamlessly into strikingly
beautiful and textured medium weight. This is a really classy
effort that glides like silk across the palate yet has the intensity and focus of a fine Chevalier...94.” Burghound 7/07.

Chablis Les Clos Droin 2004

896

12 bottles

903

per lot $350-500

897

6 bottles

per lot $2400-4000

904

899

905

per lot $600-900

Montrachet Sauzet 2005

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“Very ripe orchard fruit aromas that include an interesting
hint of muscat and a bit more wood influence that disappears on the rich, generous and quite concentrated flavors
that are supple, seductive and delicious yet retain a fine
sense of precision...92.” Burghound 7/06.

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“The nose on the 2005 is absolutely celestial, as it offers
up a brilliantly complex blend of pear, lemon, apple, striking minerality, crème patissiere, spring flowers and a gentle
framing of vanillin oak. On the palate the wine is full-bodied, deep and very complex, with a rock solid core of fruit,
firm acids, blazing focus, and stunning length and grip on
the magical finish. Great, great juice in the making...96+.”
JBG 1/06.

12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

6 bottles

906

per lot $1000-1500

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...nose of moderate oak treatment, high-toned acacia blossom with undertones of earth, anise and jasmine tea complements the rich, full and very powerful flavors brimming with
dry extract that confers a borderline chewy character to the
explosive and notably dry finish...93.” Burghound 7/07.

6 bottles

2 bottles

per lot $600-900

Meursault Genevrieres Comtes Lafon
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
1.5cm or better

Batard Montrachet Bernard Morey 2005

76

12 bottles

Meursault Charmes Roulot 2004

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

901

per lot $750-1100

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

per lot $550-800

Montrachet Michel Coutoux 2004

900

12 bottles

Meursault Genevrieres Hospices de Beaune
Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey 2005

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

12 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...toast elements coupled with hints of vanilla that serve
as background notes for the green fruit, white apple and
pear aromas that merge into big, textured and notably ripe
big-boned flavors that feel almost opulent as the texture
and mid-palate fat render the acidity almost invisible...93.”
Burghound 7/07.

Corton Charlemagne Capitain-Gagnerot 2004

898

3 bottles
Corton Charlemagne
Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey 2005

Chevalier Montrachet Michel Niellon 2004
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“A superlatively sophisticated, unbelievably complex and
high-toned nose of white flower, spiced pear, limestone,
lemon zest and lavender aromas continues onto the almost
painfully intense, detailed and pure medium full flavors that
culminate in an understated but cuts-like-a-knife finish that
goes on and on...95.” Burghound 1/06.

per lot $2800-4200

Chevalier Montrachet
Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey 2005

per lot $2200-3500

Chablis, Grand Cru
“...very subtle wood influence highlights the strikingly
elegant and airy white flower, grapefruit and anise-infused
nose that precedes the intense, powerful and superbly welldetailed medium full flavors that explode like a bomb on the
mouth coating finish...93.” Burghound 10/06.

12 bottles

• 1988
• 1989
• 1996

(1)
(2)
(4)

one scuffed label

907

above 7 bottles

per lot $1400-2200

per lot $700-1000
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Mixed Burgundy

Mixed Burgundy

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
2cm or better

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

• Montrachet Pierre Morey 1988

(2)

scuffed labels

• Montrachet Delagrange Bachelet 1989

(3)

scuffed labels

908

• Chevalier Montrachet Les Demoiselles
Louis Jadot 1990
(2)
• Montrachet Louis Jadot 1990
(2)
above 9 bottles
per lot $1800-2800

914

Bienvenues Batard Montrachet Pernot
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

Chablis Rene et Vincent Dauvissat
Chablis, Grand Cru

909

• Les Clos 1996
• Les Preuses 1996
• Les Clos 1999
above 11 bottles

(2)
(3)
(6)

Chablis, Premier Cru

910

• 1996
• 1997
• 1999
above 15 bottles

915

• 1999
• 2000
above 17 bottles

(8)
(9)

per lot $1300-1900

Montrachet Fontaine Gagnard
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

per lot $1100-1800

Chablis Montee de Tonnerre Raveneau

• Bienvenues Batard Montrachet
Domaine Ramonet 1999
(2)
• Chevalier Montrachet
Domaine Ramonet 1999
(3)
• Chevalier Montrachet Sauzet 2000
(2)
above 7 bottles
per lot $1100-1700

916

• 1999
• 2000
above 7 bottles

917

Puligny Montrachet Les Pucelles
Domaine Leflaive
• 1999
(6)
• 2000
(4)
above 10 bottles
per lot $1000-1500

(3)
(6)
(6)

per lot $1100-1600

(2)
(5)

per lot $1000-1700

Meursault
Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

911

Meursault

• Caillerets Coche-Dury 1996
(2)
• Caillerets Coche-Dury 1999
(5)
• Charmes Roulot 2000
(3)
above 10 bottles
per lot $1400-2000

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

Batard Montrachet Bernard Morey
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

912

• 1996
• 2005
above 5 bottles

(3)
(2)

918

• Perrieres Pierre Matrot 1999
(5)
• Genevrieres
Domaine Francois Jobard 2000
(4)
• Perrieres Pierre Matrot 2000
(8)
• Genevrieres Pierre-Yves
Colin-Morey 2005
(3)
• Perrieres Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey 2005 (6)
above 26 bottles
per lot $1200-1800

per lot $500-800
Montrachet 2000

Chablis Raveneau 1999
• Foret

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
(3)

Chablis, Premier Cru

• Montmains

(3)

Chablis, Premier Cru

• Valmur

919

above 9 bottles

(5)
(2)

per lot $1300-1900

(3)

Chablis, Grand Cru

913

• Bouchard
• Marquis de Laguiche
Joseph Drouhin
above 7 bottles
Corton Charlemagne

per lot $600-950

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

920

• Bouchard 2000
• Louis Latour 2002
above 11 bottles

(5)
(6)

per lot $700-1000
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921

Comtes Lafon

Chateau Tertre Roteboeuf 2001

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

St Emilion
“...seamless, seductive, and hedonistic...followed by aromas
of fudge, mocha, caramel and sweet black cherries...it is a
delicious, nearly flamboyant St Emilion...90.” WA 6/04.

• Meursault Goutte d’Or 2000
(3)
• Puligny Montrachet Champs Gains 2000
(3)
• Meursault Goutte d’Or 2002
(6)
above 12 bottles
per lot $1100-1600

928

Pomerol
original wood case
“Lovely blackberry and cherry character, with a medium body,
silky tannins and a fresh finish. Delicious red already but will
be better with age. The finesse of Trotanoy...” WS 3/04.

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

922

per lot $600-900

Chateau Trotanoy 2001

Montrachet Blain Gagnard
• 2000
• 2002
above 8 bottles

12 bottles

(5)
(3)

per lot $1200-1900
929

6 bottles

per lot $260-400

Batard Montrachet
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

• Blain Gagnard 2002
• Gagnard-Delagrange 2002

Chateau Petrus 2004

(5)
(3)

Pomerol
“...possesses high acidity as well as copious amounts of
sweet cherries and black currants intermixed with hints
of cola, earth, and truffles. Deep, medium-bodied, concentrated, ripe flavors...93.” WA 6/07.

one nicked label

923

• Marc Morey 2002
• Gagnard-Delagrange 2004
above 20 bottles

(6)
(6)

per lot $1500-2400

930

per lot $550-900

Chateau Doisy Daene 1924

Chablis Les Clos

Sauternes, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck, two chipped wax capsules, two capsules cut to reveal
fully branded corks, rebouchee in 2003

Chablis, Grand Cru

924

1 bottle

• Droin 2002
• Fevre 2002
• Dauvissat Camus 2004
above 10 bottles

(3)
(4)
(3)

931

4 bottles

per lot $1600-2800

per lot $600-900
CHAMPAGNE

Chassagne Montrachet

Dom Perignon 1970

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

925

• Blanchots Dessus Darviot-Perrin 2002
(6)
• Les Caillerets Marc Colin 2004
(9)
above 15 bottles
per lot $650-1000

Champagne
“...pale; excellent, lightly oaky-smoky douquet; dry, crisp,
refined. Very good...★★★★. MB 9/00.

932

BORDEAUX

Champagne
original wood case
“A wonderful, mature Champagne, offering toast, mushroom, honey and citrus aromas and flavors that evolve into
a long walnut aftertaste. Its richness is offset by bracing
acidity, yet not quite fully integrated. Full-bodied and aristocratic...95.” WS 11/00.

Pomerol
two 6-pack original wood cases
“A wine with a reserved, yet complex nose of blackberries,
raspberries and flowers. Full-bodied, with silky tannins and
a soft, sweet fruit finish. A beautiful wine...95.” WS 3/03.

12 bottles

per lot $800-1200

933

La Mondotte 2001

78

12 bottles

per lot $1400-2000

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $1000-1500

Bollinger Vieilles Vignes Francaises 1988

St Emilion
“...the concentrated, delicious, opaque purple-colored 2001
builds incrementally on the palate. An impressive bouquet
of black cherries creme de cassis, toast and minerals is followed by a medium to full-bodied effort with nicely integrated wood...This is a brillant wine...94.” WA 6/04.

927

per lot $2600-3800

Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil 1985

Chateau Latour a Pomerol 2000

926

12 bottles

Champagne
“When first introduced onto the market it was unusually
raw and abrupt. At the time I missed the creamy complexity
that previous vintages had shown in their infancy. One year
later it was all there: the creaminess, the power, and the
tons of fruit. A giant!...94.” RJ 11/03.

934

1 bottle

per lot $300-450
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935

Salon Blanc de Blancs Mesnil 1990

Harlan Estate 1992

Champagne
original wood cases
“The Salon packs a lot of power for a blanc de blancs, tasting more like a Montrachet with bubbles. It has real depth
and concentration, combining fresh floral and citrus notes
with its signature nutty flavor. Each provides an incredible
Champagne experience…97.” WS 8/01.

Napa Valley
“...a splendid sweet nose of minerals, blackcurrants, toast,
and spice. Opulent and rich, with full body, and well-integrated sweet tannin, this expansive yet graceful wine possesses layers of flavor that caress the palate...96.” WA 12/96.

2 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $1300-2000

943
944

Napa Valley
original wood case
“...saturated ruby/purple color in addition to an expressive
bouquet of cassis, minerals, and smoke. This multi-textured,
round wine exhibits sweet, well-integrated tannin, a great
mid-palate and finish, as well as spectacular purity and palate presence...94.” WA 12/00.

Champagne
Parcel: lots 936-938

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $450-650
per lot $450-650
per lot $450-650
945

Vilmart Coeur de Cuvee 1999
Champagne
“Barrel fermentation adds depth and complexity to this
harmonious Champagne. Vanilla, spice, kirsch and a hint of
coffee blend nicely with the silky mousse. Stays fresh on
the long, coffee-tinged aftertaste...94.” WS 10/07.

939

10 bottles

per lot $1700-2800
per lot $1000-1500

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1998

Pierre Peters Cuvee Speciale 1998

936
937
938

5 bottles
1 magnum (1.5L)

3 bottles

per lot $3200-4800

Inglenook Cask 1963
Napa Valley
bottom neck or better

• Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
• F-25 Cabernet Sauvignon

per lot $300-450

(5)
(1)

bin-soiled label

946

CALIFORNIA

Caymus Vineyards Special Selection
Cabernet Sauvignon 1975

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $350-500

Mixed California
bottom neck or better

Napa Valley
into neck, signed by winemaker
“Few wineries in the world can boast such an enviable record
of consistent excellence as that of Caymus...98.” WA 10/03.

940

above 6 bottles

• Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1984

(1)

Santa Cruz Mountains

• Inglenook Reunion
Cabernet Sauvignon 1985

per lot $500-750

(2)

Napa Valley

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992

• Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992

Napa Valley
one wine-stained label
“...boasts an opaque purple color, followed by a gorgeously
sweet nose of blueberries and blackberries intertwined with
smoky, toasty oak. The enormously opulent texture, viscous
richness, and huge quantities of sweet, pure fruit were
deftly balanced by just enough acidity and ripe tannin...96.”
WA 2/97.

941

2 bottles

(2)

Napa Valley

• Ridge Vineyards Monte Bello
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992

(3)

Santa Cruz Mountains

947

above 8 bottles

per lot $500-800

per lot $500-850

Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon 1992
Napa Valley

942

4 bottles

per lot $600-900
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GAJA, COLGIN, DUNN, & SCREAMING EAGLE FROM
A MIDWEST CELLAR

Sori Tildin Gaja 1997
Piedmont
one scuffed label
“...a candidate for perfection...a dense, full-bodied wine
possessing extraordinary vibrancy for such a heavyweight,
muscular Nebbiolo. It offers a super-sweet entry, a boatload
of glycerin, and notes of earth, licorice, cedar, blackberry and
cherry liqueur, and a touch of blueberries. Extremely full,
gorgeously pure, with a seamless texture...99.” WA 6/01.

The following lots from this Avid Midwestern Collector
were removed from a refrigerated and humidity controlled
home cellar established in 1990. The wines were purchased
as futures or upon release.
ITALY

953

12 bottles

per lot $2600-4000

Costa Russi Gaja 1997
Piedmont
original wood case
Parcel: lots 948-950
“...displays a striking bouquet of blackberry and cherry fruit
intermixed with espresso and wood scents...Full-bodied,
gorgeously pure and symmetrical…96.” WA 6/01.

948
949
950

12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200

Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 2000
Piedmont
two 6-pack original wood cases
“Serious dark color, with meaty, earthy aromas that blow off
to ultraripe and exotic fruit. Fresh truffles and porcini. Almost
Port-like in the end. Full-bodied, with masses of velvety tannins and a long, long, caressing finish. Solid...97.” WS 7/04.

954

Piedmont
original wood case
Parcel: lots 951-952
“...exhibits an intense nose of Asian spices, smoked meats,
and black cherry liqueur. Low in acidity, fat, and plush, with
unbelievable richness and glycerin as well as surprising forwardness...large-scaled, satiny-textured…98.” WA 8/99.

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1700-2400

CALIFORNIA

Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1997

951
952

12 bottles

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992
Napa Valley
“...boasts an opaque purple color, followed by a gorgeously
sweet nose of blueberries and blackberries intertwined with
smoky, toasty oak. The enormously opulent texture, viscous
richness, and huge quantities of sweet, pure fruit were
deftly balanced by just enough acidity and ripe tannin...96.”
WA 2/97.

per lot $2600-3800
per lot $2600-3800
955

6 bottles

per lot $1600-2600

Lots 948-952
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Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1993

DUNN VINEYARDS

Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon 1991

Napa Valley
“The nose offers up cassis, blueberry, black-raspberry, and
toasty scents, followed by gorgeously rich, sweet (from
extract, not sugar) flavors, full body, gobs of glycerin, and
wonderfully ripe tannin in the intense finish..95.” WA 12/95.

956

8 bottles

Howell Mountain
original wood case
“Dark, dense, tannic and earthy, but it works its way into
a rich and concentrated core of currant, mineral, cedar and
anise flavors. An outstanding California Cabernet that finishes with thick, dry tannins...” WS 12/95.

per lot $2000-3000
964

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994
Napa Valley
lot 957: one scuffed label
“...the sweetness and taste of this wine’s fruit is akin to a
savory blend of a chocolate-covered, blueberry/cassis-filled
candy bar and vanilla ice cream melting in the mouth...
silky, seductive, opulent, voluptuously-textured, and extraordinarily fragrant, expansive, and rich. In spite of this, the
wine remains graceful and well-balanced...96.” WA 12/96.

957
958

4 bottles
12 bottles

Napa Valley
original wood case
“What makes the 1992 California Cabernet Sauvignon
vintage so incredible is that one of its hallmarks is the
voluptuous, opulent, and succulent nature of the fruit. In
Dunn’s offerings, that translates into wines that are massive
and rich, but with sweeter, more expansive, chewy midpalates...97.” WA 10/95.

per lot $1600-2600
per lot $5000-7500
965

per lot $4200-6500
per lot $4200-6500

966

per lot $4000-6000

967

one 5 liter (5L)

per lot $750-1100

Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon 1996

Napa Valley
“...knock-out nose of blackberries, blueberries, lavender,
licorice, and toast, this is a profound, full-bodied Cabernet
Sauvignon. It displays a seamless, velvety texture, layers of
concentrated fruit, and a 45+ second finish. Am I being too
conservative in not giving it a 3-digit score?...99.” WA 1/00.

6 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $500-800

Howell Mountain
original wood case
“This black/purple-colored wine adds a few more nuances
(minerals, licorice, and floral scents) to the lavish display
of creme de cassis. Full-bodied, with a blockbuster level
of extract and density, this is an outstanding Cabernet
Sauvignon...96.” WA 12/97.

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1997

962
963

one 5 liter (5L)

Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

Napa Valley
“...a provocative nose of blueberry jam, orchid flowers, and
smoky new oak intertwined with cassis. Additional aromas
of licorice and exotic Asian spices emerge...Extremely fullbodied and rich...large-scaled yet extraordinarily rich wine is
like drinking cassis/blueberry liqueur. Its sweet tannin and
remarkable 40+-second finish are amazing...97.” WA 12/98.

12 bottles

per lot $700-1100

Howell Mountain
original wood case
“It offers the essence of Cabernet Sauvignon in its thick,
rich, pure, blackcurrant flavors that ooze across the palate. The wine is not heavy, but it is so phenomenally
concentrated and extracted that it leaves the taster speechless...96-100.” WA 4/95.

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1996

961

one 5 liter (5L)

Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon 1993

Napa Valley
Parcel: lots 959-960
“...phenomenal aromatics consisting of blackberries, raspberries, blueberries, cassis, subtle new oak, and a notion of
floral scents (is it acacia or lilac?)...full-bodied, remarkably
supple and opulent, with a purity and presence of fruit that
must be tasted to be believed...98.” WA 12/97.

12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $600-900

Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

959
960

one 5 liter (5L)

Howell Mountain
original wood case
“...possesses a black/blue/purple color, and a texture of
unctuosity and thickness. Greatness is suggested by a
wonderfully sweet mid-section, gorgeous purity, and this
humongous wine’s overall symmetry. It also possesses sumptuous layers of concentration, remarkably sweet tannin, low
acidity, and a 40+ second finish...96.” WA 1/00.

per lot $2400-4000
per lot $5000-8000
968

one 5 liter (5L)

per lot $600-900
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Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon 1998

AN OFFERING OF FINEST OLD WORLD WINES
The following lots come to us from a good friend of
Zachys Wine Auctions and one of the country’s most
important collectors. This consignor is extremely diligent
about his purchases and is only interested in acquiring the
best examples of the world’s great bottles.

Howell Mountain
original wood case

969

one 5 liter (5L)

per lot $350-500

SCREAMING EAGLE

Removed from climate-controlled home storage

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1993
Napa Valley
“...rich, jammy, pure nose of blackcurrant/cassis fruit intertwined with scents of minerals and high quality, spicy oak.
The wine offers a cascade of lavishly rich, opulently textured,
super-extracted fruit that is beautifully buttressed by oak and
sweet tannin. Remarkably long, pure, and rich...97.” WA 12/96.

970

2 bottles

per lot $4000-6000

BORDEAUX

Chateau Petrus 1960
Pomerol
very top shoulder, Duclot Fils & Co. shipping label

978

Pomerol
top shoulder, one wine-stained label, one stained vintage tag, one
with signs of old seepage, one Duclot Fils & Co. shipping label
“...unquestionably the greatest Trotanoy in the post World
War II era. The wine’s saturated, thick, inky, plummy color
reveals slight amber at the edge. The magnificent bouquet
of jammy black-raspberries, smoke, cloves, tar, and caramel
is a knock-out...98.” WA 10/94.

Napa Valley
two lightly scuffed labels
“Broad, smooth, ripe and harmonious, with supple texture
and tannins and a wonderful core of plush currant, black
cherry, anise and light cedary oak flavors...95.” WS 10/97.

3 bottles

per lot $6000-9000

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

979

Napa Valley
“Full-bodied, with remarkable intensity, exquisite symmetry,
and a mid-palate and finish to die for, this is a compelling,
astonishingly seductive Cabernet Sauvignon...there is an
unbelievable purity to these wines, as well as phenomenal
concentration and richness, yet in no sense are they heavy,
ponderous, or out of balance...99.” WA 12/98.

972

6 bottles

per lot $1500-2600

Chateau Trotanoy 1961

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

971

1 magnum (1.5L)

2 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $10,000-16,000

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1962
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
just below top shoulder, slightly depressed cork
“Tasted from magnum. A shade deeper and richer than the
single bottle, with plenty of cedar and currant flavors, full
body and a sense of intensity and liveliness. One of the
most powerful Lafites in the tasting…93.” WS 11/91.

per lot $10,000-16,000
980

1 double magnum (3L)

per lot $1400-2000

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1996
Mixed Bordeaux
• Chateau Talbot 1950

Napa Valley
“...lots of structure, an opaque purple color, and the hallmark blackberry and cassis liqueur-like notes. Silky-textured,
fabulously-concentrated, and gorgeously-balanced, it has
every component part - acidity, alcohol, tannin, and extract
- flawlessly presented...98.” WA 1/00.

973

6 bottles

(2)

St Julien, Quatrieme Cru Classe
one top shoulder, one upper-mid shoulder, one torn label

• Chateau Latour 1970

(1)

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
upper-mid shoulder

per lot $8000-12,000
981

above 3 bottles

per lot $550-850

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1997
Napa Valley
Parcel: lots 975-977
“Representing the essence of cassis liqueur intermixed with
blackberries, minerals, licorice, and toast, this full-bodied,
multi-dimensional classic is fabulous, with extraordinary
purity, symmetry, and a finish that lasts for nearly a minute…100.” WA 1/00.

974
975
976
977

82

2 bottles
3 bottles
3 bottles
3 bottles

per lot $4000-6000
per lot $6000-9000
per lot $6000-9000
per lot $6000-9000

BURGUNDY

Vosne Romanee Bouchard 1929
Cote de Nuits
3cm

982

1 bottle

per lot $700-1000

Grands Echezeaux Bouchard Pere et Fils 1934
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
3.5cm

983

1 bottle

per lot $400-700
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Romanee St Vivant Marey-Monge 1964

A COMPLETE SCREAMING EAGLE VERTICAL,
1997 – 2002

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
4.5cm, signs of old seepage
“An explosively spicy and opulent nose of exceptional purity
jumps from the glass to reveal silky, sweet and absolutely
delicious flavors of impressive depth and serious length that
coat and stain the palate. In particular I admire the precision of the finish...93.” Burghound 4/05.

984

1 bottle

The following bottles were purchased directly from the
Screaming Eagle mailing list, and held in temperaturecontrolled storage until removal for this sale.
CALIFORNIA

per lot $900-1300

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon
Napa Valley

Vosne Romanee Les Brulees Henri Jayer 1982
Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
2cm or better
“Remarkably fresh...wonderfully complex and sexy nose...
Initially, the flavors are quite rich and full though after an
hour of air, the lighter side of the ‘82 vintage begins to
reveal itself. Still, this is an exceptionally good wine on an
absolute basis and an incredible wine for the vintage. In a
word, terrific...92.” Burghound 5/04.

985

2 magnums (1.5L)

989

• 1996
• 1997
• 1998
• 1999
• 2001
• 2002
above 6 bottles

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

per lot $8500-12,000

per lot $1800-2800

RHONE

Hermitage La Chapelle Jaboulet 1949
Rhone
4cm, scuffed label
“A dazzling wine, the dark garnet/amber color of the 1949
La Chapelle is accompanied by aromas of molasses, exotic
Asian spices, roasted duck, prune, and blackberry liqueur.
In the mouth, this expansive, full-bodied, exotic wine
exhibited terrific sweetness, awesome glycerin levels, sweet
tannin, and, in addition to the aforementioned aromatic
characteristics, coffee flavors...94.” WA 6/00.

986

1 bottle

per lot $2000-3000

Hermitage La Chapelle Jaboulet 1969
Rhone
one 2.5cm, one 3.5cm
“Dark garnet/plum-colored with significant amber at the
edge, this is a solidly made, monolithic, foursquare example
with plenty of peppery, cedar, leather, and coffee characteristics in the moderately intense bouquet. A sweet attack
is followed by a lean, austere wine with a dry middle.
Medium-bodied, the 1969 is a fine La Chapelle...” WA 6/00.

987

2 bottles

per lot $600-1000

Mixed Rhone
Rhone

• Cote Rotie Les Jumelles Jaboulet 1966

(1)

5cm

• Hermitage La Chapelle Jaboulet 1967

(2)

2.5cm

• Chateauneuf du Pape Rochette 1971

(1)

3cm

988

above 4 bottles

per lot $500-850
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BURGUNDY 2005 AND CALIFORNIA GEMS FROM
THE CELLAR OF A NEW YORK COLLECTOR

CALIFORNIA

Shafer Vineyards Hillside Select
Cabernet Sauvignon 2001

The following lots come to us from a longtime oenophile.
He buys his wine upon release and occasionally consigns
his treasures for auction. All of the wine was removed
from a clean, climate controlled cellar.

Stag’s Leap District
original wood case
“...exquisite bouquet of charcoal, sweet oak, black currant
liqueur, and graphite. Full-bodied and powerful, with superb
intensity, length, persistence, purity, and texture...99.” WA
12/05.

BURGUNDY

Bonnes Mares Comte Georges de Vogue 2005

993

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“An even riper but not surmature nose that is less elegant
and aromatically complex, at least at present, features
brooding aromas of blackberry and black cherry nuanced by
hints of spice and warm earth merge into big, powerful and
well-muscled flavors underpinned by impressive mid-palate
concentration and dense but fine tannins, all wrapped in
a dazzling long finish that is perfectly balanced...92-95.”
Burghound 1/07.

990

2 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

991

6 bottles

Stag’s Leap District
original wood case
“...gorgeously powerful nose of pure creme de cassis, pain
grille, flowers, licorice, and spice box. Full-bodied with multiple dimensions, superb purity, layers of fruit, and a blockbuster finish, it is an amazing offering...100.” WA 12/06.

994

2 bottles

per lot $1700-2800

Napa Valley

995

12 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

Colgin Cariad Vineyard Red 2004
Napa Valley
original wood case
“It borders on perfection. An extraordinarily complex bouquet of creme de cassis, blackberries, roasted herbs, meat
juices, flowers, and subtle oak is followed by a powerful, rich, pure wine...The tannin is silky and the wine is
seamlessly constructed...99.” WA 12/06.

996

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
“...elegant and refined with an airy, pure and intensely spicy
black fruit nose that carries the same lovely floral note
while merging seamlessly into the layered, textured and
beautifully detailed flavors that possess a velvety character
on the focused, mineral infused and powerful finish that is
stunningly long...91-94.” Burghound 1/07.

992

6 bottles
Robert Foley Claret 2003

per lot $1800-2800

Chambolle Musigny Amoureuses
Comte Georges de Vogue 2005

per lot $1400-2000

Shafer Vineyards Hillside Select
Cabernet Sauvignon 2002

Bonnes Mares Louis Jadot 2005
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
“A notably ripe red and blue berry fruit nose is nuanced
by chalk, minerals and abundant spice notes that continue
onto the toasty, rich, full and massively powerful flavors
that are suave and superbly concentrated, all wrapped in
a very Bonnes Mares style finish as this is chewy but not
rustic. An impressive wine where the finish doesn’t seem to
ever end...93-95.” Burghound 4/07.

6 bottles

3 bottles

per lot $700-1100

SINE QUA NON

Sine Qua Non Omega Pinot Noir 2003
Yamhill
“...offers up beautiful aromatics of raspberries, plums, blueberries, and flowers. This deeply fruity, medium to full-bodied Pinot boasts tremendous opulence, a sweet mid-palate,
admirable purity, and a seamless finish...93.” WA 8/05.

per lot $1000-1600
997

3 bottles

per lot $300-450

Sine Qua Non Papa Syrah 2003
Santa Rita Hills
“One of the most aromatically compelling offerings in SQN’s
portfolio, it exhibits an extraordinary nose of spring flowers,
blueberries, blackberries, camphor, and a meaty undertone.
A decadently rich, lavishly fruity, full-bodied 2003 boasting
tremendous purity as well as a stunningly long, 60-second
finish...97-99.” WA 6/05.

998

84

6 bottles

per lot $1600-2600
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999

Sine Qua Non Covert Fingers Pinot Noir 2004

Sine Qua Non Over and Out Pinot Noir 2005

Santa Ynez Valley
“The knockout, deep ruby/purple/plum...exhibits a slightly
restrained nose revealing sweet cranberry and cassis aromas interwoven with hints of flowers, charcoal, and oak,
a savory, broad texture, and an opulent, voluptuous finish...95.” WA 8/06.

Santa Ynez Valley
“...it reveals a classic Cotes de Nuits-like perfume of damp
forest floor intermixed with sweet cherries, plums, figs, and
spring flowers. This could easily be mistaken for a Clos de
la Roche from Morey St.-Denis, but with purer fruit and a
more savory texture. Dominated by its beautiful fruit and
complexity...94.” WA 8/07.

2 bottles

per lot $320-500

Sine Qua Non Into The Dark Grenache 2004
Ventura
“...sumptuous, sweet perfume of czandied black cherries,
licorice, spice, and pepper. On the palate, the wine is fleshy,
full-bodied, well-delineated, structured, powerful, and
long...96.” WA 8/06.

1000 2 bottles

per lot $400-600

Sine Qua Non Poker Face Syrah 2004
Central Coast
“Neither heavy nor overwrought, this is another potentially
perfect wine from a producer who continues to go from
strength to strength, refusing to make any compromises on
the long and less traveled road he has chosen...98-100.” WA
8/06.

1001 4 bottles

1002 12 bottles

per lot $1400-2000

Sine Qua Non The Petition White 2005
Ventura
“Litchi nut, buttered tropical fruits, flower, and subtle wood
notes soar from the glass. Rich, dry, full-bodied flavors coat
the palate, but supporting underlying acidity provides superb
definition to the wine’s mass and intensity...95.” WA 8/07.

1003 6 bottles

per lot $600-900

Sine Qua Non Autrement Dit Rose 2006
California

1004 4 bottles

per lot $420-650

per lot $1400-2200

Lots 997, 999 & 1002
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AN AMAZING OFFERING FROM THE CELLAR OF A
FLORIDA COLLECTOR
Zachys Wine Auctions is excited to offer the following
wines from this longtime customer. The consignor built
an admirable collection through extensive purchases during the 80’s. Nearly all of the wine was bought as futures
through Zachys retail. They have been kept undisturbed
in the same home wine cellar since delivery. The cellar is
kept at a constant fifty-seven degrees and at least eighty
percent humidity.
The consignment contains Bordeaux, Sauternes,
Champagne, and Port gems. Of the many Bordeaux highlights, there are individual lots of each of the Big Eight
1982. You will also find La Mission Haut Brion 1982, Haut
Brion 1989, and Latour 1990 all in original wood cases.

Chateau Haut Brion 1986
Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
1.5cm or better, original wood case
“This wine is a remarkably concentrated, powerful HautBrion that should prove to be extremely long-lived...
Explosively rich, full-bodied, and with gobs of tannin, this
classic wine is one of the great stars of the vintage...93.”
WA 4/93.

1009 12 bottles
Chateau Haut Brion 1989

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
1.5cm or better, original wood case
“The prodigious 1989 Haut Brion is one of the greatest firstgrowths I have ever tasted...100.” WA 2/97.

1010 12 bottles

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
five bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder, one lightly
bin-soiled label
“Spectacular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits
intertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood
scents. Powerful for a Lafite...extraordinary richness, purity,
and overall symmetry in addition to stunning flavor depth
and persistence. The finish lasts for nearly a minute...100.”
WA 6/00.

Chateau Ausone 1982
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
four bottom neck or better, three top shoulder, one just below
top shoulder, three bin-soiled labels, two torn labels
“Medium ruby-colored, with a pronounced smoky, herbtinged bouquet revealing aromas of black tea, minerals, and
sweet fruit, this medium-bodied 1982 exhibits a striking liquid minerality, decent acidity, and a powerful, concentrated,
long finish. The 1982 Ausone is just turning the corner
and beginning to reveal considerable complexity as well as
finesse...” WA 6/00.

1011

Chateau Haut Brion 1982
Graves, Premier Cru Classe
2cm or better unless noted
lot 1007: two 2.5cm, two 3cm, two 3.5cm, five lightly binsoiled labels
lot 1008: five 2.5cm, three 3cm, original wood case
“This is the best Haut-Brion since 1959 and perhaps one
of the best Bordeaux we have ever tasted. It has loads of
character, packed to the brim with fruit and tannins...99.”
WS 8/92.

1007 8 bottles
1008 12 bottles
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per lot $11,000-16,000

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“The wine exhibits a deep ruby/garnet color with only a
slight lightening at the edge. The intoxicatingly perfumed
nose of lead pencil, pain grille, red and black fruits, minerals, and roasted herbs is provocative. In the mouth, this
wine displays considerable body for a Lafite, plenty of
power, and a fleshy, rich, sweet mid-palate. Long, elegant,
plump, and surprisingly fleshy, this outstanding example of
Lafite...93.” WA 3/97.

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
bottom neck or better
“A gorgeously sweet entry displays flavors of caramel,
roasted coffee, jammy red and black fruits, coconut, and
smoke...fat and full-bodied, with considerable tannin, structure, and muscle in the finish...sexy, juicy, and formidablystructured...100.” WA 12/95.

per lot $6500-10,000

7 bottles

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1983

per lot $2000-3500

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1982

1006 8 bottles

per lot $10,000-15,000

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1982

BORDEAUX

1005 8 bottles

per lot $2600-4000

1012

10 bottles

per lot $2000-3500

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1986
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“...outstanding richness, a deep color, medium body, a
graceful, harmonious texture, and superb length...powerful,
dense, rich, and tannic, as well as medium to full-bodied,
with awesome extraction of fruit...100.” WA 10/94.

1013 12 bottles

per lot $9000-13,000

per lot $4000-6000
per lot $6000-9000
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Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1988

Chateau Margaux 1983

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, five tissue stained labels
“...a classic expression of Lafite. This deeply-colored wine
exhibits the tell-tale Lafite bouquet of cedar, subtle herbs,
dried pit fruits, minerals, and cassis. Extremely concentrated,
with brilliantly focused flavors and huge tannins...may well
turn out to be the wine of the vintage!...94.” WA 10/94.

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“...a breathtaking wine...an astonishingly rich, concentrated,
atypically powerful and tannic Margaux. The color is dark
ruby, the aromas exude ripe cassis fruit, violets, and vanillin
oakiness, and the flavors are extremely deep and long on the
palate with a clean, incredibly long finish...96.” RP 1998.

1014 10 bottles

per lot $2800-4200

per lot $4000-6000

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1989

Chateau Margaux 1985

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“Rich and balanced. Dark ruby-red color. Very ripe and
earthy, its aromas verging on raisin with hints of cedar and
tobacco which follow through on the palate. Full-bodied and
silky, adding a long, flavorful aftertaste...94.” WS 5/99.

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
three bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder
“The seductive nose offers copious quantities of lavishly
ripe black berry and cassis fruit intermixed with toasty
oak and floral scents...It gets better every time I re-taste
it...94.” RP 1998.

1015 12 bottles

per lot $3000-4800

1021

4 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1990

Chateau Margaux 1986

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“The great first-growth estate produced a wine with amazing length in this new vintage. Goes on and on, with mint,
plum and cassis aromas and flavors and ultrafine tannins. A
superb Bordeaux...97.” WS 3/93.

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, one scuffed label, original wood case
“...continues to be the most powerful, tannic, and muscular
Margaux made in decades...the wine is mammoth, with
extraordinary extract, superb balance, and a frightfully tannic finish. A Margaux of immense stature, it is made in a
masculine, full-bodied style...96.” WA 10/94.

1016 12 bottles

per lot $4500-6500

Chateau Latour 1982
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“Sweet, smoky, roasted aromas in the nose combine with
jammy levels of black currant, cherry, and prune-like fruit. It
possesses extraordinary concentration and unctuosity, with
a thick, fat texture oozing notes of cedar wood, tobacco,
coffee, and over-ripe fruit...The finish lasts forever. The only
Latour that remotely resembles the 1982 is the 1961, which
has a similar texture and succulence...100.” WA 6/00.

1017

1020 10 bottles

10 bottles

per lot $12,000-18,000

Chateau Latour 1990
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“Just as it should be. A perfect wine; full-bodied, with tons
of ripe fruit flavors and round tannins. Truly impressive--like
one of the old greats of Bordeaux...100.” WS 9/96.

1018 12 bottles

per lot $7000-10,000

Chateau Margaux 1982
Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
seven bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder, two lightly
bin-soiled labels, two lightly corroded capsules
“...an intense, sweet nose of truffles, cassis, smoke, flowers,
and toasty oak. Full bodied, with impressive levels of glycerin, extract, and tannin…offers a huge, massive mouthful
of thick, succulent wine...98+.” WA 9/95.

1019 9 bottles

1022 12 bottles

per lot $4500-6500

Chateau Margaux
Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
into neck

• 1986

magnum (1)

lightly bin-soiled label

• 1989
1023 above 1 bottle &
1 magnum (1.5L)

(1)

per lot $1000-1500

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1982
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, one lightly bin-soiled label
“...a level of concentration that represents the essence
of the Mouton terroir as well as the high percentage of
Cabernet Sauvignon it contains…huge tannin, unreal levels
of glycerin and concentration, and spectacular sweetness
and opulence…100.” WA 12/95.

1024 6 bottles

per lot $5000-7500

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1986
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, two with signs of old seepage
“An enormously concentrated, massive Mouton-Rothschild...
this impeccably made wine is still in its infancy...it has the
potential to last for 50-100 years!...100.” WA 8/96.

1025 10 bottles

per lot $6500-10,000

per lot $5500-8500
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Chateau Petrus 1982

Chateau Petrus 1988

Pomerol
into neck
“From barrel, this remains one of the greatest wines I have
ever tasted...The color reveals some amber at the edge. A
sweet nose of caramel, roasted herbs, cherry jam, cedar,
and smoke is followed by a thick, full-bodied, unctuouslytextured, low acid Petrus...98.” WA 6/00.

Pomerol
into neck
“Very fine Pétrus. Gorgeous aromas of violet and berry and
hints of new oak. Full-bodied, with racy, silky tannins and a
long, palate-caressing finish.” WS 11/98.

1026 7 bottles

per lot $20,000-32,000

Chateau Petrus 1985
Pomerol
bottom neck or better, four torn labels
“A massive concentration of rich, intense plum, cherry,
spice, smoke and chocolate flavors that are wrapped in
thick, rich tannins and cedary oak. It gains intensity and
vibrancy on the palate, a powerful wine with a distinct personality...98.” WS 5/88.

1027 9 bottles

per lot $5500-9000

Chateau Petrus 1986
Pomerol
bottom neck or better
“Dark red, with an amber edge. Aromas of chocolate, stewed
berries, Merlot and raisins. Full-bodied, velvety and rich.
Lovely palate...” WS 6/01.

1028 11 bottles

per lot $5500-9000

1029 6 bottles

per lot $3200-4800

Chateau Petrus 1989
Pomerol
into neck, bin-soiled label
“...enormously jammy, rich, super-concentrated...a return
to the great Petrus of the pre-1976 era. The tannin is wellintegrated, but the enormous texture, thickness and impeccable balance are what make these wines so provocative...
phenomenally rich and well-endowed...100.” WA 2/97.

1030 1 bottle

per lot $2200-3500

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1975
Graves, Cru Classe
one bottom neck, one top shoulder
“Super-concentrated, and now beginning to shed enough
tannin so that it can be fully appreciated...An extraordinary
La Mission-Haut-Brion, it comes closest in style to resembling the 1945, with a hint of the sweet, ripe 1959...100.”
WA 2/96.

1031 2 bottles

per lot $1300-2000

Lots 1006, 1011, 1017, 1024, 1026 & 1038
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Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1978

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1982

Graves, Cru Classe
into neck, nicked labels
“...a strong candidate for the wine of the vintage. It is deep
ruby/purple-colored with no signs of evolution. The wine
is much more backward than Haut-Brion. It is intensely
fragrant, displaying a supple, smooth, velvety texture, and
well-developed, rich, cassis, gravel, and smoky scents and
flavors. It is very full bodied, rich, and supple...96.” RP 1998.

Graves, Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“An extraordinary effort that gets better with each tasting...exhibits a fabulously complex nose of hot bricks,
asphalt, black fruits, tar, roast beef, and truffles, colossal
concentration, super-ripeness, an unctuous texture, and
low acidity. While still exceptionally youthful, this wine is
powerful, dense, large-scaled, and intense. A candidate for
perfection!...99.” WA 6/00.

1032 2 bottles

per lot $420-650

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1982
St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“Sweet aromas of jammy black fruits intermixed with
roasted espresso and vanillin jump from the glass of this
young, concentrated, full-bodied, succulent effort. An opulent texture, low acidity, and splendidly pure, concentrated,
blackberry and cassis fruit...96.” WA 6/00.

1033 5 bottles
1034 12 bottles

per lot $1100-1700
per lot $2800-4200

1038 12 bottles

per lot $7000-11,000

Chateau Latour a Pomerol 1982
Pomerol
two bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder
“A fleshy, classically proportioned wine--like a Rubens painting in structure--with ripe berry, truffle and chocolate
characteristics, mouth-coating tannins and a long finish of
sweet fruit...97.” WS 8/92.

1039 3 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1982
Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou 1982
St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“...extraordinary aromatic complexity and finesse...dark
ruby color with a pink rim...gloriously complex aromatics
(blueberries, black currants, minerals, and underbrush)...terrific fruit intensity, excellent harmony, medium body, sweet
tannin, and a long finish...94.” WA 6/00.

1035 12 bottles

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, five lightly bin-soiled labels
“...youthful yet profoundly complex...the finest LeovilleLas-Cases ever made...massive proportions yet extraordinary
purity, elegance, and balance...The nose offers up blazingly
well-delineated, pure aromas of creme de cassis, cherry jam,
minerals, and toasty new oak...100.” WA 6/00.

1040 8 bottles

per lot $3000-4800

per lot $2000-3000
Chateau L’Evangile 1982

Chateau Gruaud Larose 1982
St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“Unbelievably powerful, thick, and intense, with full body...
and a huge, intense finish, this is a monster, blockbuster
1982...In quality, it is a first-growth...96.” WA 6/00.

1036 12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

Chateau La Fleur Petrus 1982
Pomerol
bottom neck or better, five damp-stained labels
“A massive wine, traditional in style but amazing. Like a
great ‘47. Inky in color, with an amber edge. Extremely ripe,
with mineral, berry, cherry, meat and pepper. Big and burly,
with full velvety tannins...96.” WS 11/98.

1037 6 bottles

per lot $900-1300

Pomerol
bottom neck or better, glue-stained labels
“Dark plum-colored with purple nuances, this complex 1982
reveals notions of cedar, allspice, black raspberries, blackberries and currants. Expansive on the palate, with superb density, low acidity, full body and a juicy, fat, mouth-staining
mid-palate...95.” WA 6/00.

1041 3 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Chateau Lynch Bages 1982
Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
four bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder, one top
shoulder
“Full-bodied, extremely concentrated yet sweet and fruity,
with fine tannins and a long, long finish. Inspirational...96.”
WS 11/98.

1042 6 bottles

per lot $1000-1500
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Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande 1982

Chateau La Mission Haut Brion 1989

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
six bottom neck or better, four very top shoulder
“...gloriously perfumed, luxuriously rich...The color is dark
plum/ruby with amber at the edge. Spectacular aromatics
offer up cedar, smoke, jammy black and red fruits, minerals,
licorice and toast. Unctuously-textured and full-bodied, with
low acidity, fabulously sweet, rich fruit...100.” WA 6/00.

1043 10 bottles

per lot $5000-7500

Chateau Trotanoy 1982
Pomerol
two bottom neck or better, four very top shoulder, damp-stained
labels, two torn labels, one taped label
“Fleshy, spicy, and full-bodied, with the vintage’s tell-tale
succulence, high glycerin, and low acidity giving the wine a
fat, plush personality...95.” WA 6/00.

1044 6 bottles

per lot $1500-2200

1049 12 bottles

per lot $7000-10,000

Chateau Lynch Bages 1989
Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“Hugely concentrated flavors have just begun to offer up a
nose of cedar and creme de cassis. Powerful and muscular,
with high tannin and superb concentration...95.” WA 6/00.

1050 12 bottles

per lot $2000-3000

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1986

Chateau Montrose 1989

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck
“...toasty, smoky notes in its bouquet that suggest ripe
plums and licorice...it exhibits massive, huge, ripe, extremely concentrated flavors with impressive depth and richness...95.” WA 10/94.

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“...possesses an opaque dark ruby/purple color, a sweet nose
of minerals, black fruits, cedar, and wood, dense, medium to
full-bodied, highly extracted flavors, low acidity, and moderate tannin in the long finish...94.” WA 2/97.

1045 12 bottles

per lot $1600-2400

1051 12 bottles

per lot $2000-3000

Chateau Clinet 1989

Chateau Palmer 1989

Pomerol
into neck, one nicked label, original wood case
“Full-bodied, with a seamless texture, fabulous concentration, a massive degree of richness, but no heaviness or
awkwardness, this remains one of the most profound young
wines I have ever tasted. Its sweetness of fruit and layers of
flavor, combined with its remarkable texture are the stuff of
legends...100.” WA 2/97.

Margaux, Troisieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“...exhibits a dark ruby/purple color, a sweet, jammy nose
of black fruits, intermingled with floral scents, licorice, and
a touch of truffles. Full-bodied and supple, with low acidity,
copious quantities of ripe fruit and glycerin, and a medium
to full-bodied, concentrated, harmonious, seamless texture,
this is a gorgeous Palmer...95.” WA 2/97.

1046 12 bottles

per lot $4500-6500

1052 12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

Chateau La Conseillante 1989

Chateau Beausejour Duffau Lagarrosse 1990

Pomerol
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“…a perfumed, exotic, sweet, expansive, yummy wine that
is hard to resist…97.” WA 11/96.

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
into neck, damp-stained labels
“I believe this wine may, in 15-20 years, be considered to
be one of the greatest wines made this century...In several
blind tastings, I have mistaken this wine for either the
1989 or 1990 Petrus! However, the 1990 Beausejour-Duffau
is even more concentrated than those two prodigious
efforts...100.” WA 2/97.

1047 12 bottles

per lot $2400-3500

Chateau La Fleur Petrus 1989
Pomerol
into neck, original wood case
“A juicy, succulent ‘89 offering lots of chocolate, black olive
and plum character. Full-bodied, with velvety tannins and a
long, caressing finish...a joy to taste...92.” WS 5/99.

1048 12 bottles

90

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“It is a spectacular wine, and as it ages in the bottle, it is
quickly becoming one of my all-time favorite La MissionHaut-Brions, ranking alongside the 1982, 1975, 1961...the
89 boasts a dense, thick, purple color, followed by a sweet,
roasted cassis, chocolatey-scented nose with whiffs of
tobacco, tar, and minerals. The wine is extremely full-bodied,
unctuously-textured, sweet, jammy, and rich...100.” RP 1998.

1053 2 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $3000-4500

per lot $900-1300
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Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1990

Chateau d’Yquem 1983

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“This super-concentrated wine possesses a roasted herb,
sweet, jammy black fruit-scented nose, with noteworthy
opulence and succulence. Pure and full-bodied, this concentrated wine conceals more tannin than it is presently
revealing. The wine is open, flattering, and impossible to
resist...95.” WA 11/96.

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
into neck
“...an attractive orange-gold, its bouquet emnitting the
usual scents, but with great intensity, apricots, honeyed
botrytis, creme brulee; a sweet, creamy wine masking considerable power and assertiveness...★★★★★.” MB 11/00.

1054 12 bottles

per lot $1800-2600

Chateau La Conseillante 1990
Pomerol
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“...exhibiting all of its charms, with its deep ruby color,
and flamboyant display of toasty new oak, black-cherries,
raspberries, kirsch, licorice, and Asian spices. Velvetytextured, supple, sexy, and easy to drink, the low acid 1990
La Conseillante is about as seductive a wine as readers will
ever encounter...97.” WA 2/97.

1055 12 bottles

per lot $2800-4200

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1990
St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“...a sweet, pure nose of black fruits, minerals, lead pencil, and vanillin. Broad, expansive flavors come across as
rich, pure, and concentrated, but never heavy or coarse.
Beautifully integrated tannin and acidity are barely noticeable in this classic, full-bodied, velvety-textured, youthful
yet exceptional St.-Julien...96.” WA 2/97.

1056 11 bottles

per lot $2000-3000

Chateau L’Evangile 1990
Pomerol
into neck, original wood case
“The 1990 remains one of the great modern day
L’Evangiles…exceptionally rich and full bodied, with admirable glycerin and thickness...96.” WA 11/96.

1057 12 bottles

per lot $2600-3800

Chateau Montrose 1990
St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“The wine is remarkably rich, with a distinctive nose of
sweet, jammy fruit, liquefied minerals, new saddle leather,
and grilled steak. In the mouth, the enormous concentration, extract, high glycerin, and sweet tannin slide across
the palate with considerable ease. It is a huge, corpulent,
awesomely-endowed wine…100.” WA 2/97.

1058 12 bottles

per lot $4000-6000

1059 7 bottles

per lot $2000-3200

Chateau d’Yquem 1986
Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
nineteen bottom neck or better, four very top shoulder, one top
shoulder, two depressed corks, four with signs of old seepage,
original wood case
“Its enthralling bouquet of pineapples, sauteed hazelnuts,
vanillin, and ripe apricots is breathtaking. Compellingly concentrated, the breadth as well as depth of flavor seemingly
know no limits...98.” RP 1998.

1060 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $4500-6500

Chateau Suduiraut 1986
Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, three scuffed labels, original wood case
“Plump, rich, honeyed, pineapple, coconut, and buttery fruit
flavors abound in this full-bodied, rich wine...” RP 1998.

1061 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $550-800

Chateau Guiraud 1988
Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“...stylish, spicy nose of ripe fruit, some botrytis, medium to
full-bodied flavors with well-integrated oak, an attractive,
smoky, honeyed fruit character, and a lively finish.” RP 1998.

1062 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $500-750

Chateau Raymond Lafon 1988
Sauternes
into neck, original wood case
“The 1988 offers the most refined aromatic profile and the
tightest structure...opulent, full-bodied, exotic, lavishly rich
personalities, moderate sweetness...and huge quantities of
extract, glycerin...92.” WA 4/95.

1063 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $600-900

Chateau Rieussec 1988
Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“Full-bodied and powerful, extremely rich and dense...The
nose offers enticing coconut, orange, vanilla, and honeyed
scents. The flavors are highly extracted...93.” RP 1998.

1064 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $800-1200
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Chateau Suduiraut 1988

Salon Blanc de Blanc Le Mesnil 1982

Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
twenty-two bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder, seven
bin-soiled labels, original wood case
“...tinged with gold, forthcoming, exuding power and
beauty...★★★★.” MB.

Champagne
lot 1070: original gift cartons, original carton
lot 1071: two 6-pack original cartons
“A classic Salon with brilliant acidity and an exceptionally
dry aftertaste of lanolin and butter...95.” RJ 6/06.

1065 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $700-1000

1070 6 bottles
1071 12 bottles

per lot $2000-3000
per lot $4200-6000

Chateau Doisy Vedrines 1989
Barsac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck, one damp-stained label, original wood case
“Copper-edged golden-straw. Superripe aromas of damp earth,
chocolate and apricot; shows Tokaj-like qualities. Fat, sweet
and deep, with almost exotic ripeness in the mouth. Honeyed
and very ripe. Gives an almost saline impression of extract.
Finishes very long, with a note of burnt sugar. Got better and
better in the open bottle. Lovely balance...92.” IWC 7/98.

1066 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $600-900

Chateau Lafaurie Peyraguey 1989
Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, original wood case
“Unforgettable; packs it in and doesn’t pull punches, displaying chewy, bold, toasted oak character and honey, spice,
dried apricot and pineapple flavors that end in a fresh finish...94.” WS 4/95.

1067 24 half-bottles (375ml)

per lot $550-800

Sauternes, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, six bin-soiled labels, original wood case
“The color is deep straw, and the wine displays an intense
perfume of creme brulee custard, baked apple pie, and
sweet, ripe pineapples and pears. Full-bodied, rich, alcoholic,
and fat, with low acidity and considerable sweetness, this
is a luxuriously rich, unctuously-textured, heavyweight
Sauternes...92.” RP 1998.

per lot $600-900

CHAMPAGNE

Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil 1979
Champagne
original gift carton
“Crisp, fresh, young and alive with pretty toasty, yeasty
aromas, delicate lemon, pear and vanilla notes that are still
tightly wound, finishing clean and dry. Impressive for its
vitality...93.” WS 12/89.

1069 1 bottle

Fonseca 1963
Douro
ten bottom neck or better, two very top shoulder
“A grand slam. Deep ruby with a slightly red edge, intense
black cherry and raspberry nose, full-bodied, with masses of
fruit, full tannins and an extremely long finish. This can age
indefinitely...98.” WS 1989.

1072 12 bottles

per lot $320-500

Douro
into neck
“This is a monumental wine with a great balance of fruit
and tannin. Medium ruby with a garnet edge, enticing nose
of bitter chocolate and plums, full-bodied, with chocolate
and raspberry flavors, medium tannins and a very long finish...97.” WS 1989.

per lot $2000-3000

Taylor Fladgate 1963
Douro
very top shoulder, one bin-soiled label
“The bouquet is deep and still very youthful, as it offers
up a lovely blend of black cherries, plums, tobacco, herb
tones, mint, a touch of tariness, cedar and a snapshot of
the intense old Taylor spice garden that will come if given
appropriate bottle age. On the palate the wine is full-bodied, deep and powerfully built, with the iron backbone of
this house, great acids, moderate tannins, and outstanding
length and grip on the complex finish...95+.” JBG 10/06.

1074 2 bottles

per lot $350-550

Fonseca 1970
Douro
bottom neck or better
“Deeply colored, with smoky mint, tar and fruit aromas,
full-bodied, with concentrated fruit flavors and plenty of
tannins...96.’’ WS 1989.

1075 11 bottles

92

per lot $2600-3800

Graham 1963

1073 12 bottles

Chateau Rieussec 1989

1068 24 half-bottles (375ml)

PORT

per lot $1100-1700
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Taylor Fladgate 1970
Douro
opaque bottles, original wood case
“Deep ruby, with intense violet and chocolate aromas, fullbodied, with gorgeous fruit flavors, full but well-integrated
tannins and an extremely long finish. Amazing balance and
finesse...98.” WS 1989.

1076 12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Douro
into neck, original wood case
“The bouquet delivers a beautifully complex and concentrated
mélange of sweet cassis, plum, blackberry, mint, tobacco,
chocolate, minerals, and cedary wood. On the palate the wine
is deep, fullbodied and almost voluptuous, with a fine core of
fruit, beautiful structure and focus, ripe tannins, and great
grip on the long and modestly tannic finish...95.” JBG 11/06.

12 bottles

The following Champagnes come to us from a longtime
friend of Zachys Wine Auctions, who keeps his large collection in temperature- and humidity-controlled storage.
CHAMPAGNE

Gaston Chiquet Special Club 1998

Fonseca 1977

1077

CHAMPAGNES FROM A LONGTIME NEW YORK
COLLECTOR

per lot $1300-1900

Champagne
two 6-pack original cartons

1081 18 bottles

per lot $550-800

Jacques Selosse NV
Champagne

• Brut Substance
• Initiale
1082 above 3 bottles

(2)
(1)

per lot $400-600

Graham 1977
Douro
into neck, original wood case
“Aromas of milk chocolate, plum, mint and violet. Fullbodied, with medium sweetness and lots of berry and
cherry fruit. Very fruity and fresh. Long and lively...91.” WS
2008.

1078 12 bottles

per lot $750-1100

Taylor Fladgate 1977
Douro
bottom neck or better, original wood case
“There is an explosion of fruit and tannins in the mouth but
at the same time this wine is in total harmony. Deep dark
ruby, with blackberries and violets on the nose, full-bodied,
with masses of blackberry flavors, full, hard tannins and a
very long finish...98.” WS 1989.

1079 12 bottles

BORDEAUX

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 2002
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
“...exhibits the classic cassis aroma that is so characteristic
of Mouton. Medium to full-bodied, tannic, powerful, and cut
somewhat from the 1988 mold…93.” WA 4/05.

1083 4 bottles

per lot $500-750

Bordeaux 1998
• Chateau Haut Brion

(1)

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe

Beaux Freres The Beaux Freres Vineyard
Pinot Noir

• Chateau La Mission Haut Brion

(2)

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe

Yamhill County
(2)
(2)
(2)

one with signs of seepage

• 1994
• 1995
• 1996
• 1997
• 1998
• 1999
• 2000
1080 above 20 bottles

This consignment is composed of first growth Bordeaux,
Burgundy from stellar recent vintages and concludes
with a dollop of Ermitage by Chapoutier. The wines were
removed from professional storage for auction.

per lot $1100-1600

OREGON

• 1991
• 1992
• 1993

FINE BORDEAUX AND BURGUNDY FROM AN EAST
COAST CONNOISSEUR

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

1084 above 3 bottles

per lot $420-650

Chateau Haut Bages Liberal 1982
Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
two bottom neck or better, four very top shoulder, one binsoiled label
“It is crammed with thick, juicy, licorice/olive/smoky,
roasted, ripe black currant fruit. Full-bodied, thick and juicy,
without enough complexity to merit an outstanding rating...90.” RP 1998.

1085 6 bottles

per lot $380-550

per lot $700-1000
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BURGUNDY

RHONE

Mixed Burgundy
• Bonnes Mares Louis Jadot 1998

Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier 1989
(1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Charmes Chambertin Dugat-Py 1998

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Griotte Chambertin Vieilles Vignes
Domaine Fourrier 1998

(2)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Echezeaux Daniel Bocquenet 1999

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Morey St Denis 1er Cru
Vieilles Vignes Hubert Lignier 1999

Rhone
1cm or better
“The 1989 Le Pavilion is a prodigious wine...with a hauntingly stunning bouquet of violets, cassis, minerals, and new
oak. In the mouth, the similarity in texture, richness, and
perfect balance to the compelling 1986 Mouton-Rothschild
is striking, only this wine is richer and longer. This extraordinarily well-balanced wine...It is an enormous yet amazingly well-delineated wine...100.” RP 1997.

1088 2 bottles

per lot $450-700

(1)

Cote de Nuits

• Bonnes Mares Vougeraie 2001

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Echezeaux Daniel Bocquenet 2001

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

• Volnay Clos des Ducs
Marquis d’Angerville 2002

(1)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

• Volnay Taillepieds
Marquis d’Angerville 2002

(1)

AN OFFERING FROM AN AVID EAST COAST
COLLECTOR
This consignor’s love of food and wine has taken him
throughout the globe to find the best the world has to
offer. The following choice selection of wines was acquired
with the utmost care and discrimination. All wines were
removed from temperature and humidity controlled home
storage.

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

• Vosne Romanee Les Petits Monts
Louis Jadot 2002

(1)

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1982

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru

• Morey St Denis
Clos de la Bussiere Roumier 2004

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru

1086 above 12 bottles

per lot $950-1400

Mixed Burgundy
• Batard Montrachet Pernot 1999

(3)

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

• Meursault Gruyaches Fichet 1999

(2)

Cote de Beaune
scuffed labels

• Corton Charlemagne Bouchard 2002

(3)

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru

• Chassagne Montrachet Champs Gains
Michel Michel Niellon 2004

(2)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

1087 above 10 bottles

BORDEAUX

per lot $650-1000

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
top shoulder
“Spectacular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits
intertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood scents.
Powerful for a Lafite...extraordinary richness, purity, and overall symmetry in addition to stunning flavor depth and persistence. The finish lasts for nearly a minute...100.” WA 6/00.

1089 1 bottle
Le Pin 1989

Pomerol
into neck
“I am not surprised by just how splendidly the 1989 and
1990 have turned out...both are exceptional vintages, and
the scores could easily be reversed at other tastings...
the huge, coconut, exotic spice, jammy black fruit, sweet,
expansive flavors of these two vintages of Le Pin are to die
for...both wines are decadently rich, hedonistic, and opulently textured...96.” WA 2/97.

1090 1 bottle

94

per lot $1600-2400

per lot $1200-1800
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ITALY

Amarone della Valpolicella Classico Riserva
Giuseppe Quintarelli 1985
Veneto
1.5cm

1091 1 bottle

per lot $300-450

Amarone della Valpolicella Dal Forno
Romano 1997
Veneto
“An inky/purple color is followed by sumptuous aromas
of blueberry liqueur intermixed with truffle, graphite,
camphor, and vanilla scents. This remarkable offering
is immensely full-bodied and super-concentrated, with
great purity, symmetry, and length. It is the stuff of legends!...99.” WA 12/02.

1092 1 bottle

per lot $350-550

KISTLER CHARDONNAYS FROM
A MEMBER OF THE TRADE
All wines were purchased upon release and have been kept
in professional climate controlled storage.
CALIFORNIA

Kistler Vineyards Chardonnay
• Durell 1994

(1)

Sonoma

• Dutton Ranch 1994

(1)

Sonoma Mountain

• Kistler Vineyard 1994

(1)

Sonoma

• McCrea Vineyard 1994

(1)

Sonoma Mountain

• Vine Hill Vineyard 1994

(1)

Russian River Valley
GERMANY

• Cuvee Cathleen 1995

Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese
Wehlener Sonnenuhr JJ Prum 1971

• Durell Vineyard 1995

Mosel
0.5cm
“The penultimate wine at the Weinart/Prüm tasting and my
highest rating of the entire weekend. Golden; a fragrance
and flavour that defy description. Sweet but not oversweet
and with dry finish...★★★★★★.” MB 4/99.

• Kistler Vineyard 1995

1093 1 bottle

(1)

Sonoma

per lot $1000-1500

(1)

Sonoma
(1)

Sonoma

• McCrea Vineyard 1995

(1)

Sonoma Mountain

• Vine Hill Vineyard 1995

(1)

Russian River Valley

• Cuvee Cathleen 1996

(1)

Sonoma Coast
SPAIN

• Durell Vineyard 1996

Vega Sicilia Unico 1970

• Dutton Ranch 1996

Ribera del Duero
into neck
“...exceptional perfume and seductive, gorgeously-textured,
voluptuous, and sexy style...smashingly intense aromas of
lavishly-oaked, but gorgeously pure black-cherries and currants...full-bodied, and nearly sweet tasting because of the
fruit’s exceptional ripeness...a velvety-textured, seamless,
rich, profound wine...96.” WA 4/95.

1094 1 bottle

(1)

Sonoma

per lot $380-550

(1)

Russian River Valley

• Cuvee Cathleen 1997

(1)

Sonoma

• Durell Vineyard 1997

(1)

Sonoma

• Dutton Ranch 1997

(1)

Russian River Valley

• Kistler Vineyard 1997

(1)

Russian River Valley

• McCrea Vineyard 1997
CALIFORNIA

(1)

Sonoma Mountain

1097 above 18 bottles

Harlan Estate 2004

per lot $1000-1500

Napa Valley
each lot: original wood case
“Already compelling, the wine has notes of roasted coffee,
charcoal, blackberry, spring flowers, and some background
sweet, toasty notes...The wine is sensationally wellendowed, long, and rich – a tour de force in winemaking.
They can do no wrong at Harlan...98.” WA 12/07.

1095 3 bottles
1096 1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $1300-2000
per lot $1000-1500
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FROM A “COUNTRY GENTLEMAN’S” CELLAR

CHEVAL BLANC 1966 IN ORIGINAL WOOD CASE
FROM A WESTCHESTER COLLECTOR

The following selected lots come from a close friend of
mine and the Zachys family. I owe a great deal of my wine
education to this extremely passionate wine enthusiast
and have shared many great bottles and meals with him.
He is very cautious in his purchasing and is careful only
to source wines of correct condition and provenance. All
wines have been stored in temperature controlled conditions from the time of purchase. MJ

The following lot was removed from a custom built, home
wine cellar.
BORDEAUX

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1966
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
one bottom neck, two very top shoulder, four top shoulder, four
upper shoulder, one upper-mid shoulder, one depressed cork,
original wood case
“No holding back the bouquet, an immediacy about its fragrance yet opening up even more gloriously. Very sweet, a
lovely cedary flavour, good flesh and weight. Totally harmonious...★★★★.” MB 9/97.

BORDEAUX

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1986
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, bin-soiled label
“...outstanding richness, a deep color, medium body, a
graceful, harmonious texture, and superb length...powerful,
dense, rich, and tannic, as well as medium to full-bodied,
with awesome extraction of fruit...100.” WA 10/94.

1098 1 bottle

1101

per lot $750-1100

This pristine case was purchased on release by the consignor and held in his temperature-controlled cellar until
release for this sale.

into neck
(1)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1986

(1)

ITALY

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bin-soiled label

• Chateau Lynch Bages 1989

Barolo Bussia Soprana Aldo Conterno 1978

(1)

Piedmont
nine 2cm or better, three 2.5cm, one scuffed label, three binsoiled labels

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Troplong Mondot 1989

(1)

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe
bin-soiled and wrinkled label

1099 above 4 bottles

1102

• Chateau Leoville Barton 1990

(1)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bin-soiled label

CHAMPAGNE

• Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1990

(1)

Dom Perignon 1990

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Leoville Poyferre 1990

Champagne
Lots 1104-1107: original carton
Parcel: lots 1104-1107
“Very youthful and elegant with typical Dom Pérignon
finesse. It will be a pleasure to follow the internal development of the ‘88 and ‘90. A great debut for Richard
Geoffroy!...94.” RJ 8/06.

(1)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Angelus 1995

(1)

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)

• Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou 1995

(1)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
(1)

Pomerol
lightly bin-soiled label
(1)

Pomerol
scuffed label

1100 above 7 bottles

96

per lot $2400-3500

FULL CASE LOTS OF DOM PERIGNON 1990 FROM
A LONG ISLAND GENTLEMAN IN THE ORIGINAL
CARTON.

into neck

• Chateau Trotanoy 1995

12 bottles

per lot $750-1200

Mixed Bordeaux

• Chateau La Fleur Petrus 1995

per lot $3000-4500

A RARE FULL CASE OF BAROLO BUSSIA SOPRANA
ALDO CONTERNO 1978

Mixed Bordeaux
• Chateau Gruaud Larose 1982

12 bottles

1103
1104
1105
1106
1107

7 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles
12 bottles

per lot $1200-1900
per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200
per lot $2200-3200

per lot $750-1200
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A HANDFUL OF CLASSICS FROM A CALIFORNIA
GENTLEMAN

CALIFORNIA

Heitz Wine Cellars Martha’s Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon 1974

This longtime collector has decided to thin out some of his
better bottles. The DRC was purchased through MacArthur
Beverages in Washington D.C. or directly from Wilson
Daniels. The following lots were removed from temperature
and humidity controlled storage (between fifty-five and
fifty-seven degrees and seventy percent humidity).
BORDEAUX

Napa Valley
bottom neck, torn label
“...the spectacular, huge, Mouton-Rothschild-like nose of
mint, cassis, lead pencil, and toast is remarkably youthful.
Staggeringly concentrated, this full-bodied, super-rich wine
possesses moderate tannin, fresh, lively acidity, and a blockbuster, rich, fleshy finish. This is a monumental effort!...98.”
WA 8/94.

1112

Chateau d’Yquem 1967
Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
bottom neck
“...stands up to all the hype--unforgettable for its purity, elegance, harmony, its ‘total’ everything. Powerful, yet it seems
weightless on the palate, almost defying gravity as it tangos
around with its vanilla, peach and apricot flavors. Seamless,
nearly endless finish. Easy to understand its reputation as
the greatest Yquem of the last 35 years...100.” WS 5/99.

1108 1 bottle

This offering of top notch Bordeaux is from a passionate
collector. All wines were kept either in professional wine
storage or a temperature controlled cellar at the client’s
home.

BURGUNDY

BORDEAUX

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1966

Chateau Margaux 1986

1109 1 bottle

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“...continues to be the most powerful, tannic, and muscular
Margaux made in decades...the wine is mammoth, with
extraordinary extract, superb balance, and a frightfully tannic finish. A Margaux of immense stature, it is made in a
masculine, full-bodied style...96.” WA 10/94.

1113

1114

1 bottle

per lot $6500-10,000

Pessac Leognan, Premier Cru Classe
0.5cm
“The prodigious 1989 Haut Brion is one of the greatest firstgrowths I have ever tasted...100.” WA 2/97.

La Tache Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1985

1111

10 bottles
Chateau Haut Brion 1989

per lot $3000-4500

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
1.5cm
“A great wine, and an obvious cellar trophy...Last tasted with
Drs. Didizian and Stein in Philadelphia, 1999. Deep violet color.
The nose was resplendently rich and immediately forward, redolent of plums and cherries, sweet, smoky and gamey. The palate was rich and still moderately tannic with trademark DRC
flavors of stalk and prominent citric acidity, and a hint of tea.
The very long expansive finish was accented by back-of-palate
aromas of dried plums and apricots. Outstanding.” FH.

per lot $3000-4500

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, one nicked label, one torn capsule
“An enormously concentrated, massive Mouton-Rothschild...
this impeccably made wine is still in its infancy...it has the
potential to last for 50-100 years!...100.” WA 8/96.

Romanee Conti
Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1983

1 bottle

8 bottles

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1986

per lot $1700-2400

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
1.5cm
“...a vast, velvety, fruit-packed wine, its extract just about
masking its tannin and acidity..★★(★★★).” MB 3/91.

per lot $2600-4000

SELECTIONS FROM A DELAWARE GENTLEMAN’S
CELLAR

per lot $1000-1500

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
4cm
“Glorious in 1992 and three notes since: superb, assertive,
‘vast and tannic’ at Prince Rupert Lowenstein’s in 1996, and
early the following year, within a day of each other in New
York, a slightly woody, tannic bottle brought to a restaurant
for lunch but not given enough time to open up. A fully
mature-looking hefty, spicy, sweet and powerful bottle from
Tawfiq Khoury’s cellar, with quite a bite and remarkable
acidity…★★★★★.” MB 2/97.

1110

1 magnum (1.5L)

1115

1 bottle

per lot $800-1300

per lot $2000-3200
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Le Pin 1989

Clos de la Roche Dominique Laurent 1995

Pomerol
into neck, scuffed label
“I am not surprised by just how splendidly the 1989 and
1990 have turned out...both are exceptional vintages, and
the scores could easily be reversed at other tastings...
the huge, coconut, exotic spice, jammy black fruit, sweet,
expansive flavors of these two vintages of Le Pin are to die
for...both wines are decadently rich, hedonistic, and opulently textured...96.” WA 2/97.

1116

1 bottle

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

1120

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
two scuffed labels
“Very impressive. Thick and unctuous, this huge, powerful, unfiltered and unfined Pinot Noir will need a decade
or more, although it already shows deep concentration
of plum, spice, mocha red- and blackberry character.
Clearly oaky, but who cares? There is so much pure fruit,
and the tannins are amazingly ripe and velvety. Brilliant
winemaking...98.” WA 8/98.

Chateau Latour 1990

1117

4 bottles

1121

per lot $900-1300

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one glue-stained label
“...combination of power and finesse with elegant, almost
completely primary pinot fruit and flavors underpinned by
slightly edgy tannins and very nice length. This is delicious
yet entirely serious as the structure coupled with the acidity and mid-palate density will permit this to age over the
medium term...90.” Burghound 10/06.

PREMIER OLD WORLD WINES FOCUSING ON
RHONE AND BURGUNDY

BURGUNDY

12 bottles

Charmes Chambertin Denis Bachelet 1996

per lot $2200-3500

This selection of tantalizing Rhone and Burgundy wines,
both red and white, shows the breadth of this collector’s
knowledge of producers and vintages. In addition to the
Domaine de la Romanee Conti, Burgundy greats such as
Girardin, Jadot, Leroy, Liger-Belair, Lafon, and Domaine
Leflaive are well represented. Rhone giants Brunel, Guigal
and Chapoutier also stand out and a vein of fine Italian
wines caps off the consignment. Many lots are solid case
quantities and bottle conditions are generally pristine.
These wines were largely acquired on release or at auction
and were removed from climate controlled storage for this
sale.

per lot $600-900

Mazis Chambertin Dominique Laurent 1995

per lot $1200-1800

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“Just as it should be. A perfect wine; full-bodied, with tons
of ripe fruit flavors and round tannins. Truly impressive--like
one of the old greats of Bordeaux...100.” WS 9/96.

12 bottles

1122

6 bottles

per lot $500-750

Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier 1996
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Scents of gravel, earth, violets, perfume, jammy blueberries, cassis liqueur, black cherries, and hints of road tar...
velvety-textured, full-bodied, and magnificently concentrated wine. Candied cherries, stones, rosemary, spicy oak, Asian
spices, and hints of chocolate can be found in this blockbuster’s powerful yet graceful flavor profile and substantial
finish. Armed with virtually perfect balance and harmony,
an amazing depth of fruit, and copious quantities of seamless, satin-textured tannins...94-96.” WA 8/98.

1123

6 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Corton Maison Leroy 1985
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
eleven 2cm or better, one 3cm, one stained vintage tag, one
with signs of old seepage

1118

12 bottles

Echezeaux Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1996
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“The expressive nose displays lovely spice and violet aromas
that offer more elegance and finesse than usual and lead
to rich, sweet and moderately structured flavors supported
by bright but not aggressive acidity and excellent finishing
persistence. I quite like the ‘96 Ech...91.” Burghound 10/05.

per lot $3000-4500

Charmes Chambertin Dominique Laurent 1995
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
two 6-pack original cartons
“Laurent’s dark-ruby colored Charmes-Chambertin reveals
a port-like nose of super-ripe fruits and white pepper. It is
a beautifully crafted, elegant, sweet cherry-packed, supple
wine with touches of vanilla, Asian spices and violets for
additional complexity...91-94.” WA 6/97.

1119

98

12 bottles

per lot $600-900

1124

6 bottles

per lot $2000-3000

Romanee St Vivant Hudelot Noellat 1996
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
three wine-stained labels

1125

6 bottles

per lot $750-1100
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1126

Richebourg Jean Grivot 1997

Clos de Tart Mommessin 2000

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...This bold, expressive, powerful wine possesses the
breed and intensity associated with its heralded vineyard.
Immensely complex and muscular, this complete offering is
masculine, refined, ample, and crammed with super-ripe cherries immersed in spices and black pepper...92-95.” WA 10/99.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
“Despite the high alcohol, the wine does not taste hot
though there is a trace of finishing warmth and the tannins
are almost hidden by the sappy extract...Delicious yet very
serious...” Burghound 1/03.

3 bottles

per lot $350-500

1132

Clos de Vougeot Domaine Leroy 2000

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...quite expressive with soy, hoison and black pinot fruits
and a multilayered flavor profile of good intensity, detail
and exceptional length. Very concentrated with medium
sized tannins...94.” Burghound 1/01.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
“Aromas reminiscent of blackberry jam emanate from the
glass of the 2000 Clos Vougeot. A forward wine of outstanding depth, purity, and detail, it is medium-bodied, awash
in super-ripe dark fruits, and possesses an extensive finish...92.” WA 6/03.

per lot $2000-3000
1133

Bonnes Mares Lemoine 1999
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton

6 bottles

per lot $1100-1600

1134

Pommard Les Epenots Vincent Girardin 1999

12 bottles

Pommard Rugiens Vincent Girardin 1999

1130 12 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...simply the finest Latricières I have ever tasted from
Leroy and it is a definite candidate for wine of the vintage
honors...an assault on the senses with incredibly pure, layered aromas that explode from the glass and tremendously
nuanced, velvet wrapped flavors that seem to detonate on
the palate. Yet for all the power, this is silky and beautifully
textured, especially on the stupendously long, mineral laden
finish and a wine of riveting intensity. In a word, awesome!...93-96.” Burghound 1/02.

per lot $350-500

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton
“Medium bright ruby. Blueberry, black cherry, dark chocolate, minerals and flowers on the ripe, very pure nose. Very
dense and sweet, but with excellent precision and vibrancy
of flavor. This is really layered and rich. Finishes with sneaky
persistence…90-93.” IWC 3/01.

12 bottles

Latricieres Chambertin Domaine Leroy 2000

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton

1129

per lot $1700-2400

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
original carton
“Full ruby-red. Explosive nose offers black raspberry, cassis,
blueberry, mocha, espresso and violet. Sweet, rich and multifaceted, with rich, deep flavors of black raspberry, bitter
chocolate and game. Perfectly integrated acids give the
highly aromatic finish superb persistence. Tannins are sweet
and broad. It’s hard to imagine premier cru much better
than this in 2000...93.” IWC 3/03.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Intense red and black fruits mixed with subtle traces of oak
spice followed by gorgeous medium weight, ripe, round and
very intense flavors. Serious, austere for the vintage and
blessed with superb length...92.” Burghound 1/02.

12 bottles

12 bottles

Gevrey Chambertin Lavaux St Jacques
Dugat-Py 2000

per lot $500-750

Clos Vougeot Le Grand Maupertuis
Anne Gros 1999

1128

per lot $800-1200

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanee Conti 1998

1126A 1 jeroboam (3L)

1127

12 bottles

1135

per lot $500-750

6 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Mazis Chambertin Hospices de Beaune Cuvee
Madelaine Colignon Boillot 2000
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru

Chambertin Clos de Beze
Dominique Laurent 2000

1136

6 bottles

per lot $600-900

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
“...elegance, intensity and finesse rather than power and
big tannins. I especially like the complexity this displays
with its earthy character that runs the length of the
wine...91-93.” Burghound 1/02.

1131

6 bottles

per lot $600-900
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1137

Richebourg Anne Gros 2000

Bonnes Mares Lucien Le Moine 2002

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Full, deep red. Compelling soil-inflected aromas of berries, cocoa powder, minerals and flowers. Sweet but precise
and penetrating, with lovely harmonious acidity. Rigorous
but not austere; this makes the Clos Vougeot seem almost
jammy by comparison. Finishes very long and vibrant, with
fine tannins and a degree of thrust that’s rare for the vintage. A superb 2000!...93.” IWC 3/03.

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton
“The magnificent, chewy-textured 2002 Bonnes Mares bursts
with roses, violets, blueberries, and cherries. This muscular,
masculine, full-bodied effort has enormous depth, power, and
intensity. Licorice-imbued bacon, syrupy black fruits, spices,
freshly laid road tar, and candied cherries can be detected in
its complex, boisterous flavors as well as in its exceptionally
long, suave finish...Wow!...95-97.” WA 6/04.

6 bottles

per lot $750-1100

1143

Romanee St Vivant Vincent Girardin 2000

12 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“This is beautifully balanced and quite powerful on the finish,
all wrapped in firm but fine tannins...92.” Burghound 1/05.

per lot $1200-1800

Vosne Romanee Clos Des Chateau
Liger-Belair 2000

1144 6 bottles

Cote de Nuits
original wood case
“...expressive, intense aromas of Vosne spice and a bit of
toast followed by medium weight, beautifully defined flavors and solid length. The tannins are ripe though firm and
show through on the lingering finish.” Burghound 1/03.

1139

12 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“The oak highlights remarkably elegant, intense, rich and
forward fruit that is decidedly less austere than usual combining with full-bodied, robust, well structured flavors that
feature impressive depth and this finishes with imposing
length...92.” Burghound 1/04.

1140 10 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
two 6-pack original cartons
“Abundant Gevrey earth with iron, smoke, game and black
fruit introduces unbelievably dense, pure, racy, rich and
powerful flavors of almost painful intensity and this too is
fantastically vibrant and the finish simply explodes on the
palate...90-93.” Burghound 1/04.

1145

6 bottles

1146 6 bottles

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton
“A dazzlingly complex and fine nose that is absolutely regal
in its elegance and incredible breadth of spice-box aromas
are followed ripe, relatively accessible yet incredibly intense
flavors that display marvelous depth and perfect balance.
Sappy and sweet yet the powerfully long finish is beautifully
detailed and focused. A wine that is at once highly expressive yet a model of grace and understatement. In short, this
is wonderfully classy juice...91-94.” Burghound 1/04.

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanee Conti 2001

1142

100

6 bottles

per lot $3000-4800

Romanee St Vivant Hudelot Noellat 2002

per lot $2400-3800

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“...simply incredible array of black fruits, earth, spice,
crushed herbs and notes of chocolate with flavors that are
supple, rich and even more powerful...I particularly like the
stupendously long and incredibly intense finish that offers
a surprising sensation of almost pungent minerality...94.”
Burghound 1/04.

per lot $1200-1800

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“This is a backward, tight and reserved wine with an adroit
trace of wood framing stunningly elegant and dazzlingly
complex black fruit aromas that lead to sappy, mouth coating, powerful and very deep flavors of astonishing richness
and length. But it’s the seamless harmony and sheer class
that puts this at another level. In short, this is a breathtakingly fine wine that exhibits exquisite balance and an
almost spiritual calm...96.” Burghound 1/05.

Latricieres Chambertin Domaine Leroy 2001

1141

12 bottles
La Romanee Liger-Belair 2002

per lot $500-800

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
“Explosively complex red and black fruit aromas of crystalline
pure and intensity lead to sweet, round, terrifically focused,
vibrant, super concentrated essence of pinot flavors and a
finish that seems to be cut from liquid rock...Reference standard in every respect and perhaps the greatest Latricières I
have ever experienced...97.” Burghound 1/03.

per lot $420-600

Gevrey Chambertin Coeur du Roy
Dugat-Py 2002

per lot $500-750

Clos Vougeot Le Grand Maupertuis
Anne Gros 2001

per lot $750-1100

Clos Vougeot Le Grand Maupertuis
Anne Gros 2002

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton

1138

6 bottles

1147

12 bottles

per lot $1700-2400

per lot $2600-3800
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La Romanee Chateau de Vosne-Romanee
Bouchard Pere et Fils 2004

Volnay

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
nicked labels
“...blessed with an absolutely stunning nose that is genuinely kaleidoscopic in its breadth and complexity featuring
a touch of wood that frames black spice, earth, underbrush,
hints of Asian spices, soy and hoisin...92.” Burghound 4/06.

• Clos des Chenes Vincent Girardin 1997
• Caillerets Jean Boillot 1999

1148 2 jeroboams (3L)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
(10)
(12)

original carton

1155

above 22 bottles

per lot $550-850

Volnay Vincent Girardin 1999

per lot $2800-4200

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

La Romanee Liger-Belair 2004
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
“...an absolutely stunning nose that is genuinely kaleidoscopic in its breadth and complexity featuring black spice,
earth, underbrush, crushed herbs, hints of Asian spices, soy
and hoisin...93.” Burghound 1/07.

1149 12 bottles

1156

1157

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
(6)
(6)

original carton

above 12 bottles

per lot $650-950

1158

(10)
(5)
(3)

1159

per lot $750-1100

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton

1160 12 bottles

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

per lot $600-900

• Clos de la Barre Louis Jadot
(6)
• Clos des Chenes Vincent Girardin
(10)
above 16 bottles
per lot $500-750

Chassagne Montrachet Les Vergers Michel
Colin-Deleger 1992

Pommard Vincent Girardin 1997

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton

1161

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

• Les Epenots
• Les Grands Epenots
above 19 bottles

12 bottles

per lot $350-500

(12)

original carton

1154

9 bottles

Chassagne Montrachet Grand Ruchottes
Maltroye 1992

per lot $500-750

Volnay 1996

1153

per lot $2000-3000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
eight 2cm or better, one 2.5cm, partially deteriorated labels

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

1152

12 bottles

Corton Charlemagne M Juillot 1989

Pommard Rugiens Vincent Girardin
• 1996
• 1997
• 1999
above 18 bottles

per lot $850-1200

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
2cm or better
“A huge and enveloping nose of ripe orchard fruit and white
flower aromas that are still largely primary in character
leads to classic Bâtard-like flavors as they’re exceptionally
powerful and extremely rich and long. This is impressive
juice...92.” Burghound 12/95.

Charmes Chambertin Dominique Laurent

1151

12 bottles

Batard Montrachet Louis Latour 1989

per lot $1200-1800

• 1996
• 1999

per lot $600-900

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
“...this offering displays subtle toasty oak in its bouquet,
as well as a honeyed, buttery, apple/orange-like fruitiness.
These aromas translate into nearly identical flavors on the
palate. Although this full-bodied wine boasts excellent acidity and significant richness and glycerin, it is still tightly
strung...93.” WA 7/92.

Musigny Louis Jadot 2004

1150 6 bottles

(9)
(9)

Corton Charlemagne Louis Latour 1986

per lot $4500-6500

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton
“An explosive nose of black pinot fruit and penetrating spice
notes lead to notably rich and ripe flavors that exude ample
mid-palate extract and while the tannins are quite firm,
they are also quite fine...92-95.” Burghound 4/06.

• Les Champans
• Santenots
above 18 bottles

Corton Charlemagne M Juillot 1992
(7)

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
scuffed labels

per lot $500-750
1162

12 bottles

per lot $900-1300
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1163

Corton Charlemagne M Juillot 1995

Chassagne Montrachet Morgeot Lemoine 1999

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
three bin-soiled labels, original carton

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
two 6-pack original cartons

12 bottles

per lot $600-900

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton
“Racy and distinctive, with beautiful, pure, clean fruit and
subtle toasted oak flavors. Supple in texture and full-bodied,
with citrus, orange peel, dried herb, tropical and mineral notes
that provide life on the long but subtle finish...93.” WS 5/97.

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
“Rich and dramatic yet not at all overblown, this offers gorgeously complex fruits, primarily citrus and white flowers,
which beautifully complement the chiseled, exquisitely muscular flavors and persistence that must be experienced to be
believed. While not as big or complex as the Montrachet, it
does offer a touch more minerality and finesse. A truly stunning effort...94.” Burghound 6/05.

per lot $500-750

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“Displaying a deep, sweet but unyielding nose, the
Montrachet possesses a super-structured, buttery, hyper-ripe
(not over-ripe) mouth. A textbook Montrachet, it combines
the elegant, minerally aspects of a Chevalier and the fat,
lush, almost tropical tones of a Batard in a full-bodied wine
with great length...94-96.” WA 4/97.

6 bottles

1171

12 bottles

1172

1173

12 bottles

1174

12 bottles

1175

12 bottles

per lot $350-500

Chassagne Montrachet Morgeot Les Fairendes
Domaine Vincent et Francois Jouard 2000

per lot $350-500

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton

1176

102

per lot $1500-2400

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

1169

6 bottles

Chassagne Montrachet
Chaumees Truffiere Vieilles Vignes
Domaine Vincent et Francois Jouard 2000

per lot $1100-1600

Chassagne Montrachet La Romanee
JP Cournut 1999

per lot $850-1200

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“...full-bodied, stupendously complex flavors that stain the
palate. This is a driving wine with penetrating intensity all
beautifully buffered by a subtle but insistent acidity...93.”
Burghound 7/02.

Meursault Premier Cru Domaine Leroy 1996

1168

12 bottles

Batard Montrachet Michel Niellon 2000

per lot $500-750

Cote de Beaune
original carton
“This is still very fresh with only the initial hints of development to the airy white flower and hazelnut aromas that
give way to rich, pure and gorgeously precise flavors that
culminate in a mineral-infused and impressively linear finish
that lasts in the mouth for several minutes. A stunner of
wine that is still improving...92.” Burghound 7/06.

per lot $400-600

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

6 bottles

12 bottles

Puligny Montrachet Les Pucelles
Domaine Leroy 1999

per lot $500-750

Meursault Goutte d’Or Arnaud Ente 1996

per lot $1500-2200

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton
“Stunningly pure fruit laced with citrus and lime notes,
trace of toast with understated flavors of remarkable precision just oozing a wet stones character. The bright acidity beautifully frames an impressively long finish. Classic
Meursault and a great Genevrières that will need a decade
to fully mature. Perhaps the best 99 Genevrières that I
tasted on this trip...91-94.” Burghound 7/01.

per lot $650-950

Cote de Beaune
“Pretty, chardonnay fruit-driven aromas that are beginning
to display the beginnings of some secondary development lead to intense, pure, round flavors of good cut and
delineation plus fine complexity on the very long finish...”
Burghound 6/03.

12 bottles

Meursault Genevrieres Remi Jobard 1999

Meursault Arnauld Ente 1996

1167

per lot $600-900

Chevalier Montrachet La Cabotte
Bouchard Pere et Fils 1999

Montrachet Louis Latour 1995

1166

12 bottles

Meursault Genevrieres Charles et Remi
Jobard 1995

1164 12 bottles

1165

1170

12 bottles

per lot $350-500
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Chevalier Montrachet Henri Boillot 2000

Meursault Charmes Comtes Lafon 2001

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
“Its aromatic profile, composed of smoky pears and juicy
bacon, leads to an enormously elegant, crystalline personality...This rich, medium to full-bodied wine is powerful,
intense, and loaded with depth. Layers of spiced apples and
poached pears can be found intermingled with minerals
throughout this stunner’s character as well as in its unbelievably long finish. It is pure, full-flavored, and prodigiously
balanced...95-97.” WA 12/01.

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“...reveals a boisterous nose of cloves, pears, spices, and
white peaches. Hugely expansive, powerful, chewy-textured,
and supple, this velvety wine slathers the palate with white
pepper-laced apple compote whose flavors linger in its 45
second finish...93-95.” WA 6/03.

12 bottles

1182

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton
“The superb, white flower-scented 2001 Meursault-Charmes
splendidly combines breadth, depth, density, and concentration with focus, balance, and elegance. This intensely
flavored wine is crammed with creamed minerals, limestone,
chalk, and juicy spiced pears whose flavors can be experienced throughout its magisterial finish...93-95.” WA 6/03.

Corton Charlemagne Henri Boillot 2000

1178

6 magnums (1.5L)

1183

3 bottles

per lot $650-1000

1184 12 bottles

1180 12 bottles

Cote de Beaune
original carton
“...explodes from the glass with crisp apple and lily aromas.
Medium-bodied, satiny-textured and floral, this is a refined
wine of excellent depth. Its broad, fresh personality generously exhibits ripe apple and pear flavors...” WA 2/04.

1185

12 bottles

per lot $480-700

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
“This is intense, revealing layer after layer of nuance. Citrus
blossom, hazelnut, anise, lemon custard, apricot, smoke and
mineral flavors mingle with the firm structure and creamy
texture. It’s harmonious and balanced, with lingering notes
of vanilla and mineral salts. A lot of finesse for the appellation...96.” WS 11/06.

Chevalier Montrachet Les Demoiselles
Louis Jadot 2001

1181

6 magnums (1.5L)

Batard Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 2004

per lot $1100-1600

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original carton
“Pure aromas of pear and wet stone. Penetrating, intensely
flavored and gripping, without an ounce of excess weight. A
taut, tensile, elegantly styled wine with superb inner-mouth
aromatic quality and an explosively long finish for the vintage. Transcends the vintage...93.” IWC 9/03.

per lot $500-750

Meursault En Luraule Remi Jobard 2002

Bienvenues Batard Montrachet
Henri Boillot 2001
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original carton
“Smoke, buttered toast, and pears can be found in the
nose...sumptuous richness and breadth, it conquers the
palate with dense layers of peaches, apricots, spices, and
poached pears. Medium to full-bodied and chewy-textured,
it is a boldly flavored, concentrated, sensual, decadent
wine...95.” WA 4/03.

per lot $500-750

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton
“Its sumptuous aromatics reveal flowers, stones, minerals,
and spices. On the palate, it displays gorgeous breadth,
width, concentration, depth, and a luscious, sexy, satintextured mouth-feel. The wine coats the taster’s palate with
poached pears, flowers, minerals, and spices, whose effect
linger in its long, supple, sensual finish...94.” WA 4/03.

Montrachet Amiot Guy et Fils 2000

1179

12 bottles
Puligny Montrachet Pucelles
Vincent Girardin 2001

per lot $1200-1800

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
“This is a massive wine with a potent, forceful nose of pear,
apple, white flowers framed in toasty oak aromas and bigscaled, powerful, rich flavors and a thick, rich, wonderfully
textured finish that lasts for minutes...92.” Burghound 7/02.

per lot $1400-2000

Meursault Charmes Remi Jobard 2001

per lot $2000-3000

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
“Fantastically rich, wondrously delineated white flower
and spice aromas intermingle with driving, penetrating,
remarkably intense, steely, razor-sharp flavors that stain and
complete saturate the palate. This is exceptionally complex
with so much sève and power that it’s difficult to understand how such a wine can remain a model of refinement,
harmony and elegance...94.” Burghound 11/02.

12 bottles

1186

12 bottles

per lot $2200-3500

per lot $1500-2200
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Chevalier Montrachet Les Demoiselles
Louis Jadot 2004
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
original carton
“A supremely elegant and pure, even ethereal nose of
white flower, citrus and limestone aromas are followed by
medium full flavors of simply unbelievable intensity and
stunning length. This is a terrific effort that just oozes
class, grace and refinement in an understated style yet the
focus is laser-like. This is my kind of wine and when a great
Chevalier is “on”, there is literally nothing like it. Wow...95.”
Burghound 7/06.

1187

12 bottles

Chablis Montee de Tonnerre Fevre 2005
Chablis, Premier Cru
original carton
“...airy white flower fruit and menthol nose that introduces
powerful, concentrated and gorgeously intense flavors that
feature an explosively long finish. This has real energy to it
plus grand cru caliber class...91.” Burghound 10/07.

1193

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
two 6-pack original wood cases
“The bouquet on the 2005 is fine and elegant, as it offers
up a complex blend of apple, lemon, lime blossom, a lovely
base of soil and a delicate framing of vanillin oak. On the
palate the wine is fullish, long and forward on the attack,
with a fine mid-palate depth, bright acids, and a long, fresh
and succulent finish. Lovely juice...91.” JBG 11/06.

Puligny Montrachet Clavoillon
Domaine Leflaive 2004

1188

12 bottles

1194 12 bottles

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
“Generous wood with ample toast and vanilla presently
dominates the nose of pretty white flower and citrus aromas that merge into fresh, rich and classy medium weight
flavors that offer a beguiling mouth feel, all wrapped in a
sweet and pure finish that offers up plenty of dry extract.
This is delicious and stylish...92.” Burghound 7/07.

Puligny Montrachet Les Combettes
Domaine Leflaive 2004

1189

12 bottles

per lot $950-1400

1195

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

12 bottles
12 bottles

(12)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original carton

• Puligny Montrachet
Referts V. Vincent Girardin 2000

(9)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

• Meursault Coche-Dury 2001

(1)

Cote de Beaune

1196

above 28 bottles

per lot $900-1300

Chablis Louis Michel 2000
Chablis, Premier Cru

• Montee de Tonnerre
• Montmains

per lot $1200-1800
per lot $1200-1800

(4)
(12)

oc

1197

104

(6)

• Puligny Montrachet Les Champs Gains
Vincent Girardin 2000

Puligny Montrachet Les Pucelles
Domaine Leflaive 2004

1191
1192

per lot $300-450

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

per lot $500-750

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
each lot: original wood case
Parcel: lots 1191-1192
“A mildly reduced nosefeatures honeysuckle and acacia blossom notes introduces sweet, rich and beautifully complex
flavors of impressive purity and vibrancy with brilliant
length. A terrific effort that has the hallmark softness of
Pucelles while retaining a firm and tangy, indeed almost
linear finish that displays more minerality than usual...93.”
Burghound 7/07.

6 bottles
Mixed Burgundy
• Chassagne Montrachet
Dent de Chien Maltroye 1998

Puligny Montrachet Les Demoiselles
Amiot Guy et Fils 2004

1190 12 bottles

per lot $800-1200

Puligny Montrachet Les Demoiselles
Amiot Guy et Fils 2005

per lot $750-1100

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original wood case
“On the palate the wine is full-bodied, crisp and racy, with fine
depth and purity, laser-like focus, and a very long, soil-driven
finish. This is a very impressive vin de garde...93.” JG 1/06.

per lot $350-500

Puligny Montrachet Clavoillon
Domaine Leflaive 2005

per lot $1600-2400

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
original wood case
“Ripe peach, straw and underbrush aromas plus subtle spice
and moderate reduction complement the rich, round and
full flavors that possess an impressively dense mid-palate...”
Burghound 7/07.

6 magnums (1.5L)

above 16 bottles

per lot $400-600
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Lots 1205-1207

Burgundy 2000
• Chassagne Montrachet
Champs Gains Jouard

Chateauneuf du Pape Hommage a Jacques
Perrin Chateau Beaucastel 1998
(6)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

• Chassagne Montrachet
Morgeot Les Fairendes
Domaine Vincent et Francois Jouard

(3)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

• Chassagne Montrachet Chaumees
Truffiere Vieilles Vignes
Vincent et Francois Jouard

1203 1 double magnum (3L)

(12)

Cote de Beaune
original carton

1198

above 24 bottles

per lot $650-1000

BORDEAUX

Chateau Croix de Labrie 1995
St Emilion
four tissue stained labels, three damp-stained labels, two
6-pack original wood cases

1199

12 bottles

per lot $600-900

RHONE

Ermitage Le Meal Chapoutier 1996
Rhone
original wood case
“...a mineral-dominated, high acid, medium to full-bodied,
high-strung, extremely intellectual wine. It exhibits a
saturated ruby/purple color, as well as mineral-dominated
aromatics with notes of cassis, kirsch, and underbrush...92.”
WA 2/99.

1200 6 bottles

per lot $600-900

Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee da Capo Pegau 1998
Rhone
original wood case
“The color is a dense, thick-looking, ruby/garnet/purple.
The aromas begin slowly, but then roar from the glass like
an out-of-control locomotive, offering up a smorgasbord of
candied black fruits, pepper, garrigue, earth, and truffles.
Enormously thick and rich, but, amazingly, not heavy...100.”
WA 12/01.

1201

6 bottles

per lot $1700-2600

Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee du Papet
Clos Mont Olivet Joseph Sabon 1998
Rhone
original carton
“...offers a spicy, herb, leather, and cherry-scented bouquet,
medium-bodied, attractive, fruit-driven flavors, and tannin
and grip...” WA 10/00.

1202 12 bottles

106

per lot $2000-3000

(3)

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru

• Meursault Sous La Velle Remi Jobard

Rhone
original wood case
“...an extraordinary effort, and from a purely hedonistic
standpoint, probably my favorite Jacques Perrin...It is an
intense, full-bodied wine filled with notes of kirsch liqueur
as well as an incredibly silky, expansive mouthfeel...100.”
WA 1/03.

Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes
Domaine de Marcoux 1998
Rhone
“...profound...tell-tale blackberry liqueur aromas and flavors
are present, as well as a formidable level of glycerin, admirable richness, and a soaring bouquet of black fruits, minerals, lavender, and exotic spices...unbelievably concentrated,
unctuous, well-balanced and silky-textured. There is not a
rough edge to be found...100.” WA 1/03.

1204 6 bottles

per lot $1500-2200

Cote Rotie La Landonne Guigal 1998
Rhone
“...a perfect wine...its saturated black/purple color is
accompanied by an extraordinary nose of smoke, incense,
tapenade, creosote, blackberry, and currant aromas.
Densely packed with blackberry, truffle, chocolate, and
leather-like flavors, it possesses high tannin, but perfect
harmony, impeccable balance, and gorgeous integration
of acidity, alcohol, and tannin. It is a tour de force in
winemaking...100.” WA 4/02.

1205 4 bottles

per lot $1100-1800

Cote Rotie La Mouline Guigal 1998
Rhone
“...boasts a dense purple color in addition to an astonishing,
pure nose of jammy blackberry, currant, and cherry fruit
intermixed with honeysuckle/apricot liqueur. Exceptionally
seamless, full-bodied, and voluptuously-textured, with
extraordinary flavors, this fabulous La Mouline is structured
and tannic...96-100.” WA 2/01.

1206 6 bottles

per lot $1600-2600

Cote Rotie La Turque Guigal 1998
Rhone
“...may end up being a perfect wine. Its smoky black fruits
intermixed with licorice, roasted meats, cassis, and flowers
create an explosive, exotic perfume. The wine reveals considerable tannin, immense structure, and potentially legendary depth as well as intensity...98.” WA 4/02.

1207 6 bottles

per lot $1600-2600

per lot $600-900
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Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier 1999

Chateauneuf du Pape Marcoux 2003

Rhone
“The prodigious 1999 Ermitage Le Pavillon boasts creme
de cassis aromatics intermixed with unmistakable aromas
of ink. It is pure fruit...and fabously concentrated as well
as powerful, with a finish that lasts for fifty seconds, this
saturated black/purple-colored 1999 exhibits remarkable
symmetry, purity, and overall massive size juxtaposed with
a sense of elegance and restratint. It is a monumental
achievement...96+.” WA 4/02.

Rhone
original wood case
“...has great intensity, a dense ruby/purple color, no shortage of tannin, but wonderful sweetness, a huge tactile
impression due to high glycerin, gorgeous layers of fruit,
and a pure, long finish of 45+ seconds. It is a brilliant cuvee
of Chateauneuf du Pape...94.” WA 2/06.

1208 2 magnums (1.5L)

1212

per lot $500-800

Rhone
one chipped wax capsule
“...extraordinary perfume of lilacs, sweet licorice, blackberry
liqueur, and kirsch soar from the glass. There are even hints
of roasted meats, smoked herbs, and underbrush as well as
truffles...superb concentration, remarkable intensity, fullbodied flavors, sweetness, opulence, and a multi-layered
palate and finish that literally have to be tasted to be
believed...I wouldn’t be surprised to see it merit a perfect
score in a few years – it’s that special...99.” WA 2/06.

Rhone
two 6-pack original wood cases
“...extremely full-bodied and strikingly pure with copious
quantities of blackberry and cherry liquer intermixed with
spice, and subtle pain grille. Enormously-endowed, with
multiple flavor dimensions...94-97.” WA 12/01.

per lot $1100-1600

Chateauneuf du Pape Les Cailloux
Centenaire Brunel 2000

1213

12 bottles

Tuscany
bottom neck or better, two 6-pack original cartons
“...a compelling effort that reveals different shades of nuance
with each taste. Made in a deceptively medium-bodied style,
it is loaded with varietal Sangiovese notes of red cherries,
tobacco, earthiness and smoke. The wine possess outstanding
length and lovely overall balance...92.” WA 10/07.

1214

Rhone
“The wine has a dense ruby/purple-tinged color to the rim,
a strikingly pure nose of kirsch liqueur, creme de cassis, and
hints of vanilla and espresso. Hitting the palate with fullthrottle opulence, superb concentration, fabulous purity, and
striking multiple levels of raspberries and black cherry jam,
this is a beautifully full-bodied, brilliantly concentrated and
structured wine that reveals sweet but abundant tannin and
a finish that goes on for close to a minute...96.” WA 2/06.

1211

6 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Brunello di Montalcino Schiena d’Asino
Mastrojanni 1990

per lot $1100-1600

Chateauneuf du Pape Les Cailloux
Cuvee Centenaire Les Cailloux 2003

6 bottles
ITALY

Rhone
original carton
“Extremely full-bodied, with low acidity, and a knock-out
bouquet of blackberry and cherry jam intermixed with
licorice, pepper, and dried Provencal herbs, this sexy, voluptuous, enormously concentrated 2000 possesses a huge,
silky, seamless finish...96.” WA 2/03.

1210

per lot $400-600

Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes
Domaine de Marcoux 2003

Chateauneuf du Pape Deux Freres
Pierre Usseglio 2000

1209 12 bottles

12 bottles

12 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Barolo Riserva Ca d´Morissio
Guiseppe Mascarello 1997
Piedmont
two 6-pack original wood cases
“It offers everything one could want from a Barolo, starting
with a huge, brooding balsamic nose of spices, cocoa, leather, menthol and tar. This superbly structured wine is massive,
with waves of ripe dark fruit that coat the palate, potent
tannins and an exquisitely long finish...95.” WA 10/06.

per lot $600-900
1215

12 bottles

per lot $2000-3000
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PROPERTY OF A NEW YORK COLLECTOR

Chateau Margaux 1982
Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
into neck, torn label
“...an intense, sweet nose of truffles, cassis, smoke, flowers,
and toasty oak. Full bodied, with impressive levels of glycerin, extract, and tannin…offers a huge, massive mouthful
of thick, succulent wine...98+.” WA 9/95.

These wines were purchased largely upon release, or
directly from the winery, and kept in professional climate
controlled storage.
BORDEAUX

1221

Chateau Latour 1970
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
top shoulder
“...a huge, emerging nose of black fruits, truffles, walnuts,
and subtle tobacco/Graves-like scents. Full-bodied, fabulously concentrated and intense, with a sweet inner-core of
fruit...enormously endowed, massive Latour...This will be
the longest-lived and potentially most classic wine of the
vintage. Cream always comes to the top...98.” WA 6/96.

1216

1 bottle

per lot $300-450

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck
“...a level of concentration that represents the essence
of the Mouton terroir as well as the high percentage of
Cabernet Sauvignon it contains…huge tannin, unreal levels
of glycerin and concentration, and spectacular sweetness
and opulence…100.” WA 12/95.

1222

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1982

1218

1 bottle

1223

1 bottle

1224

108

per lot $350-500

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
into neck
“...a great Figeac...richer, more complete and complex wine
than the 1982...saturated dark purple color (somewhat
atypical for Figeac), and a gorgeous nose of olives, fruitcake,
jammy black fruits, minerals, and licorice...it is a terrific
wine!...” WA 2/97.

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1982

1220 1 bottle

5 bottles
Chateau Figeac 1990

per lot $450-650

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck
“Spectacular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits
intertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood scents.
Powerful for a Lafite...extraordinary richness, purity, and overall symmetry in addition to stunning flavor depth and persistence. The finish lasts for nearly a minute...100.” WA 6/00.

per lot $500-750

Pomerol
four bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder
“...a young, densely-colored wine with gobs of fruit and
intensity. I have always preferred it to such other vintages as
1982, 1983, and 1989. The full-bodied 1986 exhibits excellent
concentration and an over-ripe component...92.” RP 1998.

Chateau Haut Brion 1982

1219

1 bottle
Chateau L’Eglise Clinet 1986

per lot $800-1300

Graves, Premier Cru Classe
2.5cm
“This is the best Haut-Brion since 1959 and perhaps one
of the best Bordeaux we have ever tasted. It has loads of
character, packed to the brim with fruit and tannins...99.”
WS 8/92.

per lot $800-1300

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
very top shoulder
“...gloriously perfumed, luxuriously rich...The color is dark
plum/ruby with amber at the edge. Spectacular aromatics
offer up cedar, smoke, jammy black and red fruits, minerals,
licorice and toast. Unctuously-textured and full-bodied, with
low acidity, fabulously sweet, rich fruit...100.” WA 6/00.

per lot $400-600

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
into neck, damp-stained label
“A gorgeously sweet entry displays flavors of caramel,
roasted coffee, jammy red and black fruits, coconut, and
smoke...fat and full-bodied, with considerable tannin, structure, and muscle in the finish...sexy, juicy, and formidablystructured...100.” WA 12/95.

1 bottle
Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande 1982

Pomerol
into neck, bin-soiled label
“...firm backbone of silky tannins and sweet black olive,
vanilla and berry aromas and flavors.” WS 2/91.

1 bottle

per lot $600-900

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1982

Chateau Petrus 1979

1217

1 bottle

1225

1 double magnum (3L)

per lot $500-800

per lot $1600-2400
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Mixed Bordeaux
• Chateau La Conseillante 1964

Chateau d’Yquem 1983

Pomerol
very top shoulder, bin-soiled and partially deteriorated label
• Chateau Palmer 1978
(1)
Margaux, Troisieme Cru Classe
very top shoulder, scuffed label

• Chateau Prieure Lichine
1985

Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
bottom neck, scuffed and damp-stained label
“...an attractive orange-gold, its bouquet emnitting the
usual scents, but with great intensity, apricots, honeyed
botrytis, creme brulee; a sweet, creamy wine masking considerable power and assertiveness...★★★★★.” MB 11/00.

(1)

1228

BURGUNDY

• Chateau Cadet Piola 1990

Chambolle Musigny Remoissenet 1947

(1)

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe
bottom neck

Cote de Nuits
1.5cm, bin-soiled and heavily scuffed label

• Chateau Gruaud Larose 1993

(1)

1229

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bin-soiled label

• Chateau Calon Segur 1994
• Chateau L’Evangile 1995

(1)

Pomerol

• Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande 1995

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $300-500

Ruchottes Chambertin F Esmonin 1989

(2)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
1.5cm or better, three bin-soiled labels, one torn label

St Estephe, Troisieme Cru Classe

1230 10 bottles

(2)

per lot $600-900

Gevrey Chambertin Clos St Jacques
Michel Esmonin 1993

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe

above 9 bottles &
1 double magnum (3L)

per lot $280-450

double-magnum(1)

Margaux, Quatrieme Cru Classe
into neck, bin-soiled label

1226

1 bottle

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
one bin-soiled label, two deteriorated labels, one torn label

per lot $800-1200
1231

4 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $500-800

Bordeaux 1982
into neck unless noted

• Chateau Calon Segur

(1)

Chambolle Musigny La Combe d’Orveau
Perrot-Minot 1996

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
two heavily bin-soiled labels, four bin-soiled labels, two torn
labels

St Estephe, Troisieme Cru Classe
just below top shoulder

• Chateau Cos d’Estournel
St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bin-soiled label, corroded capsule, reserve nicolas

• Chateau Du Tertre

1232

(1)

• Chateau La Conseillante

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
two bin-soiled labels, two torn labels

(1)

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
torn label

per lot $480-700

Volnay Caillerets Jean Marc Bouley 1996

Margaux, Cinquieme Cru Classe

• Chateau Gruaud Larose

6 magnums (1.5L)

1233

5 magnums (1.5L)

per lot $300-450

(1)

Pomerol

• Chateau Lynch Bages

(1)

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
damp-stained label

• Chateau Talbot

(1)

St Julien, Quatrieme Cru Classe

1227

above 7 bottles

per lot $1000-1500
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RHONE

Cote Rotie La Mouline Guigal 1979
Rhone
1cm
“By the standards of La Mouline, it has higher acidity than
normal, but that component has served it well, preserving
the freshness and guaranteeing a relatively slow evolution.
The wine exhibits an intense, gamy, Syrah nose, superrich,
ripe flavors, and a full-bodied, long finish...93.” RP 1997.

1236
Mixed Burgundy
• Romanee St Vivant Robert Arnoux 1979

Rhone

(1)

• Cornas Geynale Michel 1988
• Hermitage Domaine du Colombier 1991
• Hermitage Domaine du Colombier 1996

(1)

Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
2.5cm, bin-soiled and torn label

per lot $280-420

LOIRE

• Bourgogne Rouge Domaine Leroy 1990

Mixed Loire

(1)

Loire
2cm or better unless noted

Burgundy
1cm, stained vintage tag

• Chambolle Musigny Babillaires
Philippe Leclerc 1991

• Savennieres Coulee de Serrant Joly 1985 (4)
one 2.5cm, one 3cm, one 3.5cm, one 4cm

(2)

• Bonnezeaux Chateau de Fesles 1989
(2)
• Savennieres Coulee de Serrant Joly 1989 (1)

Cote de Nuits
one scuffed label

3cm, writing on bin-soiled label

• Vosne Romanee Aux Reignots
Bouchard 1991

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru
scuffed label

• Auxey Duresses Coche-Dury 1992

(2)

Cote de Beaune

1238

• Gevrey Chambertin Estournelles
Saint Jacques Frederic Esmonin 1993

(2)

• Savigny Les Beaune Les Narbantons
Domaine Leroy 1994

Mixed Alsace

(1)

Alsace

Cote de Beaune, Premier Cru
scuffed label

• Clos de la Roche Cuvee Georges Kritter
Hospices de Beaune Meo-Camuzet 1996

• Vouvray Moulleux Reserve
Domaine du Clos Naudin 1989
(2)
• Montlouis Grande Reserve
Trie Moelleux Domaine Deletang 1990
(3)
above 12 bottles
per lot $550-850
ALSACE

Cote de Nuits, Premier Cru

• Gewurztraminer Kritt Selection des Grains
Nobles Marc Kreydenweiss 1990
500ml (2)
3.5cm

(2)

• Tokay Pinot Gris Moenchberg
Selection des Grains Nobles
Marc Kreydenweiss 1990

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
one torn label

per lot $700-1100

500ml (1)

3cm, signs of old seepage

Corton Charlemagne
Jean Claude Belland 1996
Cote de Beaune, Grand Cru
one missing label, one torn vintage tag

per lot $240-350
1239

110

above 11 bottles

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
2cm, bin-soiled label

3 magnums (1.5L)

(1)
(6)

bin-soiled and damp-stained labels

1237

• Clos Vougeot Rene Engel 1988

1235

(4)

2cm or better, one damp-stained label, one taped label

• Corton Renardes
Prince Florent de Merode 1983

above 14 bottles

per lot $200-300

Mixed Rhone

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
1.5cm, damp-stained and taped label

1234

1 bottle

• Gewurtztraminer Speigel
Selection des Grains Nobles Dirler 1994 (1)
• Riesling Schoenenburg Selection des Grains
Nobles Marcel Deiss 1994
(2)
• Tokay Pinot Gris Moenchberg
Selection des Grains Nobles
Riefle 1996
500ml (3)
above six 500ml bottles &
3 bottles
per lot $500-800
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ITALY

MADEIRA

Brunello di Montalcino Case Basse
Soldera 1990

Madeira Bual Reserva Velha Barbeito 1863

Tuscany
into neck, two scuffed labels, nicked labels
“It exhibits a deep ruby color, and a magnificent, rich,
complex nose of roasted herbs, sweet, jammy, red and black
fruits, cedar, spice, and oak. The wine is extremely powerful and full-bodied, with layers of highly concentrated, ripe
fruit. Despite its massive size, it retains a gracefulness and
sense of elegance. The velvety texture and layers of fruit
conceal the wine’s high tannin...98.” WA 4/96.

1240 7 bottles

1245 1 bottle

Tuscany
into neck

1 double magnum (3L)

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Cask 23 1990
Napa Valley
bottom neck or better
“...exhibits a tell-tale bouquet of sweet, jammy cassis, herbs,
coffee, olives, cedar, and chocolate...Soft, medium to fullbodied, harmonious flavors, with well-integrated tannin and
low acidity make for a generous, velvety-textured mouthful of
classically proportioned, compelling Cabernet...91.” WA 10/93.

1246 6 bottles

per lot $200-300

Napa Valley
“The wine’s saturated dark purple color is followed by a
huge, unevolved but sexy nose of toasty new oak, dense,
black-cherry and jammy cassis fruit, and vague scents of
underbrush and spice. Extremely rich and concentrated, it
offers intriguing blackcurrant and coffee flavors, full body,
remarkable harmony, and a finish that lasts for nearly a
minute...96.” WA 12/94.

Tuscany
“...extremely ripe raisin and spice aromas. Full-bodied and
very chewy, with loads of polished tannins and a long,
long finish that’s big and fruity. A solid, muscular red from
Tuscany, this is the greatest Solaia ever made...98.” WS 6/00.

1 bottle

per lot $200-320

Barolo
• Reserva Speciale Scarpa 1967

(8)

Piedmont
seven scuffed labels, four damp-stained labels, one torn label
• Cordero di Montezemolo 1970
(3)
Piedmont
one scuffed label, one damp-stained label

above 11 bottles

1247

10 bottles

per lot $1100-1700

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Cask 23 1992

2cm or better

1243

per lot $600-900

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Cask 23 1991

Solaia Antinori 1997

1242

per lot $300-500

CALIFORNIA

per lot $1700-2600

Brunello di Montalcino Le Gode di Montosoli
Canalicchio Di Sopra 1990

1241

Madeira
into neck, bottled February 2000

per lot $500-750

Napa Valley
“...knock-out bouquet of black fruits, smoke, chocolate, and
licorice. Like all Cask 23’s, it is exceedingly easy to drink,
with a voluptuous texture, fabulously rich, expansive, sweet
(from extract not sugar) flavors, and silky tannin in the finish...96.” WA 12/95.

1248 9 bottles

per lot $900-1400

Arietta Red 1996

PORT

Taylor Fladgate 1935
Douro
two bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder
“...it offers up an exotic mélange of raisin, cumin, molasses,
marinated orange rind, a touch of fennel seed, fried bananas
and sweet, candied almonds. On the palate the wine is
fullish and completely resolved, with a slightly delicate palate impression coupled to outstanding intensity of flavor
and brilliant complexity. The finish is long and refined,
with stunning transparency, and beautiful balance and
focus...95.” JBG 10/06.

1244 3 bottles

per lot $1900-3000

Napa Valley
“...exhibits menthol and dried herbs, along with red and
black currant aromas. Medium-bodied, compressed, yet delicious.” WA 1/00.

1249 5 bottles

per lot $280-420

Sine Qua Non Against The Wall Syrah 1996
California
“...a combination of cassis/blackberry jamminess intermixed with tar, pepper, and spice. Thick, massively full, yet
wonderfully rich and expansive, with admirable purity and
mouth-staining levels of glycerin and extract, this full-bodied, silky-smooth Syrah is deceptively easy to drink...94.”
WA 12/98.

1250 4 bottles

per lot $900-1300
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1251

Sine Qua Non Omadhaun & Poltroon 1996

Chateau Leoville Poyferre 1982

California
“The knock-out nose of honeyed citrus and rose petals is
followed by a chewy, remarkably pure, dry wine oozing with
extract...93.” WA 12/98.

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, two scuffed labels, one damp-stained
label
“...possesses great concentration, full body as well as considerable structure. A dense purple/plum color reveals some
lightening at the rim. Terrific concentration hits the palate
with mouth-searing levels of tannin. Full-bodied, thick, structured, muscular, and loaded with potential...94.” WA 6/00.

4 bottles

per lot $500-800

Kongsgaard Chardonnay 1998
Napa Valley
“A light green/gold color is followed by a huge, intense,
liquid minerality intermixed with subtle notes of marmalade, caramel, honeysuckle, citrus oil, and hazelnut. There is
remarkable vibrancy to this full-bodied, powerful 1998, and
the finish lingers for 40+ seconds...95.” WA 12/00.

1252

11 bottles

1256

St Emilion, Grand Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“In the mouth, the wine defines the word ‘opulence’ with
its viscosity and superb levels of jammy black fruits nicely
dosed with high quality wood. Sweet and expansive, this is
an exuberant, flamboyant St.-Emilion...93.” WA 2/97.

Kongsgaard Syrah

1253

• 1996
• 1998
above 6 bottles

(3)
(3)

1257

1258

1259

4 bottles

per lot $1000-1500

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“...a sweet, pure nose of black fruits, minerals, lead pencil, and vanillin. Broad, expansive flavors come across as
rich, pure, and concentrated, but never heavy or coarse.
Beautifully integrated tannin and acidity are barely noticeable in this classic, full-bodied, velvety-textured, youthful
yet exceptional St.-Julien...96.” WA 2/97.

per lot $700-1000

1260 12 bottles

per lot $2200-3200

Chateau Leoville Barton 1994
St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
“A mouthful for the vintage, with its lovely berry, chocolate
and tobacco aromas and flavors, medium to full body and
chewy tannins. Fresh finish...90.” WS 1/97.

per lot $1500-2400
1261

112

12 bottles

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1990

Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1982

1255

per lot $550-800

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck
“Subtle aromas of black cherry and plum with hints of
mineral and smoke. Full-bodied, with a compacted fruit
structure, firm tannins and a long finish. As outstanding as
it should be...93.” WS 8/00.

Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste 1982

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
three bottom neck or better, one very top shoulder
“...youthful yet profoundly complex...the finest LeovilleLas-Cases ever made...massive proportions yet extraordinary
purity, elegance, and balance...The nose offers up blazingly
well-delineated, pure aromas of creme de cassis, cherry jam,
minerals, and toasty new oak...100.” WA 6/00.

6 bottles
Chateau Leoville Barton 1990

BORDEAUX

1254 6 bottles

per lot $380-550

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
into neck, two scuffed labels
“...sensational nose of jammy black-cherries, earth, cedar,
and herbs has become far more intense and striking...The
low acidity emphasizes the thick, juicy, succulent fruit in
this backward yet rich, chewy wine...93.” WA 2/97.

BORDEAUX, PIEDMONT AND CALIFORNIA
CABERNET FROM AN AMERICAN COLLECTOR

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
two bottom neck or better, four very top shoulder, two binsoiled labels, two scuffed labels, two damp-stained labels
“...an intense black currant/creme de cassis-scented bouquet
is backed up by roasted earth, smoke, and mineral notes.
Full-bodied, muscular, and powerful...opulently-textured,
moderately tannic, youthful, huge...93.” WA 6/00.

6 bottles
Chateau Gruaud Larose 1990

per lot $550-850

The following lots of blue-chip wines come to us from a
Florida gentleman. All of the wines on offer here, which
are in outstanding condition, were carefully sourced and
held in climate-controlled storage until removal for this
sale.

per lot $800-1200

Chateau La Dominique 1989

per lot $600-900

Napa Valley

6 bottles

12 bottles

per lot $400-600
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Chateau Leoville Las Cases 1994

Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande 1995

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
“Layers of pure black-cherry and cassis fruit are intermixed
with stony, mineral-like scents, as well as high quality
toasty oak. Medium to full-bodied, with a sweet, rich entry,
this wine possesses plenty of tannin, yet fabulous extract
and length...93.” WA 2/97.

1262

12 bottles

per lot $600-900

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
five bin-soiled labels
“It is an exquisite example of Pichon-Lalande...exquisite on
the palate, this full-bodied, layered, multidimensional wine
should prove to be one of the vintage’s most extraordinary
success stories...96.” WA 2/98.

1268 12 bottles

Chateau Calon Segur 1995

Chateau Pontet Canet 1995

St Estephe, Troisieme Cru Classe
“Greatest Calon-Segur ever made. An absolutely amazing
red, this third-growth Bordeaux is remarkable for its layers
of berry, violets and perfume. It’s full-bodied and very velvety on the palate, with masses of character and an ultralong finish…96.” WS 1/98.

1263

12 bottles

per lot $900-1300

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
“Dark ruby-colored, offering berry, raspberry and dark chocolate character. Full-bodied and very fruity, with big, velvety
tannins. A glorious red, this goes on and on on the palate,
displaying wonderful structure and fruit…94.” WS 1/98.

1269 12 bottles
Chateau Figeac 2000

St Estephe, Deuxieme Cru Classe
“A wine of extraordinary intensity and accessibility...
Opulent, with forward aromatics...this terrific Cos possesses
remarkable intensity, full body, and layers of jammy fruit
nicely framed by the wine’s new oak...95.” WA 2/98.

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (b)
“...opaque purple color accompanied by a terrific bouquet
of camphor, graphite, black currants, licorice, and smoked
herbs. With well-balanced, powerful tannin, concentration,
and pinpoint precision, finesse, and purity...expressive as
well as textured effort...This is undeniably the estate’s finest effort since 1996...93.” WA 4/03.

per lot $1000-1500

Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou 1995

1270 12 bottles

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
“The greatest Ducru produced this century. Breathtaking
aromas of berries, violets, vanilla and blackberries set the
stage for a wine that’s full-bodied and tannic, yet very
fine and long in the mouth. This has fabulous structure for
aging...97.” WS 1/98.

6 bottles

Pauillac, Cinquieme Cru Classe
original wood case
“Extremely pretty aromas of mineral, blackberry and raspberry. Full-bodied, with well-integrated tannins and a medium finish. Well-crafted red. The best Pontet-Canet ever...93.”
WS 3/03.

1271

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
“Tantalising red, with violet, berry and blackberry aromas
and hints of earth. Full-bodied and chewy, with lots of fruit
and flavors. Long, velvety finish...93.” WS 1/98.

1266 12 bottles

per lot $650-950

Haut Medoc
one damp-stained label
“A breathtakingly beautiful Sociando-Mallet with a dense
ruby/purple color...the 2000 boasts superb concentration,
great definition and intensity, ripe tannin, and a long finish of more than 40 seconds. This is top-flight, classified
growth-quality stuff...93.” WA 4/03.

Chateau Leoville Poyferre 1995

12 bottles

12 bottles
Chateau Sociando Mallet 2000

per lot $600-900

St Julien, Deuxieme Cru Classe
“Best Leoville Poyferre ever. Big, mouthpuckering wine.
Bubbling over with mint, blackberry and currant character.
Full-bodied, with extremely full yet finely textured tannins
and a long, silky texture.” WS 1/98.

per lot $800-1200

Chateau Pontet Canet 2000

per lot $600-900

Chateau Leoville Barton 1995

1267

per lot $550-800

Chateau Cos d’Estournel 1995

1264 12 bottles

1265

per lot $1400-2000

1272

12 bottles

per lot $500-750

Chateau Talbot 2000
St Julien, Quatrieme Cru Classe
“Best Talbot in years. Beautiful aromas of crushed berries…
full-bodied, with a solid core of ripe fruit and silky tannins.
Long and delicious…93.” WS 1/03.

per lot $500-750

1273

12 bottles

per lot $450-650
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Fonseca 1985

ITALY

Douro
opaque bottles
“A take-no-prisoners Port, extremely powerful and still
closed when last tasted. Deep inky color, with concentrated
blackberry and raisin aromas, full-bodied, with massive raisin flavors, a superb backbone and a very long finish...95.”
WS 1989.

Barolo Brunate Riserva G Rinaldi 1989
Piedmont
1cm or better

1274

8 bottles

per lot $800-1200

Barolo Falletto di Serralunga Riserva
Bruno Giacosa 1990

1280 12 bottles

Piedmont
into neck
“...huge, massively proportioned, thick, and muscular...95.”
WA 4/94.

1275

12 bottles

Campania
“...staggering in its complexity and richness...Its mild blackberry/vivid blueberry, fabulously fragrant, floral-scented
nose jumps from the glass. Opaque purple-colored, with a
layered, naturally textured feel, this full-bodied, spectacularly concentrated, multidimensional wine must be tasted to
be believed…96.” WA 8/99.

1276

5 bottles

Graham 1985
Douro
opaque bottles, two bin-soiled labels
“It has great elegance and great power. Brilliant deep rubypurple, with boysenberry and licorice aromas, full-bodied,
very fleshy, with a firm backbone of tannins...96.” WS 1989.

per lot $3000-4500

Montevetrano 1997

per lot $550-800

1281

12 bottles

per lot $700-1000

Croft 1991
Douro
six with signs of old seepage

1282

12 bottles

per lot $400-600

per lot $550-850
Mixed Port

PORT

Douro
opaque bottles

Dow 1977

• Dow 1983
• Warres 1985

Douro
opaque bottles
“Full-bodied and sweet, with an iron backbone of acidity.
Long finish...94.” WS 12/99.

1277

12 bottles

two scuffed labels, two nicked labels

1283

per lot $700-1000

Napa Valley
bottom neck or better
“The black/purple color, the extraordinary bouquet of
rich cassis, violets, and licorice, the massive extraction of
flavors, sensational depth, super ripeness, and a length
that must last over a minute, suggest to me that this is
easily the most concentrated and potentially longest-lived
Cabernet Sauvignon that Chateau Montelena has ever made.
The extract level is incredible, yet the balance is there...98.”
WA 10/93.

per lot $750-1100

Taylor Fladgate 1977
Douro
opaque bottles, three bin-soiled labels
“There is an explosion of fruit and tannins in the mouth but
at the same time this wine is in total harmony. Deep dark
ruby, with blackberries and violets on the nose, full-bodied,
with masses of blackberry flavors, full, hard tannins and a
very long finish...98.” WS 1989.

1279

6 bottles

1284 6 bottles

per lot $650-950

Chateau Montelena Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon 1991
Napa Valley
“It possesses amazing depth, an impenetrably opaque
purple color, and a finish that lasts for nearly a minute.
The wine offers a fabulously ripe nose of black-raspberries,
cassis, spices, and vanillin. This is the second vintage where
the type of tannins achieved by Montelena are softer and
sweeter...97.” WA 12/94.

per lot $550-800

1285
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per lot $450-700

Chateau Montelena Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon 1987

Douro
opaque bottles
“Aromas of milk chocolate, plum, mint and violet. Fullbodied, with medium sweetness and lots of berry and
cherry fruit. Very fruity and fresh. Long and lively...91.” WS
2008.

12 bottles

above 12 bottles
CALIFORNIA

Graham 1977

1278

(6)
(6)

12 bottles

per lot $1000-1500
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Lot 1275

Beringer Vineyards Private Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

Turley Wine Cellars Petite Syrah

Napa Valley
“...an opaque purple color, a gorgeous nose of toasty oak,
and a silky, concentrated texture with unobtrusive acidity
or tannin. The wine possesses layered richness, remarkable
balance, sweet, pure fruit, and a finish that lasts for nearly
30 seconds...94.” WA 12/97.

• Aida Vineyard 1994

1286 12 bottles

Napa Valley

per lot $800-1200

• Hayne Vineyard 1994

1292

Mixed Shiraz

per lot $900-1300

Australia

1293

• Kay Brothers Block 6 1999
• Kay Brothers Hillside 1999
• Burge Draycott 2001
above 18 bottles

(6)
(6)
(6)

per lot $600-900

PROPERTY OF A WESTCHESTER COLLECTOR

Napa Valley
“The color is an opaque purple. The wine is full-bodied and
powerful, with classic notes of cassis intermixed with loamy
soil scents, underbrush, and spice. There is massive body
and elevated, but sweet tannin that is well-integrated with
the wine’s other components, a blockbuster mid-palate, and
a finish that lasts for 30+ seconds...94.” WA 12/98.

Wine Removed From Humidity And Temperature Controlled
Home Storage
BORDEAUX

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1953
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
mid shoulder
“...extraordinary Lafite fragrance of minerals, lead pencil,
cedar, and spice. It is velvety-textured, wonderfully round, and
sweet, but so well-delineated and balanced...100.” WA 10/94.

per lot $950-1400

Sine Qua Non The Other Hand Syrah 1995
California
“...this blockbuster, opaque purple-colored wine offers glorious notes of black fruits (primarily blackberry and cassis),
subtle smoke, toast, and licorice, and a whiff of plant material and spice. Full-bodied, yet gorgeously layered and nearly
seamless in its flamboyant display of fruit, glycerin, and
extract, this large-scaled, yet drinkable Syrah...” WA 12/97.

1289 2 bottles

Sonoma
“Dark, ripe, rich and focused, this California red offers tiers
of currant, mineral, anise, sage and cedar, all folding neatly
together and finishing with a chocolaty edge…92.” WS 6/00.

1290 6 bottles

(2)

Howell Mountain
into neck

Pauillac, Deuxieme Cru Classe
upper shoulder, one damp-stained label
“Another outstanding vintage, with characteristic cassis
flavor and chocolate, currant and cedar nuances, as well as
an herbaceous note that blends well with the lovely, sweet
fruit flavor on the long finish.” WS 5/91.

1295

per lot $1400-2400

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
one just below top shoulder, one upper shoulder
“Superbly focused, with an outstanding concentration of fruit.
Deep, dark ruby-garnet, with intense tobacco and slightly
minty aromas; full-bodied, with very concentrated, rich tobacco, coffee and fruit flavors and a long finish...94.” WS 2/91.

1296 2 bottles

per lot $1200-1800

Chateau Latour 1956

(6)

per lot $550-800

2 bottles
Chateau Cheval Blanc 1955

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
just below top shoulder

Napa Valley

above 8 bottles

per lot $800-1300

Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1953

per lot $750-1100

Mixed California
• Dunn Vineyards Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon 1985
• Chateau Montelena Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon 1992

1294 1 bottle

per lot $420-650

Peter Michael Les Pavots 1997
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(6)

per lot $1000-1500

Chateau Montelena Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon 1995

1288 12 bottles

1291

• Hayne Vineyard 1996
above 14 bottles
AUSTRALIA

Napa Valley
“...enough profound aromas and flavors to mark this as one
of Mondavi’s most sensational efforts. The nose possesses a
Margaux/Mouton-like cassis, lead pencil, floral aroma, backedup by copious quantities of blackcurrant fruit...98.” WA 12/96.

10 bottles

(5)

two scuffed labels, nicked labels

Robert Mondavi Winery Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon 1994

1287

(3)

one nicked label

1297

2 bottles

per lot $600-1000
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Chateau Palmer 1966
Margaux, Troisieme Cru Classe
upper shoulder
“The 1966 continues to be one of the greatest examples of
Palmer I have ever tasted…not only rich and full, it is also
delicate and loaded with complexity and finesse. This wine
gets my nod as one of the best of the vintage...96.” WA 5/96.

1298 2 bottles

per lot $550-900

(1)

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
upper-mid shoulder

• Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1970

(2)

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
one into neck, one top shoulder

• Chateau Latour 1973

(2)

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1976

• Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1978

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
into neck

1299 2 bottles

Mixed Bordeaux
• Chateau Cheval Blanc 1958

per lot $320-500

(2)

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, one torn label, one capsule cut to
reveal fully branded cork

1306 above 8 bottles

per lot $850-1300

Chateau Haut Brion 1977
Graves, Premier Cru Classe
two 2cm or better, two 2.5cm, five 3cm, three 4cm, two with
signs of old seepage, two protruding corks, original wood case

1300 12 bottles

per lot $800-1200

Chateau Latour 1977
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
three very top shoulder, nine top shoulder, six depressed corks,
original wood case

1301 12 bottles

per lot $800-1200

Chateau Petrus 1977
Pomerol
one top shoulder, one just below top shoulder, one wine-stained
label

1302 2 bottles

per lot $650-1000

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1978
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
bottom neck or better, one 4-pack original wood case

1303 4 double magnums (3L)

per lot $2400-4000

Pomerol
very top shoulder

1307 3 bottles

per lot $900-1500

Chateau d’Yquem 1971
Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
very top shoulder
“This is an outstanding Yquem...The top bottles exhibit
plenty of ripe, concentrated tropical fruit and botrytis. Full
bodied, deep golden in color, with a spicy, caramel, toasted
roti, fat flavor, this big, rich wine is developing quickly for
an Yquem...” RP 1998.

1308 1 bottle

per lot $300-500

Chateau d’Yquem 1976
Sauternes, Premier Cru Superieur
bottom neck or better
“...a very powerful thick, viscous Yquem with notes of honeyed tropical fruits, spice box, creme brulee, smoke, and
orange marmalade. The wine is viscous, rich, and an amazingly great Yquem...100.” WA 12/02.

per lot $700-1100

BURGUNDY

per lot $800-1300

Clos de la Roche Georges Lignier 1986
Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
four 1.5cm or better, five 2.5cm, three 3cm, original carton

Chateau Margaux 1987

1310 12 bottles

Margaux, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better, original wood case

1305 12 bottles

Pessac Leognan, Cru Classe
upper shoulder

1309 2 bottles

Chateau Petrus 1978

1304 2 bottles

Chateau Olivier Blanc 1945

per lot $1000-1500

per lot $900-1300
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Mixed Burgundy
• Vosne Romanee Clos des Reas
Louis Gros 1955

MATURE BORDEAUX FROM A SOUTHERN
COLLECTION
(1)

The following lots are a small part of a once much larger
cellar, and were maintained in temperature-controlled
home storage.

Cote de Nuits
6cm

• Latricieres Chambertin Faiveley 1973

(1)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
4cm

BORDEAUX

• Gevrey Chambertin Trapet 1978

(2)

Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1978

Cote de Nuits
2.5cm

• Latricieres Chambertin Trapet 1983

Pauillac, Premier Cru Classe
bottom neck or better
“Typical Lafite aromas of cedar, earth, minerals and hints
of dark fruits. Classic claret with medium body and great
structure and delineation. A beautiful, silky, traditional
Lafite...” CG 5/07.

(3)

Cote de Nuits, Grand Cru
2.5cm

1311

above 7 bottles

per lot $500-750
1313

4 bottles

per lot $600-900

CHAMPAGNE

1312

Laurent Perrier Cuvee Grand Siecle 1982

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1983

Champagne

St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classe (a)
six bottom neck or better, three very top shoulder, one top
shoulder
“The greatest Cheval-Blanc of the 80s...great richness and
harmony accompanied by masses of wonderfully complex
flavors, including lead pencil, tobacco and fruit. Full-bodied
and soft, with a very long finish...97.” WS 10/94.

1 magnum (1.5L)

per lot $200-300

1314

10 bottles

per lot $3500-5000

Chateau Petrus 1983
Pomerol
bottom neck or better
“What you’d expect from such a legendary estate. Wonderful
palate impression with silky, rich fruit. Plenty of blackberry
and chocolate character, has a full body and medium finish...93.” WS 10/94.

1315

10 bottles

per lot $4000-6500

End of first session
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